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Preface
As per the government directions, in the state every district must have a District
Disaster Management Plan. Accordingly, a draft of District Disaster Management Plan
has been prepared for the district Gurdaspur.
The District Disaster Management Plan is a key part of an emergency
management. It will play a significant role to address the unexpected disasters that
occur in the district effectively. The information available in DDMP is valuable in
terms of its use during disaster. Based on the history of various disasters that occur in
the district, the plan has been so designed as an action plan rather than a resource
book. Utmost attention has been paid to make it handy, precise rather than bulky one.
This plan has been prepared which is based on the guidelines provided by the National
Institute of Disaster Management (NIDM). During the time of disaster there will be a
delay before outside help arrives. At first, self-help is essential and depends on a
prepared community which is alert and informed. Efforts have been made to collect
and develop this plan to make it more applicable and effective to handle any type of
disaster.
As a whole, this is a genuine effort of district administration to develop the
plan and if you have any suggestions and comments are free to convey the same so
that we can include them in the next annual plan. We are thankful to all the
departments and persons of district who have provided us the vital information in
time.

District Disaster Response Centre/
District Emergency Operation Centre,
Gurdaspur
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1. Introduction to Disaster/Management
1.1 Disaster/Management Basic Concept
Disaster
Disaster Management Act, 2005 defines Disaster as: “Disaster means a
catastrophe, mishap, calamity or grave occurrence in any area, arising from natural or
man-made causes, or by accident or negligence which results in substantial loss of life or
human suffering or damage to, and destruction of property, or damage to, or degradation
of environment, and is of such a nature or magnitude as to be beyond the coping capacity
of the community of the affected area.
Hazard
A potentially damaging physical event, natural phenomenon or human activity
that may adversely affect human life, property or social and economic disruption or
environmental damage. Hazard may be generated by endogenetic forces (Earthquake,
Volcanic Eruption) or exogenetically with in the atmosphere (High wind, Drought, Flood
etc.). A natural hazard can be contrasted with human induced hazard (Fire Explosion,
Industrial Accident). Apart from the above two there is a third type of hazard i.e. the
quasi-natural hazard- to account for long term deterioration of natural environment by
irresponsible anthropogenic activities polluting- the land water and air (Pollution).
Vulnerability
The conditions determined by physical, social, economic and environmental
factors which increase the damageability or proneness of an individual or
community/society to impact of hazards. It is the extent to which an individual or a
community or an area is exposed to the impact of hazard.
Risk
Expected or anticipated losses from impact of a hazard at a given element over a
specific period of time. It may be defined as the possibility of danger taking place which
is projected in future, not existing.
Capacity
The ability of stakeholders to cope with /resist/responds to the effects of a hazard
or a catastrophic event.
Disaster Risk = H + V / C
DDMP, Gurdaspur
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Human vulnerability to disasters in inversely related to human capacity to
withstand the effects of disasters.
Disaster Management
Disaster Management Act, 2005 defines Disaster Management as: “Disaster
Management means a continuous and integrated process of planning, organizing,
coordinating and implementing measures which are necessary for prevention of danger or
threat of any disaster; mitigation or reduction of risk of any disaster or its severity or
consequences; capacity building; preparedness to deal with any disaster; prompt response
to any threatening disaster situation or disaster; assessing the severity or magnitude of
effects of any disaster; evacuation, rescue and relief; and rehabilitation and
reconstruction.
1.2 Disaster Management Cycle
In multi-hazard response plan, the disaster management cycle has a significant role
to play. The four stages of disaster cycle have their own importance in terms of their
implementation during, after and before the occurrence of any disaster.
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1.2.1 Pre disaster activities
• Policy development and National, State, district, local level disaster organization
formation.
• Vulnerability and capacity assessment.
• Prevention and mitigation.
• Preparedness, planning and training.
1.2.2 Emergency activities
• Warning (beginning before the actual event)
• Evacuation, search and rescue
• Emergency assistance (relief) – food, water, shelter, medical aid
1.2.3 Post disaster activities
• Repair and restoration of life lines (power, telecommunications, water
transportation)
• Reconstruction and rehabilitation
1.2.4 Mitigation methods
a) Structural measures: Any physical construction to reduce or avoid possible
impact of hazards, which include engineering measures and construction of
hazard-resistant and protective structures and infrastructure. --- NDMA (2005)
b) Non structural measures: Non engineered measures to reduce or avoid possible
impacts of hazards such as education, training and emergency planning, capacity
development, general public awareness, early warning system, hazard
vulnerability risk analysis, communication mechanism etc. --- NDMA (2005)
1.3 Need for planning
Disasters are events that come unannounced and the main duty of district
administration then becomes the proper management of resources, be it material, physical
or manpower. As per the Government directions, in the state, every district must have a
District Disaster Management Plan. Accordingly, a detailed District Disaster
Management Plan has been prepared for the District Gurdaspur. While preparing this
document, an effort has been made to:• Identify probable Disaster situations in this district and nodal officers for each
such situation have been deputed. The duties of all the members of District
Disaster Management Committee have been clearly defined.
• Evolve a Standard Operative Procedure of a general nature keeping in view the
common requirements of various Disaster situations with special emphasis on
control room operation and seeking help from outside the district.
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• Touch upon in detail the inventory of resources at the disposal of the
Administration and the knowledge of experts for handling the situation.
• Project a detailed individual Disaster management plan for handling important
Disaster.
Our main aim is to reduce vulnerability and also to minimize the destruction
caused by all of these types of Disaster, be it natural or manmade. This is not an easy task
and in order to achieve this target and also keeping in view the population and the
multiplicity of the hazards and Disaster, which can occur, we are of firm opinion that the
government cannot resolve this issue and the people are not prepared to pay the price in
terms of massive casualties and economic losses, the task, though difficult but is
achievable.
1.4

Objectives of planning
Every planning has its own aims and objectives. The planning of any activity in
the district shall be specific and down to earth. For a better development and
sustainability of growth a better planning is required.
The basic objective of the District Disaster Management Plan of Gurdaspur is to
protect all its residents and every kinds of wealth from all sorts of untoward incident
through the following objectives:1. Institutionalization of disaster management in district administration.
2. Encouraging a culture of disaster preparedness in the district.
3. Vulnerability reduction and disaster mitigation through better planning process.
4. Creation of the best Government mechanism to handle any unprecedented events.
5. Instant response and effective decision making in disaster.
6. Better coordination of relief and rehabilitation aftermath of a disaster.
7. Better coordination of all line departments in disaster management.
8. Encouraging and empowering the local community to own disaster management.
9. Regular update of resources available in and around the district.
10. Mock drill to check the viability and feasibility of implementation methodology.
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Methodology for Plan Development
Data collection from all line departments
Data Analysis
Discussion with experts
Preparation of action plans for
departments
Preparing draft plan document
Vide circulation for public and
departmental comments
Preparation of the final plan document
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2. District Profile
2.1 History
Gurdaspur was founded by Guriya Ji in the beginning of 17th century. On his
name, this city was named as Gurdaspur. He bought land for Gurdaspur from Jats of
Sangi Gotra. It is also established that some people used to live in huts in the old city.
Guriya Ji a Sanwal Brahmin of Kaushal Gotra belonged to a village Paniar situated 5
miles north of Gurdaspur. The ancestors of Guriya Ji came from Ajodhya long time ago
and settled in Paniar. Guriya Ji had two sons Sh.Nawal Rai and Sh.Pala Ji. The
descendants of Nawal Rai settled in Gurdaspur Nawal Rai’s son Baba Deep Chand was a
contemporary of Guru Gobind Singh Ji. It is believed that Guru Gobind Singh Ji gave the
title of Ganj Bakhsh (Owner Of Treasure) to Baba Deep Chand. The descendants of Baba
Deep Chand are known as Mahants.
Little is known about the ancient history of the district except a few antiquities
like the rock temples at Mukheshwar Gurdaspur along with its neighboring districts was
the same of the explicits of Alexander, who came up to River Beas in his grand design of
world conquest. He faught a grim battle with the Kathaians at Sangala which is located
near Fatehgarh in Gurdaspur.
From the latter half of the 10th century up to 1919 A.D this district was ruled by
the Shahi dynasty under Jayapal and Anandpal. Kalanaur in this district was the most
important town during the period of Delhi Emperor from 14th to 16th century. It was twice
attacked by Jasrath Khokhar, once after his unsuccessful assault on Lahore in 1422 A.D
and again in 1428 A.D when Malik Sikander marched to relieve the place and defeated
Jasrath. Akbar was installed by Bairam Khan on a throne on Feb 1556 A.D. The
messonary, plat form which still exists about a kilometre and a half to the east of the town
is the actual spot upon which his installation took place.
In the decline and fall of the Mughal supremacy and the rise of the Sikh power
this district saw. Some of the Sikh Gurus have been closely associated with the district.
Guru Nanak, born in 1469 in the Lahore district, married in 1485 with Sulkhani, daughter
of Mool Chand, a Khatri of Pakhoke (Dera Baba Nanak) in the Batala Tehsil. The Sikh
Guru Hargobind refounded Shri Hargobindpur which had been formerly known by the
name of Rahila. Banda Bahadur, the disciple of Guru Gobind Singh used this district as a
base to raid the country up to Lahore, the emperor Bahadur Shah conducted an expedition
against him in 1711 A.D but with only temporary effect. Banda Bahadar fought his last
battle with the Mughal at Gurdas Nangal in the district and was captured. The history of
the district then degenerates into an account of their restruggles of the rival Ramgarhia
DDMP, Gurdaspur
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and Kanhaya Misals for supremacy in this part of the Doab, the power of the former was
broken in 1808 and of the latter in 1811 by Maharaja Ranjit Singh, who thus assumed
way over the whole district. Dinanagar, with its pleasant mango gardens and running
canal was a favourite summer residence of the lion of the Punjab, who when not
elsewhere engaged used spent here the two hot weather months of May and June.
During partition of India in 1947 the future of Gurdaspur could not be decided
for many days. As majority of population of this district was Muslim. REDCLIFF
Awards of Boundary transferred only Shakargarh Tehsil Of Gurdaspur district to
Pakistan, and the rest of the district was transferred to India. Muslim population of the
district migrated to Pakistan and refugees, the Hindus and the Sikhs of Sialkot and Tehsil
Shakargarh migrated to Gurdaspur after crossing the Ravi bridge. They settled and spread
in Gurdaspur district.
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BHARIAL
RAJPUR CHIB
10
9
KUKAR
TUR
11
8
MAMU WAL
14
MAMI CHAK RANGA
CHAK RAM SAHAI
12
7
RAJI BELI
13
NIKKA
MAHESH PUR MAKOURA
MORARA
16
6
5
2
MAMKA KHIZARPUR
DOBURJI
MAJH WAL
15
1
17
AIMA
ALOWAL
JHABKARA
3
OGRA
19
NITHAR
4
BALA PINDI BHARATH QAZI CHAK KAIRA
33
HASAN PUR
20
280
KAHNA
18
282
281
MURAD PUR
34
24
LALU CHAK JAIN PUR
TALWANDI
22
32
JOGAR
FARID PUR
BAHMANI
288
36
BAHADUR PUR
35
269
SIRI RAM PUR
MUNAN
WALI
MANJ
MIRZA
PUR
JHAKHAR
PINDI
SANDAR
25
AKBAR PUR TUGIAL
30
THATHI
DODWAN
283
284
23
287
CHITTI
268
DEEDA
295
698
GOPALIAN
31
279
UDHI PUR
SALACH
37
289 DOABA
NIWAN DHAKALA
GHOSAL
699
PINDI
RANGRAN
285
26
MIANI MALAHAN
294
267
697
270
CHAKRI
RASUL PUR SULTANI
44
AWANKHA
KUNDA
LALOWAL
DINA
NAGAR
NAJABAT PUR
CHAUNTRA
27
40
NAUSHEHRA
266
286
HAVELI SAMU CHAK
696
290
DHAKI
272
52
RAI PUR BATHANWALA
43
296
MUGHRALA 293
SAKANDARA
689
BEHRAM
PUR
MANSURA
273
BAUPUR JATTAN
MALUK CHAK
278
292
691
CHECHIAN
271
51
KHUTHA
39
45
SINGHO WAL
695
JANDI
WAHLA
185
KATHIALI
ISMAIL PUR
DHAMRAI
GAHLARI
MACHHRALA ISA PUR
291
690
265
KHUTHI
ADMAL
274
264
276
297
SANGHOUR CHAK RAJA
42
256
CHAUNTA
DOBURJI
KOLIAN
184
53
MALLIAN
JHAROLI
48
46
BUGNA
692
MAJITHI PASSIAL
HARI
PUR
300
307
BEHLOL PUR
275
694
259
183
260
GOWALIA SHAH PUR
306
186
CHAK ALIA
CHAK KHAGAR NANDALA
TALWANDI GANJI
NIAMTA CHUHAR CHAK
301
298
JANDEY
58
THUNDI
GANJA
LOH
GARH
BAHERI
188
674
62
179
255
BARA
310
KAMALPUR JATTAN
UCHA DHAKALA MIANI JHAMELIAN
47
57
187
305
693
SHAHPUR AFGANAN
BAINS
258
LODHI VERAN DALIA MARJAN PUR JHANDE CHAK JAKRIA 299
73
262
MIR PUR RAMWAL
MADE PUR
59
MANSURAN
KHOGO WAL
178
302
BHATOA
254
309
SHAMSHER
PUR
308
304
686
THAMAN
176
688
RASUL PUR PACHOWAL
KHAGAR
189
SADDA
64
673
261
JAHANGIR
PUR
DORANGLA
60
BHOLA
677
RAUWAL
63
KATHGARH
190
678
SADANA
NAROBA
SARANGWAL GADHI KHURD
311
NANGAL
DALA
175
251
DALLA
303
194
70
MALUK MATTU
675
687
71
61
PAHARI PUR RAWALPINDI
BHAGO KANWAN
GANDHIAN
FAKAR PUR
252
670
KUKKAR
MAHARAJ PUR
SIDH PUR
195
263
QADIAN WALI
318
685
BHAWANA
GADHI KALAN
PANIAR
ADI
193
72
ALI
CHAK
676
684
MAGAR
MUDIAN
172
74
69
DUGRI
ARJO CHAK
313
169
SHAIKHA
669
KESHO PUR
BHAGWAN PUR
HABIB PUR
191
UMARPUR KALAN
MALO MOWAN BEHAL PUR
170
199
ANAND
PUR
BHULLA
192
MATWAN KHARAL
KALU PUR BAUPUR AFGHANA
249
672
679
173
KESO KALAL
65
68
DHOOT
668
167
196
SADHU CHAK
250
168
319
KALIJ PUR
667
GULELRA BIAN PUR
200
SAHO
WAL
BHABARA
FATEH PUR
244
GHULLA
683
DABURI
KATO WAL
671
682
LOLE NANGAL
663
315
75
DEWAL
CHHOD
ALI
NANGAL
320
198
ALE CHAK BHUKRA
680
CHAK TAKHT PUR
LANGE
157
SIHO WAL
MADDO WAL
KOT BHALLA
240
67
KHOKHAR
171
ALAR
PINDI
242
243
NUR PUR
85
SIRKIAN
681
ZAFAR PUR
664
317
MUSTAFABAD SAIDAN
650
DHARO CHAK
197
166
GIDAR WINDI
ROSE
165
665
CHANDU WADALA
RADHAN
332
DAKHLA
239
328
LAHRI VEERAN
SHAHUR
CHAURA
248
94
BHAGO
MAN
PINDORI
BAINSAN
84
MAKAND
PUR
156
662
LAKHO WAL
651
78
66
DOST PUR
PAKIWAN
ABUL KHAIR
KHOJE PUR
MASIT
659
649
159
ALUNA
HALLA BARNALA
201
SINGHO WAL
DHIDO WAL
PASSIAN
BARIAR
MOKHE
76
96
247
329
322
202
HEMRAJ PUR
MOMAN PUR
164
245
158
86
98
321
CHAK TARARA
661
MIR
PUR
HARDO
CHHANI
CHECHIAN CHHAURIAN
BOHAR
WADALA
SHER
PUR
241
AZAM PUR
99
CHAGUWALA
SARAI
206
TALIB PUR
331
163
700
79
330
NARAD
KALA NANGAL
97
160
BALIM BARILA KHURD
203
CHAK
ARAIYAN
GHANIE BET
652
BABO
WAL
METLA BHAGTANA TULIANWALA
HARDO BATH WALA
658
RAWAL
238
LOPE
93
87
204
495
GADARIAN
PAKHO
WAL
DAKHLA
333
440
338
WARYAH
323
95
437
BALLAGAN
LAKHANPAL
PURANAWALA
BARILA KALAN RULIANA
324
648
155
CHAHIA
LITTAR KOTLI NANGAL
237
WARSOLA
CHHOHAN
161
83
657
474
BHOON
92
334
246
336
HASSAN
PUR
205
KHADDAR
MIRKA
CHANA
SIDHWAN
80
SAHLE CHAK
DHARI WAL
HARUWAL
AGWAN
326
RAM
NAGAR
RASUL PUR
KHERA
NADALA
MALLO WAL
BHAGTANA BOHARWALA
154
CHORE
91
100
211
82
655
KHASANWALA
LALLU WAL
439
88
TUNG
327
494
BHANGWAN
701
647
QILLA NATHU SINGH
653
438
210
HAYAT NAGAR
JATHU WAL
GURDASPUR
444
SADHA WALI
475
WARAH
DEHRIWALA MANE PUR
NAHAR PUR
207
PUROWAL ARAIYAN
SARJE
CHAK
325
MERA
RANSINKE
ALAWAL
PUR
135
NAHAR
PUR
GUNIA
JEO JULAHI
SHEHZADA NANGAL
236
654
JAURIAN
KHURD
337
441
359
77
89
215
134
GOLA DHOLA
90
DALEL PUR
436
101
209
476
81
335
CHHINA BET
446
BHATTIAN
PIRAN BAG
PARSON KA PIND
KAMALPUR AFGHANAN BHOPUR SAIDAN
NABI PUR
473
702
AGWAN
RURA
646
PALLA NANGAL PAKHOKE DERA BABA NANAK
360
MANSUR
235
GURCHAK DHARAMKOT RANDHAWA
153
214
GAZI KOT
162
339
435
102
471
442
CHANDAR BHAN CHUHAR PUR
KOTLI SHAHPUR SALIMPUR ARAIAN
493
492
QADIAN WALI
644
477
TATLE
SHAHPUR GORAYA
PAHREY
GAZNI PUR
CHANDU NANGAL
TALWANDI RAJA DINA NATH
645
637
208
217
GHURALA
THETHAR KE
213
433
345
357
GHOT PAKHAR
234
VEROKE
445
136
BHADANA
355
472
KOT MOHAN LAL
QADIAN
DALA
361
MACHHARALA
KOTLA
MUGLAN
RASUL
PUR
MANJ
470
636
216
434
490
KHOKHAR
RATTAR CHHATTAR
CHIKRI
449
128
UJLA
638
DALLA
133 MAHAL BAKSHI WALA
ALI SHER
SHEKHUPURA
PAKHOKE MAMARA
AMIN PUR
344
JAWALA PUR
478
129
JIWAN WAL 340
138
639
TALWANDI
GORAYA
218
137
MANGAL
SAIN
GOSAL
233
KOHLIAN
468
KALANAUR
MAN
219
SIDHWAN BABRI
643
TALWANDI HINDUAN
BISHAN KOT
341
BHAKHARI WALA
453
BHULLEY CHAK
232
132
RAJPURA
635 MIANI
BAL
342
JAURIAN KALAN
103
448 SAMRAI
343
491
127
JAURA
CHHITTRAN
151
PANWAN
SHAKRI
BAHADUR
362
229
JAGATPUR KHURD
450
469
SANGAT PUR
466
629
NAWAN PIND
JOIAN
221
489
454
642
640
THANE WAL
139
JAGATPUR KALAN
KAHLAN WALI
MANGIAN
231
KAMAL PUR
228
JAPO WAL
RAHIMABAD
SUNDAR
NAUSHEHRA
354
BABE
HALI
PANDHER
627
447
MOHAL NANGAL
479
CHAURA
PUROWAL RAJPUTTAN
HIR
130
BOPARAI
349
SHEHJADA
432
UPPAL
LANGAH
633
641
SAPRAI
KHERA
KOTLI
364
363
467
MEGHIAN
BAJE
CHAK
452 TAPALA
230
223
MEGHA
220
484
126
226
GURIA
141
152
MAUR
TANDA
MULU WALI
631
353
GURDAS NANGAL
CHAWA
483
455
PUREWAL JATTAN
JOGO WAL
626
RAMPUR KOTHA KHUSHAL PUR
140
628
480
NARAIN PUR
JHAWAR
348
617
DHARMABAD
227
NABI NAGAR
125
461
SARAI
CHHAWALA
GUNIA
INDRANWALA
SHEIKH
KABIR
632
DOBURJI
352
DHARI WAL
488
KAILE KHURD
430
MEHTA
NANGAL
104
625
222
224
142
MUSTAFA
ABAD
JATTAN
431
350
ATTARI
BANDIAN WALA
GHUMAN
225
ABDAL RATTA
485
616
BEHLOL PUR
DEWAL
LAKHAN KALAN
368
150
347
KOT MIAN SAHIB
458
MAHANDEV KHURD
464
GOWARA
KHODE BET
SINGH PUR
BHATTIAN
457
106
123
LAMIN
DAUWAL
KHANNA CHAMARAN
110
KOTLA
351
NURO WALI JOGO WAL
TIBRI
429
FATEH PUR
481
391
619
ALO WAL
PAIRO WAL
614
624
DALEL
PUR
482
HAVELI KHURD HAVELI KALAN
146
149
365
618
RATTO WAL
BHUNDE WAL
RANSI KE TILLA
398
397
107
KALYAN
PUR
FATTU
PUR
SINGHPURA
111
459
BUCHE NANGAL
BHANGWAN HAKIM PUR
PANWAN
369
620
425
KARAL
SOHAL
MUNAN KHURD
390
428
AKHLAS
PUR
486
TARO WALI
RASUL
PUR
BAKHAT PUR
143
109
122
BAHIAN
SHIKAR
613
372 MAHANDEV KALAN
621
108
SANDHAVAN
SHAM PUR
396
372
112
145
AWAN
367
BADESH
421 JIWAN NANGAL
PADDA
GUNJIAN SAIDOWAL KALAN
392
487
KHUSHI PUR
371
DHARO WALI
148 CHHOTE PUR
424
QAZI
PUR
393
BHAINI MILWAN
622
371
KOT SANTOKH RAI
603
113
SANGHAR
TALWANDI
420
ARLI BHAN
399
BALRA
TIBBER
AUJLA
144
ALI NANGAL
623
401
DEHAR
RANIA
395
KOTLI SAINIAN 612
370
412
SHAHPUR JAJAN
366
115 BHADWAN
NUR PUR
423
BHAINI
KANIAN
DODWAN
426
CHAK BAROYA
389
ATH WAL
611
116
370
MAST
KOT
SAIDOWAL
KHURD
419
BHADAL
602
394
BHOJRAJ
400
427
CHHAURIAN CHAK ABDUL BARI
NANO HARNI
114
604
121
KHWAJA WARDAG
THEH TIKHA
414
610
605
120
PIRDI SAIN
GUNNO
PUR
422
DHARI WAL
402
BABRI NANGAL
BAL
373
MALAK PUR
601
AMAR GARH
KANG
MACHHANA
UDHOWALI KHURD GHAJI NANGAL
388
377
404
MANE PUR
KALA GORAYA
413
DARA PUR
118
405
LAKMANIAN WADALA BANGAR
413
DULA
NANGAL
BHAINI PASWAL BHAINI PASWAL
374
KATHIALA
418
DHILWAN
376
CHOPARA
418
DULO WAL
600
117
411
NIKKO
SARAI
415
ALAWAL PUR
594
369
CHAK DEPEWAL DEVIDAS PUR
FATEH NANGAL
416
594
ATH WAL
609
UDHOWALI KALAN
SIDHWAN
414
GAHLARIAN JANGAL
SHAH
PUR
367
MALOOK
WALI
378
TALWANDI RAMA
403
DARGA WAL
387
419
373
491
BHURIAN GUJJRAN
407
598
599
119
SUJAN PUR
366
368
BHAGWAN
PUR
MALI
SAMRAI
RAU WAL
410
596
CHHAWA RIAN
KOTLI SURAT MALLI
MUSTAFA PUR PANIYAR
PABBI RALI
375
MAREY
BADI UL ZAMAN SAHARI
MAN
409
374
FAZLABAD
417
MULIYANWALA
597
415
427
412
349
420
490
411
RUPO WALI MAHLO WALI
608
403
BHUMBLI
406
LEHAL
KHUNDI
VIRK
BANGOWANI
BHURIAN SAINIAN
365
375
DHESIAN
MIR KACHANA DADUWALA
KALER KALAN
379
386
384
KOT MAULVI
421
BAKHAT PUR
MALE WAL
KHAIRA SULTAN
416
BAROIA
586
JOGOWAL BET
404
402
408
RAIMAL
LALO WAL
428
346
489
350
382
460
593
DALLA GORIAN
KHUNDA
379 SANGTU WAL
MALO GILL
409
SAHAI
PUR
BHOOCH
BAM
KATHANA
GAGO WALI
607
381
PARACHA
CHAK MAHMAN
381
KALER KHURD BIDHI PUR
BUZURG WAL
426
KUNJAR
DHIAN PUR
ALAWAL WALA
LODHI PUR SARAS PUR
KOHALI ROR KHAIRA
492
585
376
587
425
KOTLI VEERAN
347
377
LOHARAN WALI
456
RAI CHAK
410
423
383
351
382
401
LANGAR KOT
KAHNUWAN
405
459
MAMAN
380
348
BHOLEKI
BAJAR
345
406
GILL
DHAVI
NARWAN
SHAH SHAMS
KISHAN PUR
CHAUDHAR PUR
KOT FARIDI
493
606
NUKTI PUR
408
GILLAN WALI
RAJEKI
MALIANWALA
KOTLI
UPLAN
KAILE
KALAN
364
TARPALA
RORAN
WALI
588
431
592
424
384
591
PERO LANGAH
461
BHARO HARNI HAVELI HARNI
452
582
380
TALWANDI BATHUNGARH
378
429
HARDO WAL
399
451
344
488
MOTH SARAI
584
MANAN KALAN
494
SHAKRI
KHODE BANGAR
MUGAL
495
383
KHANDWALA
CHAK SHARIF
SUCHET GARH
341
CHAINE WAL
GHUMAN
KALAN
KOTLA
CHAHLAN
705
KOT
KHAJANA
DALAM
SARWARPUR
SALHO
AWAN DOGAR KHUSAR TAHLI
589
432
363
DULOOWALA
433
SAIDPUR HARNI
ZAFAR WAL
430
SUCHANIAN
581
457
360
407
DAHAR
BASANTKOT
450
453
324
398
583
352
SHEIKHO WALI
487
496
353
BHIKHARI HARNI
462
CHANDU SUJA
455
ATH
WAL
434
385
SAMRAI
WARAICH
PUNWAN
PASANWALA
VILLA TEJA
362
CHANDO MANJ
UGREWALA
MUGLAN
497
322
458 SIDHWAN
BALWANDA RAJU BELA
SANGHERA
343 SHARFKOT
437
GHUMAN KHURD KOTLA KHURD
BEKHO WALI
325
ALIPUR VEERAN
486
KOTLA GUJJRAN
359
393
395
706
463
448
580
392
DHINDSA
KHAN
MALAK
590
449
435
361
UMARWALA
576
342
KOT
JOG
RAJ
CHHINA
MALAKWALA
NANGAL
THEH GULAM NABI MALHIAN
438
484
BOREY
BHAGO WAL
JHANJIAN KALAN
394
GHARKIAN
498
464
454 CHUHAR CHAK
323
397
467
KOTLI RAWALAN
DHARIWAL KALAN
BHAI KA PIND
GAJJU GAZI
708
256
358
354
TEJA KHURD
DALA CHAK
469
RAJU WAL CHAK BHANGWAN
BAZID CHAK
SATHIALI
574
485
439
436
KASANA
327
SALHO PUR JHANDA GUJRAN
TEJA KALAN
386
HAKIMBEG
443
447
466
499
AKARPURA
CHHICHHRA
NAWAN
PIND
MILKHI
WALA
JHANJIAN KHURD
FAIZULLA
CHAK
707
575
CHAK YAQUB
328
577
MALLIAN KALA BALA
340
SAR WALI
NAUSHEHRA MAJJA SINGH
JOHAL NANGAL BHAGWAN
391
579
DHANDA
252
356
465
JHANDA LUBANA
573
SALAH PUR
502
CHHICHH REWAL
442
396
470
440
501
MANJ
GILL
355
KOT
KARAM
CHAND
BADOWAL KALAN
DERI WALA
MUNJIAN WALI
MIRZAJAN
JAURA SINGHA
578
KALA AFGHANAN
709
326
GADARIAN
BULE WAL GODHER PUR
507
508
251
338
LADHU PUR
483
329
258
249
CHATHA
SEEHRA
321
KIRI AFGHANA
441
BEHBAL CHAK RAI CHAK DANIAN WALI
BISO PUR
DHAWAN
445
NAINU KOT
572
BALAGAN
BADOWAL KHURD
DADU JODH
388
446
387
479
LODHI NANGAL
477
571
468
710
DOBURJI
390
500
503
339
337
CHHINA RET WALA
KHOKHAR WAL
QILA LAL SINGH DHARAMKOT BAGGA
332
KOTLI HARCHANDAN MEHREY
KOTLI GUJRAN
BIJLIWALA
444
DHESIAN
509
228
254
BHAINI
MIAN
KHAN
RAU
WAL
ALMA
ARJAN
PUR
250
568
712
MURIDKE
257
DAMODAR
567
SHAMSHER PUR
KHAN PIARA
SATKOHA
504 WARAICH
566
570
711
KULAR
476
BHULLAR
330
CHANDKE
OTHIAN
521
389
WINJWAN
335
480
KALU SOHAL JOGI CHEEMA
KOTLA SHAYA
471
JAGOWAL
BHANGAR
JAFAR PUR
266
KHOKHAR
234
KHANIAN
253
246 BALE WAL
AWANA
KOT MAJLAS
248
UDHO WAL
510
233
560
506
GHANIKE BANGAR
FATEHGARH CHURIAN
569
331
247
KOT DHANDAL
715
KHAN FATTA
713
259
229
DHARIWAL BHOJA
KOTLI PHASI
KOT BUDHA
NANUWAL KHURD
310
336
NAMANA
QILLA DESA SINGH
KOT
AHMAD
KHAN
GHOKALA
THAKAR
SANDHU
520
KANI GILL
255
475
232
TALWANDI JHEURAN
482
TARA GARH
562
522
320
262
561
KOHAR
511
CHAMIARI
BAGRIAN
260
BHATTIAN
QILA DARSHAN SINGH
DULT
236
MANSUR MANJ
DHANDAL
GORSIAN
472
MITHA ABHA
512
505
BAGRIAN
714
559
GUJJARPURA
221
KALA NANGAL
267
481
519
564
SAID PUR
KAR WALIAN
BHITTE WADH
716
718
THATHA
565
TARA
GARH
SHAH
PUR
265
HARSIAN
KATHANA
235
THIKRIWALA
NANUWAL
KALAN
263
278
523
BELI
DAKHLA
MANSAND WAL
333
DIAL GARH
CHIB
DOBURJI
245
237
226
455
516
RURA
BUTTAR
563
LANGAR WAL
KASTI WAL
CHORAN
WALI
GOHAT
KALAN
557
220
319
BURJ
ARAIAN
MOCH
PUR
PERO SHAH
227
NANAK CHAK
BUTTAR
KALAN
556
AIMA
268
SHEKHWAN
AHAMDABAD
518
313
264
276
558
JALAL PUR
SHEIKHWAN
LIWAL JATTAN
277
717
473
BAHADUR PUR
309
515
CHATAUR GARH
SHER
PUR
QADIAN
239
KANDIALA
RAJPURA
474
238
KOTLI
THBLAN
MAMRAI
555
TATLEY
318
312
222
HARU WAL
GOHAT KHURD
334
188
269
218
543
KOTLA NAWAB
MALIA
311
225
513
244
MULAR WAL
524
BAGOL
KOTLI BHAN SINGH
240
517
KOT
TODAR
MAL
DAHBAWALA
JINDHER
QUTBI
NANGAL
719
553
223
JANGLA
GOKHO
WAL
PHERO
CHECHI
RIKHIA DHAUL PUR
527
BHAINI KHADAR
BISHNI WAL
HAMBO WAL
NASARKE
TALWANDI
JHUNGLAN
275
547
216
MULAN WAL
DHINDSA
KHARA
KALIAN
307
242
546
BHALO WALI
280
542
308
554
306
RAJADA
279
187
ALIWAL ARAIAN
QILA TEK SINGH
541
MALAK
PUR
525
528
200
KOT KHAN MOHAMAD
317
GHORE WALI
TALWANDI LAL SINGH
BEHLO WAL
514
270
PUNDAR
KHAIRA
217
224
KHATIB
KOTLI DHADIAN
LOH CHAP
544
552
281
189
PASWAL
241
316
LONGO WAL
RAM
PUR
KUNT
243
BHANGWAN
DHAKAR
314
179
CHAH GILL
SHIN BHATTI LAKHAN PUR
720
TALWANDI BHARATH
KHOJKI PUR
DHUP SARI
201
173
526
SALAH PUR
MULLIAN WALI
BHAGIAN
529
540
186
PARO WAL
551
550
271
545
203
CHEEMA
BULHO WAL
BHARATH WAL
531
283
180
WADALA GRANTHIAN
315
BUDHAI
DATAR PUR
177
274
302
SUNIAH FAIZPUR (IN BATALA MUNICIPAL LIMIT)
QADIAN
190
DIWANI WAL
549
MIANI MALAHAN
SARCHUR
538
NATH PUR
KHOKAR
284
213
172
PINDORI MIAN SINGH
199
GRANTH GARH
KOTLA BAMAN
539
305
KUSHAL
PUR
NAWAN
PIND
BHITTEWAD
BHAINI
BANGER
174
273
BAKHEWAL (IN BATALA MUNICIPAL LIMIT
532
184
272
THINDH
548
202
178
530
FATTU BARKAT
SHANKAR PUR
AWAN
214
CHHOHNA
DHARI WAL
183
KALU WAL
RALIALI KALAN
DHIR
KOTLA
MOOSA
721
BERI
282
191
GHOGA
537
181
304
301
285
176
TUGALWALA
SUNDAL
535
PIND PURANA
298
DHANE
SUNCH
MANSURKE
LIL KHURD
SHAHABAD
533
303
NANGAL BAGWANA
198
BATALA
182
536
NOON
175
193
204
171
211
722 BUDHA BELA
DHADIALA NAT
DUNIYA
SANDHU
MANOHAR
PUR
SANGATPURA
SAID MUBARAK SHAHABPUR (IN BATALA MUNICIPAL LIMI
296
RALIALI KHURD
194
723
192
THAKAR WAL
205
DALLA
297
BASRAI
212
CHAK KHASA
300
MARAR
534
169
170
286
299
KAHLWAN
AULAKH
MASANIAN
PARTAPGARH BAHADUR HUSSAIN
LIL KALAN
168
21
197
RASUL PUR
HARDO JHANDA
206
210
167
195
HARCHO WAL
MISSARPURA
288
PHULRA
DAULT PUR
33
HASSANPUR KHURD
GHASIT PUR
129
KOKAL PUR NATHU KHAIRA
725
MURADPURA
196
125
159
KHOJE WAL
287
158
CHUHE WAL SALHO CHAHAL
157
207
BASARPURA
KHAWAJA
BAINS
208
128
KOTLA SHARAF HASSANPUR KALAN
MOKAL
DHAPAI
126
NAT
496
DHANDOI
CHHAPIAN WALI CHAHAL KHURD
289
291
PANJ GRAIAN
166
35
165
209
156
SANGRAI
KIRI AFGHANA
130
154
BHAMRI
SHEKH PUR
SANDAL PUR
153
20
RANGIL PUR
34
295
THIRRIYE WAL
NATH WAL
SAROOP WALI
134
127
KANDILA
155
124
HARPURA
292
CHAHAL
KARNAMA
164
BHAM
160
PHULKE
TARA
MOOR
BAJJUMAN
BAL
133
152
32
KOTLA BAJA SINGH
131
150 CHAK TARA
22
BHAIT
294
290
PIRO WALI
CHHIT
NANGAL
JHAWAR
135
DHANDA
19
PURIAN KALAN
KHOJALA
149
TAHAR PUR
151
293
36
NATT
MIR
PUR
39
123
40
BARIYAR
23
DHARAMKOT
JAITO SARJA
136
ARAIAN WALI KALER
141
TALWANDI BAKHTA
161
102
CHAK WASSAN WARYIAH
132
148
PINDA RORI
144
122
25
30
24
RADHAN
MANESH
BAHADURPUR RAJOYA
KAZAM PUR
PURIAN KHURD
GHASS
MACHOLA
DHIRA
143
38
18
103
AMMO NANGAL MANAN
BHARATH
KOHALI
137
145
31
162
140
139
37
GILL MEHTE WAL
163
BOPARAI
SHAHPUR ARIAN
DADAYALA NAJRAN
KOT BAKHTA
DHIA
27
28
101
MAHESH DOGAR
100
142
121
147
GOPAL PUR
SEIKHWAN
UDHAN
WAL
CHHINA
VEERAN
17
CHAURA
METLA
29
138
LAILLA
BHADOI
99
41
98
47
45
146
NASIR PUR
GILBOB
KHOJKI PUR
KHOKHAR WAL
114
DHARI WAL
15
CHAK BHAGTU PUR
MADRA
ZAHID PUR
16
WARSAL CHAK
14
SUKHO WAL
44
91
SAGARPURA
104
120
48
42
AINOKOT
SOHIAN
ATTE PUR
113
105
46
92
CHAUDHRI WALA
MARI PANWAN
CHHAILO WAL
112
RANGAR NANGAL
13
90
LADHA MUNDA
JOHAL
CHEEMA
LADHO BHANA
115
SADA RANG
86
97 BHAGTU PUR
49
119
CHONE
MACHHIKE
108
93
106
111
DHIRO WAL
TANAHI WAL
PANDORI
BHATTI WAL
VERO NANGAL
BUJIAN WALI BODDO WAL
SIDHWAN
12
59
89
43
GANDE KE
118
110
96
109
KHUDI
BRAHAM
BURE NANGAL
85
50
51
PERO SHAH
116
SRI HARGOBIND PUR
83
NANGAL
SOKALA KISHANKOT
11
60
AUDHA WALI
94
58
KHAN
PUR
NUR PUR
117
KOTLA SUBA SINGH
53
52
GHUMAN
BARIYAR
BHOMAN
107
61
95
MACHRAI
84
GALO WAL
BOHJA
TALWARA
56
54
82
10
PAIJO CHAK
RAM PUR
BALRAM PUR
MANDIALA
CHAK CHAO
57
9
88
87
NAHRA
62
MEHMAD PUR
55
MEEKA
MALO WALI
81
76 SULTAN PUR
SAMRAI
67
KAURE
68
8
63
CHIMA KALAR
MOMAN WAL
69
KANGRA
77
7
WILA BAJJU
DAKOHA
CHAO CHAK
BOLE WAL LANGIAN WALI
75
66
64
MARI BUCHIAN
SIDHWAN
80
78
6
70
TALWANDI BHINDRAN
MAND
79
65
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2.2 Location
The Gurdaspur district is the northern most district of Punjab state. It falls in the
Jalandhar division and is sandwiched between river Ravi and Beas. The district lies
between north-latitude 310-36' and 320-34' and east longitude 740-56' and 750-24' and
shares common boundaries with Pathankot district in the north, Beas River in the northeast, Hoshiarpur district in the south-east, Kapurthala district in the south, Amritsar
district in the south west and Pakistan in the north west.
2.3 Topography
All the Tehsils of the district namely Gurdaspur, Batala and Dera Baba Nanak are
plain and similar to the rest of the Punjab plains in structure. The landscape of the district
has varied topography comprising undulating plan, the flood plains of the Ravi and the
Beas and the up land plain.
To its south lies an area of about 128 sq. km which is highly dissected and is an
undulating plain. Its elevation ranges from about 305 to 381 metre above sea level. It is
traversed by a number of choas and has an undulating topography.
The flood plains of the Ravi and the Beas are separated from the up land plain by
sharp river cut bluffs. They are low lying, with slightly uneven topography. Sand
dominates in the soil structure of the flood plains, but it diminishes in both quantity and
coarseness in the upland plain. The up land plain covers a large part of the district
particularly .Its elevation ranges from about 305 metre above sea level in the north-east to
about 213 metre above sea level in the south west, with a gentle gradient of about 1 metre
in 1.6 km. This is the most important physiographic unit in the district.
2.4 Climate
There are mainly two seasons i.e. summer and winter. The summer season falls
between the months of April to July and the winter November to March. In summer
season the temperature touches 450 C or even sometimes crosses it. June is the hottest
month and January is the coldest one. Mostly the rain falls in the month of July. The
winter rains are experienced during January and February. The dust storm occurs in the
month of May and June.
2.5 Rainfall
The south-west monsoon generally arrives in the first week of July and continue
up to the end of August. About 70% of the rainfall in the district is received during the
period from June to September and as much as about 18% rainfall occurs during the
period from December to February.
DDMP, Gurdaspur
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The following table shows the average annual rainfall of Gurdaspur District:
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

Rain fall of Year 2011(in MM)
Madhopur
8.00
117.00
44.00
31.50
16.20
157.00
80.40
396.80
2.50
6.00
--26.00
885.40

Bhimpur
7.00
101.00
7.00
26.00
6.00
112.00
144.00
272.00
119.00
5.00
--24.00
823.00

Tibri
5.00
95.00
12.00
19.40
10.00
156.00
168.00
269.20
3.00
--16.00
5.00
759.40

Dhariwal
5.00
80.00
12.00
16.00
--126.00
94.00
231.00
109.00
----6.00
679.00

The District Rainfall shown below are the Arithmetic Averages of Rainfalls for
previous five years:
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
DDMP, Gurdaspur

Year(in MM)
2007
0.0
78.3
169.1
14.5
39.3
187.8
231.8
418.8
40.8
0.0
8.8
9.7

2008
25.1
24.3
0.0
41.2
39.7
379.3
232.0
442.2
23.5
8.9
0.0
4.2

2009
13.7
28.1
5.2
18.5
5.7
19.3
247.4
197.5
30.5
2.4
30.9
0.0

2010
2.4
34.6
1.3
0.3
9.6
27.0
218.0
412.1
138.9
16.2
6.0
51.7

2011
6.3
87.1
22.6
33.2
12.5
176.5
131.4
357.3
128.2
3.6
0.0
10.2
10

2.6 Humidity
Relative humidity is generally high in the mornings, exceeding 70 percent
except during the summer season when it is less than 50 per cent. The humidity is
comparatively less in the afternoons. The driest part of the year is the summer season
when the relative humidity in the afternoons is about 25 per cent or less.
2.7 Winds
Winds are generally light with some strengthening in the summer and early part
of the monsoon season. In the post-monsoon and cold season, winds are light and
variable in direction in the morning and mostly from the west or north-west in the
afternoons. In April and May, winds are mainly from direction between north-west and
north-east in the mornings and between west and north-east in the afternoons. By June,
easterlies and south –easterlies also blow and in the south-west monsoon season. Winds
are more commonly from directions between north-east and south-east.
2.8 Ecology
The changes in ecology system are inevitable, consequences of development
process. The denudation of forests due to increase of population, urbanization,
industrialization have accelerated the process of environmental degradation in the district.
Therefore preservation of the ecology is one of the most important goals of the district
planning.
The vegetation varies in the district depending on the soil, topography and
elevation. In the Plain, large scale of afforestation has been under taken by the forest
department. Where water facilities are available, Shisham, mulberry, eucalyptus and
poplar are being planted. In the Kallar area, kikar prosopis and eucalyptus has been
planted. Besides mango and mulberry, other fruit trees cuiltivated in the district include
orange, Kinnow Lemon tree etc.
2.9 Hydrology
The ground water in this region is suitable for irrigational and domestic uses. The
sub soil water depth ranges from 5 to 8 metre in most part of the district. Due to Dhusi
bandh and stepped floods the water table has gone very low.
2.10 Soils
The soils are loamy with clay content below 10%. They contain small quantities
of lime but the magnesia content is high. They are well supplied in potash and phosphoric
acid but the quantities available are low. The agriculture is dependent to a large extent on
DDMP, Gurdaspur
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the nature of its soils which in turn, is influenced materially by climatic factors. The soil
of the district is quite alluvial and fertile.
The district consists of three kinds of soils: Riarki, Bangar and Bet. The area of
Dhariwal Ghuman, Qadian, Harchowal and Sri Hargobindpur is called Riarki. The
western side of Kahnuwan lake up to Aliwal canal is called Bangar and the area between
the rivers of Beas and Ravi is known as Bet. Near about 300 villages of the district fall in
Bet Area. The cultivable waste land is fallow or covered with bushes or jungle which
may not be put to any use. Lands under that ching grass bamboo, bushes, tree crops etc.
which are not included under forests have been considered as cultivable waste. As for
example, all growing lands which are permanent pasture, meadows, grazing lands within
the forests etc.
2.11 Minerals
The foundry sand is found from Dharamkot near Batala. The deposits are located
6.5 km west of Batala. Exposed on both sides of Batala-Dera Baba Nanak road, the
Dharamkot sand is a natural moulding sand, containing about 20% of clay. Another
deposit which is about 4 metre thick occurs about at 6 km from Batala on the Batala
Qadian road. The sand gives a yellowish shade on the surface but is reddish brown at
about 1 metre depth.
The sand deposits are also found at Bhagwanpur about 15 km west of Batala on
Dera Baba Nanak road and about 10 km from Gurdaspur on the Gurdaspur Naushera road
(20 percent clay).
The salt petre occurs in the district at the villages of Thikriwala, Pandori in
Tehsil Gurdaspur and Dhawan, Chataurgarh and Badowal in Tehsil Batala. It is a source
of Potassium nitrate which can be used for making crackers and Gunpowder, in match
and sugar industry and as fertilizer.
2.12 Area & Administrative Setup
Area
Total area of the district is 2610 Sq. Km.
Administrative Divisions
District Gurdaspur is divided into three tehsils (Gurdaspur, Batala and Dera Baba
Nanak), eight Sub-Tehsils (Kahnuwan, Kalanaur, Shri Hargobindpur, Qadian, Dinanagar,
Fatehgarh Churian, Dhariwal, Naushera Majha Singh)
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Tehsils:
Sr.
No.

Tehsil

Inhabitated
Villages

Uninhabitated
Villages

Area(Sq
KMS)

Population

1.

Gurdaspur

679

37

1369

744092

Density
Per Sq
Km
544

2.

Batala

347

5

936

618105

660

3.

Dera Baba
Nanak

131

6

305

115660

379

Sub-Tehsils:
Sr. No.

Sub-Tehsil
Kahnuwan
Kalanaur
Shri Hargobindpur
Qadian
Dinanagar
Fatehgar Churian
Dhariwal
Naushera Majha Singh

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Blocks:
Sr. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

DDMP, Gurdaspur

Block Name
Gurdaspur
Kalanaur
Dhariwal
Kahnuwan
Dinanagar
Batala
Fatehgarh Churian
Dera Baba Nanak
Sri Hargobindpur
Qadian
Dorangla
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2.13 Population
According to 2001 Census total population of District Gurdaspur is 147787. The
total rural population is 115741 out of which 606404 are males and 551137 are females.
The total urban population is 320316 out of which 169619 are males and 150697 are
females. The number of females per thousand male: 904.
Sex

Total
Population

Urban

Rural

No. of Literate
persons

Percentage of
Literacy

Male

776023

169619

606404

511273

65.88%

Female

701834

150697

551137

398305

56.75%

Total

147787

320316

115741

909578

61.54%

Total SC Population of district Gurdaspur is 335078 (22.67 %) out of which total
rural SC population is 141523 and total urban population is 203161
Total number of workers in district Gurdaspur
Sex
Male
Female
Total

No of Workers
391645
91778
483423

2.14 Municipal Councils
District Gurdaspur has eight Municipal councils listed below:
Sr. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7
8.

DDMP, Gurdaspur

Municipal Name
Gurdaspur
Dhariwal
Dinanagar
Batala
Sri Hargobindpur
Dera Baba Nanak
Fatehgarh Churian
Qadian
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2.15 Agricultural Land
Total area sown in the district is 258000 hectares, area sown more than once is
245000 hectares and total cropped area is 503000 hectares. Rice - wheat is the major crop
rotation followed in the district. Apart from these two major crops, pulses, oilseeds,
sugarcane and maize crops are also grown. Agricultural Statistics of district Gurdaspur
are shown below:
Sr.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

Statistics
Net Area Sown
Area Sown More Than Once
Total Cropped Area
%age of Gross Irrigated to Gross Cropped Area.
%age of Net Irrigated Area to Net Area Sown.
%age of Net Irrigated Area to Net Area Sown for
Wheat
%age of Net Irrigated Area to Net Area Sown for Rice
%age of Net Irrigated Area to Net Area Sown for
Sugarcane
Production
Wheat
Rice
Sugarcane
Yield
Wheat
Rice
Sugarcane
Intensity of cropping
Consumption of fertilizers

Unit / %
258000 Hect
245000 Hect.
503000 Hect.
88.43
84.02
100%.
100%.
100%.
917000 MT
648000 MT
150000 MT
4070 Kg/Hect.
3223 Kg/Hect.
6260 Kg/Hect.
175
121816 Nutrients
Tons

2.16 Education
Gurdaspur city has a number of colleges, schools and other education institutes
which provide a great platform for education in field of engineering, arts and social
science, law, commerce, medical science, journalism etc. Number of general education
and professional colleges are listed below:
General Education
Type of Institution
Arts & Science Colleges
High/Hr./Sr. Secondary Schools
Middle School
Primary Schools

DDMP, Gurdaspur

No.
16
221
250
1137
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Professional Colleges
Profession College Type
Engineering College
Polytechnic
Hotel Management
I.T.Is
B.Ed. college
E.T.T.

No.
1
1
1
7
7
1

2.17 Health Facilities
A Healthy Community in a Society determines overall progress of the State.
Department of Health & Family Welfare is committed to provide preventive, promotive
and curative quality health Services at an affordable price to the people of the state. For
this, a wide network of Health Institution consisting of hospitals, Community Health
Centres, Primary Health Centres and Subsidiary Health Centres/ Dispensaries to cater to
the health needs of the rural and urban population through well trained medical and
paramedical staff have been established in the State.
Number of Beds in Medical Institutions in City/Town/Village of
District Gurdaspur
Sr. No.
Name of City/Town/Village
Number of
Functional Beds
Civil Hospital Gurdaspur
130
1.
Civil Hospital Batala
80
2.
CHC Bham
30
3.
MPHC Kandila
0
4.
MPHC Udanwal
4
5.
MPHC Bharth
0
6.
PHC Mand
4
7.
CHC Fatehgarh Churian
20
8.
MPHC Kala Afgana
0
9.
MPHC Aliwal
2
10.
CHC Kahnuwan
30
11.
CHC Baini Mia Khan
13
12.
MPHC Gill Manj
3
13.
MPHC Nanowal Jinder
0
14.
MPHC Gunopur
0
15.
CHC Kalanaur
30
16.
DDMP, Gurdaspur
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17.

MPHC Wadala Bangar

0

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

CHC N.M Singh
MPHC Bumbli
MPHC Satkoha
MPHC Kalyanpur
CHC Kot Santokh Rai

14
4
4
4
4

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

MPHC Gurdaspur
PHC Dhianpur
CHC Dera Baba Nanak
MPHC Dehargowar
MPHC Dharam Kot Randhawa
PHC Ranjit Bagh
MPHC Purana Shalla
MPHC Babehali

1
4
12
0
0
8
4
4

31.
32.
33.

PHC Behrampur
MPHC Marara
MPHC Jhorli

8
0
0

34.
35.
36.

CHC Singowal
PHC Bhullar
MPHC Jaura Chhitran

30
8
1

37.
38.
39.

MPHC Wadala Granthian
MPHC Panj Gharian
MPHC Taragarh

1
1
1

40.
41.

PHC Rangar Nangal
PHC Dorangla

4
4

2.18 Police Stations
The Punjab Police is responsible for policing in the state of Punjab. Mission of
Punjab Police is the prevention and detection of crime, maintenance of law and order and
enforcement of the Constitution of India with an eye on technological advancement and
human rights.
DDMP, Gurdaspur
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Various police stations of Police District Gurdaspur are listed below:
Police Station /
Name & Rank
Phone
Mobile
Sr. No.
Chowki
Number
Number
PS City Gurdaspur Insp. Gurdeep Singh
--97800-10923
1.
PS Sdr Gurdaspur
S.I Swinder Singh
--97780-37374
2.
Chowki Jaura
ASI Manjit Singh
--98760-12348
3.
Chhitran
PS Dhariwal
SI Subash Chander
--75089-12514
4.
PS Kahnuwan
SI Darshan Singh
--75081-84175
5.
Chowki Tuggalwal ASI Kulwinder
--97800-02653
6.
Singh
PS Bhaini Mian
SI Harpal Singh
--91819-86712
7.
Khan
PS Purana Shalla
SI Kuldeep Singh
--98154-54021
8.
PS Dorangla
SI Vishawa Nath
--97800-08325
9.
94170-74132
PS Dinanagar
SI Lakhbir Singh
--97800-17549
10.
Chowki Bariar
ASI Muktiar Singh
--98766-85714
11.
PS Behrampur
SI Raj Kumar
--94114-12424
12.
PS Kalanaur
SI Vijaypal Singh
--90414-75415
13.
Chowki Dostpur
ASI Harjeet Singh
--95929-18806
14.
Chowki
Wadala
SI
Gurcharn
Singh
--97800-02635
15.
Bangar
Chowki Bakshiwal ASI Jagir Singh
--75081-84193
16.
PS Ghuman Kalan Insp. Tarsern Masih
--98723-40939
17.
Chowki Naushera
ASI Sudesh Kumar
--98141-80084
18.
Majha Singh
PS Tibber
SI Arwinder Singh
--97800-07171
19.
Various police stations of Police District Batala are listed below:
Sr. No. Police Station /
Name & Rank
Phone
Chowki
Number

Mobile Number

1.

PS City Batala

SI Shaminder Singh

---

94269-80064

2.

Chowki Bus Stand
Batala

ASI Ram Singh

---

98148-63823

3.

PS Sdr Batala

Insp. Rajesh kakkar

---

97800-06119
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4.

Chowki Sekhupur

ASI Gurdev Singh

---

97813-24924

5.

Chowki Dialgarh

ASI Sukhwinder
Singh

---

97800-06525

6.

PS Civil Line
Batala

Insp. Balwinder
Singh

---

97800-06044

7.

Chowki Simble

ASI Nirmal Singh

---

97800-06255

8.

Chowki Urban
Estate Batala

ASI Jatinder Singh

---

97800-06679

9.

PS Sekhwan

Insp. Kawalpreet
Singh

---

97800-06118

10.

Chowki Wadala
Granthian

ASI Jhirmal Singh

---

97800-06169

11.

PS Qadian

Insp. Suba Singh

---

97800-19956

12.

PS Shri
Hargobindpur

Insp. Rajbir Singh

---

97800-03327

13.

Chowki Harchowal SI Joginder Singh

---

75080-04721

14.

PS Ghumaan

SI Sarabjit Singh

---

98721-65424

15.

Chowki Udhanwal

ASI Balbir Singh

---

97800-06471

16.

PS Ranger Nangal

SI Kamaljit Singh

---

97800-03900

17.

Chowki Panj
Gharian

ASI Harpal Singh

---

97800-06607

18.

PS Fatehgarh
Churian

Insp. Gurbhinder
Singh

---

98760-00672

19.

Chowki Kala
Afgana

SI Avtar Singh

---

20.

PS GK Banger

SI Sukhinder Singh

---

DDMP, Gurdaspur
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98156-69669
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21.

Chowki Aliwal

ASI Sardool Singh

---

97800-06137

22.

PS Qila Lal Singh

SI Tarsem Singh

---

99150-34219

23.

PS Dera Baba
Nanak

SI Harjinder Singh

---

98783-70070

24.

Chowki Shahpur
Goraya

ASI Bhupinder
Singh

---

97800-06506

25.

Chowki Malewal

ASI Gurinder Singh

---

97800-06528

26.

Chowki
Dharamkot
Randhawa

ASI Sardool Singh

---

98728-15308

27.

PS Kotli Surat
Malli

SI Bhupinder Singh

---

98728-15308

2.19 Road Network
Public Works Department (Buildings and Roads) is a premier agency of the State
Government for construction, up gradation and maintenance of roads, buildings and
bridges in the State. The department also acts as the technical advisor to the State
Government in all aspects of construction activity.
Various type of roads and there length is shown below:
S. No.
Name of Road
Major/
Length
Minor
(Kms.)
1.
Amritsar Ajnala Dera Baba
State
12.88
Nanak Road (Sec. Ramdass
Highways
Dera Baba Nanak Road)
(SH-25)
2.
Amritsar Majitha Fatehgarh
Major Distt.
19.30
Churian Dera Baba Nanak
Roads
Road (Sec. Fatehgarh- Churian
Dera Baba Nanak)
(MDR-64)
3.
Beas Batala Dera Baba Nanak
--do-29.36
Road (Sec. Batala Dera Baba
Nanak)
(MDR-66)
DDMP, Gurdaspur
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
11.

12.

13.

14.
15.

16.

Shri Hargobindpur Kahnuwan
Gurdaspur Trimmu Road (Sec.
Gurdaspur Shri Hargobindpur)
(MDR-67)
Shri Hargobindpur Kahnuwan
Gurdaspur Trimmu Road (Sec.
Gurdaspur -Trimmu)
(MDR-67)
Dera Baba Nanak Gurdaspur
Mukerian Road (Sec.
Gurdaspur-Dera Baba Nanak)
(MDR-68)
Dera Baba Nanak Gurdaspur
Mukerian Road (Sec.
Gurdaspur-Naushera) (MDR68)
Rampur Ghonewal Kot Gurbax
Rai Road
(GODR-03)
Dharamkot Rattar Chattar
Machiwal Road
(GODR-04)
Veela Teja Kala Afgana Road
(GODR-06)
Kala Afghana Dhianpur Kotli
Surat Mali Road on Batala
DBN Road
(GODR-07)
Kalanaur Qila Lal Singh Road
(GODR-12)
Gurdaspur Hardocchhanni
Dostpur Bohar Wadala
Kalanour road (GODR-14)
Gurdaspur Pandori Mahanta
Road (GODR-16)
Approach Road Railway
Station Gurdaspur Via NH-15
(GODR-18)
Approach Road Dhariwal
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--do--

40.47

--do--

14.30

--do--

37.40

--do--

15.25

Other Distt.
Road

11.55

--do--

7.54

--do--

5.36

--do--

9.58

--do--

15.25

--do--

29.60

--do--

9.47

--do--

0.44

--do--

1.44
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17.

18.

19.

20.
21.

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

30.

31.

Railway Station via Model
Town Dhariwal
(GODR-19)
Approach Road Railway
Station Sohal from N.H. -15
(GODR-20)
Tibbri Barrier to Gurdaspur
Shri hargobindpur Road
(GODR-23)
Dhariwal Bhumbli Sidhwan
Road
(GODR-24)
Ganji Dorangla Road
(GODR-25)
Naushera Majha Singh Chinna
Kunjar Bridge Road
(GODR-27 & 22)
Approach to District Courts
Gurdaspur (GODR-28)
Civil Station Roads Gurdaspur
(GODR-29)
Session House Chowk to Rly.
Chungi (GODR-29-1)
Rice Mill to BSF Head Quarter
(GODR-29-2)
Rly Station Chungi to Military
H.Q (GODR-29-3)
Session House Chowk to D.C.
Office (GODR-29-4)
Company Bagh to Session
House Chowk (GODR-29-5)
Poultary Farm Chowk to A.P.K
road via Dak banglow
(GODR-29-6)
Poultary Farm Chowk to Dak
banglow via Agriculture Farm
(GODR-29-7)
Jail Gate to district Court
Gurdaspur (GODR-29-8)
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--do--

0.81

--do--

1.09

--do--

10.80

Other Distt.
Road
--do--

4.38
9.67

--do--

0.55

--do---do--

0.61

--do--

0.43

--do--

0.43

--do--

0.30

--do--

0.61

--do--

1.94

--do--

3.05

--do--

0.28
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Length of Roads
Total Length of Roads
Link Roads
Plan roads
National Highways
State highways

3956.00
Kms.
2556.00
Kms.
939.00
Kms.
124.00
Kms.
45.57
Kms.

2.20 Rivers, Tributaries and Canals
The Beas and the Ravi are the two rivers of the district and Upper Bari Doab
Canal system which irrigates the most parts of the district.
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River Beas:
Rising from the southern face of the Rohtang Pass in Kullu at an altitude of about
4,062 metres, traversing the districts of Kullu, Mandi and Kangra in Himachal Pradesh,
the Beas strikes the boarder of the Gurdaspur district at Mirthal, a place about 19.2 km
south of Pathankot. Thenceforth, it marks the boundary between Gurdaspur and
Hoshiarpur districts. It performs a total journey of about 68.8 km along the south eastern boarder of the district. All through its course, a strip of shallow alluvial soil
fringes its banks which are subject to inundation during the rainy season. The main
channel of the river is broad, dotted with islands and wide pools. The depth of water
varies from about 1.5 metres during the dry seasons to about 4.5 metres during the rainy
seasons.
The Chakki Khad is the chief tributary of the Beas in Gurdaspur district. This
stream rise in the hills surrounding Dalhousie and for some distance forms the boundary
of the district with Kangra. After collecting the drainage of the Chamba Hills, it joins the
Beas near Mirthal.
River Ravi:
After traversing the mountainous areas of Himachal Pradesh, it enters the district.
With its general south – western course, it forms the boundary between the Punjab and
the Jammu and Kashmir State for about 40 km. Further, it traverse well within the
territory of the district for about 26 km till reaches Mirzapur, from where it again marks
roughly the western boundary of the district and the international boundary between India
and Pakistan for a distance of about 58 km. A number of tributaries join it from both
sides. On its right bank it is joined by the Ujh, the Jalalia, the Shingarwan and the Masto,
all of which rise in the Jammu hills. The Kiran and the Naumani streams, which take their
origin from local depression in the district, are its left bank tributaries.
Like other rivers of the Punjab, the discharge of the Beas and the Ravi fluctuates
from season to season and year to year. The drive winters have only a trickle of water in
these rivers. As summer approaches, the melting of snow in their forces in their source
areas releases more water. The rivers are swollen into floods during the rainy seasons.
The fluctuating discharge of the rivers does not permit their navigational use.
Chhambs:
Mention must also be made of a number of local swampy depressions, properly
known as Chhamb. The largest of these is the Kahnuwan Chhamb which stretches along
the Beas River in the Gurdaspur Tehsil. Triangular in shape with its base in the south,
this Chhamb receives inundated waters from the Beas, rain water from the surrounding
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area and percolated water from near-by canals. Frequent attempts were made to reclaim
it construction of embankment along the Beas and by draining out water from here.
Another prominent swampy depression is the Keshopur Chhamb which is located
5kms north of the Gurdaspur town. The Kiran Stream takes its origin from here. This
Chhamb has practically been reclaimed now. The same is the case with regard to the
other erstwhile Chhambs of Dhamrai, Narad, Badi-ul-Zaman, Paniar, Buche Nangal and
Naranwali.
Canals:
Apart from these natural drainage lines, the district possesses a fairly dense net
work of canals of the Upper Bari Doab Canal System which irrigates most of the upland
plain of the Gurdaspur District. Its main branches traversing through the upland plain of
the district are the Lahore branch, the Kasur branch and the Sabhraon branch. Through
about a 19 km long canal, the Ravi-Beas link, completed around 1954 diverts part of the
Ravi water into the Chakki Khad which is tributary of the Beas. Some drains have also
been constructed to drain flood water.
2.21 Fire Stations
The fire department or fire brigade is a government organization that provides
predominantly emergency firefighting and rescue services. In district Gurdaspur there are
two Fire Stations at Batala and Gurdaspur for firefighting and rescue services.
Sr. No.
1.

2.

DDMP, Gurdaspur

Fire Station
Fire Station, Sadar
Bazaar, Gurdaspur
Fire Station, GT Road,
Batala

Contact Number
101
01874-244983
01874-244659
01871-240101
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3. Hazard Risk Vulnerability Assessment
Disaster threatens sustainable economic development worldwide. In the past
twenty years, earthquakes, floods, tropical storms, droughts have killed millions of
people, inflicted injury, disease, homelessness and misery to around one billion others in
the world. These have caused damage to infrastructure worth millions of rupees.
Disasters destroy decades of human effort and investments, Thereby placing new
demands on society for reconstruction and rehabilitation.
A hazard becomes a disaster only when it affects human settlements and causes
loss of life and damage to property. In order to reduce the impact of such events through
mitigation efforts, it is necessary to understand how such hazards become disasters. The
extent of vulnerability of the area, people and property to a hazard or the probability of its
occurrence defines the extent of risk. Vulnerability analysis and risk assessment therefore
are essential forerunners for evolving appropriate preventive measures and mitigation
strategies.
Previous disaster related history of district Gurdaspur
The past records show that district Gurdaspur is prone to flood, drought and other
natural calamities. As district Gurdaspur falls within the seismically zone - IV, therefore
high intensity of earthquake have not occurred in this district and possibility of such
disaster is rather remote in future. The district Gurdaspur is surrounded by two major
rivers Ravi and Beas, due to which large scale erosion by the rivers resulting into floods.
Similarly, there is no record of biological, chemical and nuclear disaster in the
district. But the way the tension of Indo-Pak border is mounting up, possibility of such a
disaster cannot be ruled out.
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Affected Farmers Due to Any Disaster
Sr.
No.

Years

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09

9.
10.
11.

2009-10
2010-11
2011-12

DDMP, Gurdaspur

Cause of
occurrence of
Disaster

Name of Village /
Block / Tehsil

------------Heavy Rain
Heavy Rain &
Hail Storm
--Hail Storm
Hail Storm

------------Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak

No. of marginal
Farmers(1hector or
less(2.5 acres))
------------200
300

Types of Farmers
No. of Small
Farmers(2hector(5acres)
or less)
------------250
450

No. of Large
Farmers(2hector(5acres)
or less)
------------310
540

--Batala
Batala

--225
76

--1512
327

--265
65
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Damage of Infrastructure
Sr. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Year

Date
--------------27-08-2008

Name of
Disaster
--------------Flood

Cause of Occurrence
Of Disaster
--------------Excess Rain

2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09

Sept, 2008

Flood

Heavy Rain

Name of
Type of
Detail of Damage
Village/Block/Tehsil
Infrastructure
------------------------------------------Kalanaur / Dera
Roads
Roads damage due
Baba Nanak
to heavy rain
Gurdaspur,
Canal Distributry / Cut / Breaches in
Dinanagar,
Minor
many Distributry
Dhariwal

9
10

2009-10
2010-11

Sept, 2010

Flood

Heavy Rain

Dinanagar,
Gurdaspur, Bhoa

Canal Distributry /
Minor

11

2011-12

---

---

---

---

---

DDMP, Gurdaspur

Strengthening /
Restoring of bank
of canals, Main
line UBDC, Main
Branch upper &
Gulpur Rivulet.
---

Amount of
Relief
--------------10 Lacs
3,57 Lacs

19.86 Lacs

---
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Damage of houses due to any Disaster
Sr.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

Year

200102
200203
200304
200405
200506
200607
200708
200809

200910
201011
201112

Date

Name of
Disaster

Name of
Village /
Block / Tehsil

No. of Pakka Houses

No. of Kacha Houses

Hut
Damage

Amount
Disbursed

---

---

Cause of
occurre
nce of
Disaster
---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

29/08/
2003
---

Heavy
Rain
---

Heavy
Rain
---

Batala
(1 Village)
---

1

---

---

---

---

---

---

12,000

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

Heavy
Rain
Heavy
Rain
Hail
Storm
Heavy
Rain
Heavy
Rain
Heavy
Rain

Dera Baba
Nanak
Batala
(54 Villages )
Dera Baba
Nanak
Gurdaspur
(6 Villages)
Gurdaspur
(4 Villages)
Batala
(7 Villages)

---

---

8

---

---

---

---

---

5

---

26

54

---

225

---

14,63,200

2

---

13

---

---

---

---

---

3

---

16

28

---

---

17

5,25,000

4

---

---

---

---

---

---

1,40,000

---

---

---

1

10

---

---

Amount
not
received

---

Heavy
Rain
19/09/
Heavy
2008
Rain
--Hail Storm
----Aug
2011

Heavy
Rain
Heavy
Rain
Heavy
Rain
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---

Fully
Damage
---

Severally
Damage
---

Partly
Damage
---

Fully
Damage
---

Severally
Damage
---

Partly
Damage
---

---

---
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Loss of human life due to any Disaster
Sr. No.

Year

Date

Name of
Disaster

1.

2001-02

26/09/2001

Heavy Rain

2.
3.
4.
5.

2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06

------05/07/2005

------Heavy Rain

6.

2006-07

15/05/2007

Heavy Rain

7.
8.

2007-08
2008-09

--13/05/2008

--Flood

2009-10
2010-11
2011-12

07/10/2008
-------

Flood
-------

9.
10.
11.
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Cause of
occurrence of
Disaster

Name of Village /
Block / Tehsil

Heavy Rain
(House Damage)
------Heavy Rain
(House Damage)
Water Drown

Bharth Dhawan
(Batala)
------Dhadiala Natt
(Batala)
Jhadpur
(Batala)
--Batala

--Heavy Rain
(House Damage)
Heavy Rain
-------

Batala
-------

No. of people
loss their life

Gender

Amount
Disbursed

2

No. Of
Male
2

No. Of
Female
---

1,50,000

------2

---------

------2

---------

---

---

---

50,000

--2

--2

-----

--20,000

3
-------

3
-------

---------

2,10,000
-------
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Loss of crops due to any Disaster
Sr.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

Year

Date

Name of
Disaster

Cause of
occurrence of
Disaster

2001-02
--2002-03
--2003-04
--2004-05
--2005-06
--2006-07 13/04/
2007
---

----------Heavy Rain

----------Heavy Rain

Hail Storm

Hail Storm

2007-08 22/09/
2008
---

Heavy Rain

Heavy Rain

Heavy Rain

Heavy Rain

2008-09 19/09/
2009
---

Hail Storm

Hail Storm

Hail Storm

Hail Storm

Hail Storm

9.

2009-10 22/10/
2010
10. 2010-11 18/04/
2011
---

11. 2011-12

Aug
2011
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Name of
Village /
Block /
Tehsil
----------Batala
Gurdaspur
(55
villages)
Batala

Type of
Crops

Detail of damage in acre, kanal, marla

Amount
Disbursed

----------Wheat

Up to
25%
-------------

26% to
50%
-------------

51% to
75%
-------------

Above
75%
-------------

----------8,78,000

---

---

---

---

2851 A

62,29,862

Paddy

---

---

---

---

2,80,755

Paddy

---

---

1301A

---

---

Paddy

---

6A, 2K

---

---

---

1996

5715

4829

33,92,000

756A,
15M
350A

---

51,65,381

---

6,96,000

Hail Storm

Dera Baba
Nanak
Batala
(6 Villages)
Dera Baba
Nanak
Batala

Paddy

---

Hail Storm

Hail Storm

Batala

Paddy

---

1403A,
4K, 8M
19A

Hail Storm

Hail Storm

---

---

---

295A

2950A

94,40,000

Flood

Flood

Gurdaspur
(46
Villages)
Batala

Paddy

---

---

---

2089A

Amount not
received

Paddy
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Various types of hazards that can affect the district Gurdaspur:1. Hydrological Hazards
• Floods
• Water Logging
• Droughts
• Soil Erosion
2. Geologically Hazards
• Earthquakes
• Dam Failures / Dam Bursts
3. Chemical and Industrial Hazards
4. Atmospheric Hazards
• Hailstorm
• Thunder Storm / Lightening
• Heat Wave
• Cold Wave
• Dust storm
5. Accidents
• Road Accident
• Rail Accident
6. Fires
• Structure Fires
• Crop Fires
7. Biological
• Biological Disaster
• Pest Attacks
• Epidemics and Pandemics
8. OTHER HAZARDS
• Terrorist Activities
• Riots
• War
• Soil Pollution
• Drug Addiction
• Water Pollution
• Air pollution
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Seasonality of Hazards for District Gurdaspur
Types of
Hazards
Months

January
February
March

April
May
June

July
August
September

October
November
December

Floods

Earthquakes

Dam Failures
/ Dam Bursts
Hailstorm

Heat Wave

Cold Wave

Accidents

Fires
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3.1 Floods
District Gurdaspur is surrounded by river Ravi and Beas and other small rivulets.
Dhussi Bandh has been constructed along river Ravi and Beas in length of 274124 ft. and
129500 ft. respectively. There are certain very sensitive/vulnerable points where the
gushing water cause breaches in canal system and heavy flooding of the area. Years 1988
and 1995 witnessed heavy floods in Gurdaspur District which caused loss of lives, crops
and property.
River Ravi has its origin and catchment area in Himachal Pradesh and enters
Punjab just upstream of Ranjit Sagar Dam. Although the Ranjit Sagar Dam has been
completed in 2001 and chances of flash floods in River Ravi have been consequently
reduced to some extent but the area downstream Madhopur Head Works, where River
Ujh and tributaries Jallalia, Khooni Nallah, Shingarwan and Tarnah, joins River Ravi at
confluence point near Makora Pattan, be in River opposite Rosse complex Gurdaspur and
Naumani Nallah opposite near Kamalpur Jattan will continue to cause flood damages as
these rivulets are naturals, high velocity and flashy torrents.
Due to floods in river Ravi since last so many years, the left bank of the river has
been heavily eroded away at many places which further endangers to the border fencing,
flood lights, border observatory posts, agricultural land and village settlements. The
Course of river Ravi change its way from last few years due to soil erosion near village
Rosse.
Sakki/Kiran Nallah is a natural uncanalized Nallah in District Gurdaspur that may
also cause floods in few areas and endangers to agricultural land and settlements.
River Beas has its origin in the upstream mountainous areas of Manali in
Himachal Pradesh and is mainly rainfed. This river has been dammed since seventies,
thereby reducing the floods devastation in the downstream areas of Districts Hoshiarpur,
Gurdaspur, Kapurthala, Amritsar and Taran Taran. But Soan Khad, River Chakki,
Langerpur Group of Choes etc. outfall into River Beas downstream of the Pong Dam.
These flashy torrents sometimes carry high floods during monsoon with heavy rainfall in
their catchments areas. This river has isolated flood protection embankments – on right
side in District Gurdaspur. There is always a persistent danger of flooding/land erosion
along the river Beas which may endanger to agricultural land and puts the settlements in
danger.
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3.1.1 Vulnerable Points:
The following Vulnerable reaches have been identified on these rivers:
Vulnerable points on river Ravi
• Rosse Complex
• Kamalpur, Addhian &Dharmkot Complex
• Chauntra Complex
• Jainpur Complex
• Makaura Pattan
• Nikka post Complex R/s
Vulnerable points on river Beas (Right hand side)
• Gulelra complex
• Fatta Kulla Complex
• Fattu Barket Complex
• Bahadurpur Rajoa Complex
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Other Vulnerable Points
• Kasur Nallah and Sakki Nallah System
3.1.2 Villages likely to be affected
Sr. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
DDMP, Gurdaspur

Name of Village
Tarpur
Tanda
Orga
Marara
Nadala
Kahna
Wazirpur Jattan
Jhabkara
Jhande chak
Thakurpur
Sandalpur
Wazidpur Jattan
Meani
Chakri
Chauntra
Shamsherpur
Jafalpur
Thundi
Naushera
Faridpur
Mirzapur
kabirpur
Dorangala
Thaman
Qadian
Nangal dalle
Dugri
Buapur
Kallupur
Allinangal
Lolenangal
Chaura

Tehsil
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
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33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
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Aloon
Sohan
Malmuan
Kukker shod
Gandian
Dostpur
Shahpur kalan
Chandu wadala
Dhidowal
Chandu Nangal
Rosse
Pakiwan
Mirkchanah
Bhagtanaa Tulian
Gazi chak
Bhatra
Bahmni
Behlolpur
Sherpur
Mansura
Allechak
Kotli
Kotli Dayaram
Pakhoke
Dera Baba Nanak
Khasanwali
Jaurian Khurd
Goladhola
Thetharke
Ghanike
Gunia
Gurchak
Dharmkot
Singpur
Roranwali
Ball
Khadar
Ghonewal

Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
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71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.

Jorniankallan
Mohal Nangal
Gilanwali
Shahpur
Dharmkot
Adhian
Shahpur
Wadala
Kamalpur jallan
Bhoharwadala
Brila Khurd
Kiri
Nawi Kiri
Bhet
Mari Panwan
Balarwal
Kapura
Bhaga
Bulpur
Santokh Nagar
Kohar
Rara
Fattu Kullah
Gnadhuwal
Rampur Talwara
Samrai Kangra
Mari Bhucian

Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Dera Baba Nanak
Batala
Batala
Batala
Batala
Batala
Batala
Batala
Batala
Batala
Batala
Batala
Batala
Batala
Batala
Batala
Batala

3.2 Water Logging
Water logging refers to the saturation of soil with water. Soil may be regarded as
waterlogged when the water table of the groundwater is too high to conveniently permit
an anticipated activity, like agriculture. In agriculture, various crops need air
(specifically, oxygen) to a greater or lesser depth in the soil. Water logging of the soil
stops air getting in and this will leads to damage in crops.
The main problem of water logging is in the villages of wet area falling along the
river Beas in Kahnuwan belt. The problem of water logging became worst in monsoon
season and it was forced farmers to reap only one crop during the whole year. More than
two dozen of villages are affected every year.
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The problem of water logging has also poses threat to human lives. An excessive
use of fertilizers has seeped into the ground water and leaving it unsuitable for drinking.
Due to this contaminated water, a number of patients are suffering from water borne
diseases like jaundice, hepatitis and cancer.
3.3 Droughts
Most of the agricultural land in the district is under irrigation through canal water
and tube wells but decreasing level of underground water and weakness in monsoon
rainfall are the major causes of drought. Other factors may also contribute to drought
conditions including land degradation and an increase in water demand.
In 2002, the intensity of the drought has made the situation much more severe, and
it has broken the back of the farming community. The State Government declared all the
17 districts in the State as drought affected.
3.4 Soil Erosion
Soil erosion is the removal of the topsoil layer or soil particles by physical or
human activities. This is a result of the absence of vegetative cover and moisture.
Intensive cultivation, deforestation and destruction of the natural vegetation by grazing or
other means will increase soil erosion.
Soil erosion by various factors causes wide range of problem in land management
and water bodies. About 60 percent of soil that is washed away ends up in rivers, streams
and lakes, making waterways more prone to flooding and to contamination from soil's
fertilizers and pesticides. Soil erosion also reduces the ability of soil to store water and
support plant growth, thereby reducing its ability to support biodiversity. Erosion
increases the amount of dust carried by wind, which not only acts as an abrasive and air
pollutant but also carries about 20 human infectious disease organisms.
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3.5 Earthquakes
The district Gurdaspur falls in zone IV on the seismic scale corresponding to MMI
(Modified Mercalli Intensity).

The above map shows that Gurdaspur district comes under high damage risk zone.
Punjab lies in a geosynclines (down warp of the Himalayan foreland, of variable
depth, converted into flat plains by long vigorous sedimentation)
DDMP, Gurdaspur
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• This has shown considerable amounts of flexure and dislocation at the northern
end and is bounded on the north by the Himalayan Frontal Thrust.
• Much of Punjab lies in the Punjab Shelf, bounded on the east by the DelhiHaridwar Ridge and on the south by the Delhi-Lahore Ridge.
• Most earthquakes in this region are shallow though a few earthquake of
intermediate depth have been recorded in Punjab.
Earthquakes in Punjab that affect District Gurdaspur
• April 1905- Kangra (Himachal Pradesh), deadliest earthquake till date in the
Punjab Himalayas. Close to 30,000 were killed in the Kangra Valley and the
adjoining parts of northern Indian and Pakistan. Shocks from the temblor were
experienced as far as Puri, on the Mahanadi Delta in Orissa. Damage from the
quake extended into many parts of the Punjab including district Gurdaspur.
• The 1999 Chamoli earthquake effect Nakodar (in SW of Jalandhar).A number of
houses in northern Punjab have collapsed. Two deaths were reported. One
building collapses in Gurdaspur and six in Amritsar.
• 17 October 1997- North of Jalandhar, Gurdaspur district (Punjab)
The district Gurdaspur fall in Zone IV on the seismic scale corresponding the
MMI (Modified Mercalli Intensity) VIII making it prone to earthquake and it may lead
to, major, damage in the district. The possible percentage of buildings likely to be
damaged is 25-40 percent depending upon the number of stories. The deaths are likely to
occur can be in the range of 2000-5000 and number of casualties can be 25000, even
when estimated conservatively.
The earthquake may lead to:
• Damage to infrastructure.
• Change of river course resulting to flood.
• Fire followed by conflagration.
• Contamination of potable water.
• Spread of epidemics.
3.6 Dam Failures / Dam Bursts
Dams are water storage, control or diversion structures that impound water
upstream in reservoirs. Dam failure can take several forms, including a collapse of, or
breach in, the structure. While most dams have storage volumes small enough that
failures have few or no repercussions, dams storing large amounts can cause significant
flooding downstream. Dam failures can result from any one, or a combination, of the
following causes:
• Prolonged periods of rainfall and flooding, which cause most failures;
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• Inadequate spillway capacity, resulting in excess overtopping of the embankment;
• Internal erosion caused by embankment or foundation leakage or piping;
• Improper maintenance, including failure to remove trees, repair internal seepage
problems, or maintain gates, valves, and other operational components;
• Improper design or use of improper construction materials;
• Failure of upstream dams in the same drainage basin;
• Landslides into reservoirs, which cause surges that result in overtopping;
• High winds, which can cause significant wave action and result in substantial
erosion;
• Destructive acts of terrorists; and
• Earthquakes, which typically cause longitudinal cracks at the tops of the
embankments, leading to structural failure.
Benefits provided by dams include water supplies for drinking, irrigation and
industrial uses; flood control; hydroelectric power; recreation; and navigation. At the
same time, dams also represent a risk to public safety. Dams require ongoing
maintenance, monitoring, safety inspections, and sometimes even rehabilitation to
continue safe service.
In the event of a dam failure, the energy of the water stored behind the dam is
capable of causing rapid and unexpected flooding downstream, resulting in loss of life
and great property damage. A devastating effect on water supply and power generation
could be expected as well.
The Ranjit Sagar Dam (Thein Dam) is part of a hydroelectric project constructed
by the Government of Punjab on the Ravi River in the state of Punjab. The project is
situated near Pathankot city in Pathankot District of the state of Punjab. Pathankot is the
neighboring district of Gurdaspur. The project is used for both irrigation purposes and
power generation. The dam is one of the highest earth-fill dams in India and has the
largest diameter penstock pipes in the country. It is located upstream of the Madhopur
Barrage at Madhopur.
The Pong Dam is an earth-fill embankment dam on the Beas River just upstream
of Talwara in the state of Himachal Pradesh. The purpose of the dam is water storage for
irrigation and hydroelectric power generation
When we go through historical events there is not such record of dam failure and
dam burst related to Ranjit Sagar dam and Pong dam. But Dam Burst and Dam Failure
cannot be ruled out because of threat of terrorist attack and Earthquake. If such kind of
event happens it will affect the district Gurdaspur up to large extend and whole district is
under the threat of floods.
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3.7 Chemical and Industrial Hazards
The use of chemicals has increased dramatically due to the economic development
in various sectors including industry, agriculture and transport. As a consequence, people
are exposed to a large number of chemicals of both natural and man-made origin.
Exposure occurs through the air they breathe, the water they drink or bath in, the food
they eat, and the soil they touch (or ingest as toddlers).Chemicals may have immediate,
acute effects, as well as chronic effects, often resulting from long-term exposures.
Chronic, low-level exposure to various chemicals may result in a number of adverse
outcomes, including damage to the nervous and immune systems, impairment of
reproductive function and development, cancer, and organ-specific damage.
Industrial hazard may be defined as any condition produced by industries that may
cause injury or death to personnel or loss of product or property.
There is no such record of any chemical and industrial Hazard in district
Gurdaspur but this kind of hazard cannot be ruled out.
3.8 Hailstorm
Hailstorms consist of precipitation in the form of balls or irregular lumps of ice
formed, when updrafts in thunderclouds carry raindrops into extremely cold areas of
Atmosphere. Punjab state often gets affected by moderate to heavy hailstorms. In the past
such hailstorms have often affected the standing crops, trees, vehicular traffic,
telecommunication services etc.
3.9 Heat wave
Climatic changes, decrease in tree cover, depletion of ground water resources and
increase in day temperature especially in the months of May and June, have made
majority of the districts of the state vulnerable to heat wave. As per the data available,
temperature in district Gurdaspur during the month of May and June goes as high as
about 45 degree centigrade. The heat wave condition in district Gurdaspur is becoming
increasingly prominent and regular. However, the main risk due to heat wave is heat
stroke. The main causal factor was identified as lack of awareness and not following
certain does and don’ts during heat wave conditions. Though extensive awareness
campaigns has reduced large number of fatalities, poor socio-economic conditions lack of
enforcement and adoption of working conditions during the summer months and
continuing weak facilities to treat heatstroke patients in most PHCs remain the main risks
of heat wave.
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3.10 Cold Wave
As per the data available, temperature in this district during the months of Dec. &
January lowest temperature hovers around Zero degree centigrade. The district has no
houseless population and there having been no incident of any death due to cold waves
reported.
3.11 Dust storm
A dust storm or sand storm is a meteorological phenomenon common in arid and
semi-arid regions. Dust storms arise when a gust front or other strong wind blows loose
sand and dirt from a dry surface. Particles are transported by saltation and suspension, a
process that moves soil from one place and deposits it in another.
3.12 Thunder Storm / Lightening
A thunderstorm, also known as an electrical storm, a lightning storm,
thundershower or simply a storm is a form of weather characterized by the presence of
lightning and its acoustic effect on the Earth's atmosphere known as thunder. The
meteorologically assigned cloud type associated with the thunderstorm is the
cumulonimbus. Thunderstorms are usually accompanied by strong winds, heavy rain and
sometimes snow, sleet, hail, or no precipitation at all. Those that cause hail to fall are
called hailstorms. Thunderstorms may line up in a series or rain band, known as a squall
line. Strong or severe thunderstorms may rotate, known as super cells. While most
thunderstorms move with the mean wind flow through the layer of the troposphere that
they occupy, vertical wind shear causes a deviation in their course at a right angle to the
wind shear direction.
3.13 Rail Accident
Indian Railways is the largest enterprises of Government of India and second
largest in the world. It is the largest organization in world controlled by one body. Safety
is the foremost consideration in Indian Railways working. There are large numbers of
level crossings out of which about so many are unmanned, where no Railway staff is
available to open or close the gate due to economic reasons. Unmanned level crossing
gates are most vulnerable for accident due to negligence and mistake by road users by not
following the instructions before crossing the same. Very few people actually know that
it is the responsibility of road user to ensure that there is no train approaching and then
cross the same.
There are four main railway stations in district Gurdaspur: Batala, Dhariwal,
Gurdaspur and Dinanagar. Many passenger trains travelling through these stations and
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many major trains travelling through two main junctions: Amritsar and Jammu. The
worst rail disaster of the district occurred on 2005, wherein two passenger trains collided
head-on near Village Bhangala, north of Mukerian. Without this accident there is no such
record of any major Rail accident but this type of hazard cannot be ignored.
3.14 Road Accident
High speeds, total disregard for traffic rules, congested urban areas, and
misjudgment of overtaking sight distance, insufficient safety measures, drunken and
negligent driving, micro sleeps, and lack of road safety education are the general causes
of accidents. Main reasons of road accidents are:
• Ill designed Intersections.
• In sufficient Sight Distance.
• Cattle and animals crossing roads, especially during nights.
• Overtaking whenever carriage way is blocked by animal drawn vehicles.
• Pooling of water due to deteriorating roads, especially during rainy season.
• Blinding effect due to Headlight glare (not using dipper) during night.
• Over loading of passenger vehicles, Poor Vehicle Condition.
• Over speeding.
• Drunken driving and pedestrians.
• Unrestricted speed through urban stretches / Markets / School Area / Hospital etc.
• On Road Parking without parking-light during night.
Due to increase in number of vehicles, many roads in district are rushed by the
vehicles, which is the main reason of accidents. Stats showing number of vehicles and
road accidents shown in following table:
Number of different type of motor vehicles (2010-11)
Buses Cars Jeeps Taxies Three wheelers Two Wheelers
81

534

23

42

264

18474

Detail of Road Accidents in district Gurdaspur (2010-11)
Accidents
Vehicles Involved
Persons Killed
339
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246

Total Vehicles
19418

Persons Injured
214
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3.15 Structure Fire
A structure fire is a fire involving the structural components of various
residential buildings ranging from single-family detached homes and townhouses to
apartments and tower blocks, or various commercial buildings ranging from offices to
shopping malls. Fires can be ignited by a number of causes, such as faulty electrical
wiring, cooking and heating equipment, and cigarettes. In some cases, fires may also be
ignited intentionally. Structure fires are a reality within any area in the district Gurdaspur
and have the capacity to spread quickly to adjoining structures.
3.16 Crop Fires
Wheat and rice are the two most commonly grown food crops. Farmers use fire
to clear fields and get them ready for new plantings. Crop residues become a soilfertilizing ash, and burning destroys some crop pests. Although the fires are not
necessarily immediately hazardous, such widespread burning can have a strong impact on
weather, climate, human health, and natural resources.
Crop fire cause big loss to farmers due the fire to the standing/ harvested/ wheat/
paddy crop. In such cases, the cause of fire is due to short circuiting, because of loose
electricity cables and touching of combine harvesters with the overhead electric wires. To
avoid such incidents, harvesting of wheat/ paddy crop at night has been prohibited.
3.17 Biological Disaster
Biological disasters are scenarios involving disease, disability or death on a large
scale among humans, animals and plants due to toxins or disease caused by live
organisms or their products. Such disasters may be natural in the form of epidemics or
pandemics of existing, emerging or reemerging diseases and pestilences or man-made by
the intentional use of disease causing agents in Biological Warfare (BW) operations or
incidents of Bioterrorism (BT).
3.18 Pest Attacks
A pest is an organism, usually an insect, which has characteristics that are
regarded by humans as injurious or unwanted. This is often because it causes damage to
agriculture through feeding on crops or parasitising livestock. An animal can also be a
pest when it causes damage to a wild ecosystem or carries germs within human habitats.
Examples of these include those organisms which vector human disease, such as rats
which carry the plague disease, mosquitoes which vector malaria Disease. The term pest
may be used to refer specifically to harmful animals but is also often taken to mean all
harmful organisms including weeds, plant pathogenic fungi and viruses. Pesticides are
chemicals and other agents that are used to control or protect other organisms from pests.
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3.19 Epidemics and Pandemic

An epidemic of an infectious disease is the occurrence of a number of cases of a
disease, known or suspected to be of infectious origin, that is unusually large or
unexpected for the given place or time. An epidemic often evolves rapidly. A threatened
epidemic is said to exist when the circumstances are such that epidemic occurrence of a
specific disease may reasonably be anticipated. This requires a susceptible human
population, the presence of a disease agent, and the presence of a mechanism or mode of
large-scale transmission (e.g., contaminated water supply and poor sanitation). This
definition covers the usual epidemic diseases such as, measles, chickenpox, and cholera,
which are compressed in time, but also the modern "slow" epidemics of noncommunicable diseases like diabetic, heart attacks, and depression.
When an epidemic extends beyond the confines of a wide area, typically a
continent, and becomes a more widespread problem, it is a pandemic. AIDS and Avian
Flu (Bird Flu) are pandemic diseases today.
3.20 Terrorist Activities
Terrorism is the use of force or violence against persons or property in violation
of the laws for purposes of intimidation, coercion, or ransom. Terrorists often use threats
to:
• Create fear among the public
• Try to convince citizens that their government is powerless to prevent terrorism
• Get immediate publicity for their causes
Acts of terrorism include threats of terrorism; assassinations; kidnappings;
hijackings; bomb scares and bombings; cyber attacks (computer-based); and the use of
chemical, biological, nuclear and radiological weapons. High-risk targets for acts of
terrorism include military and civilian government facilities, international airports, large
cities, and high-profile landmarks. Terrorists might also target large public gatherings,
water and food supplies, utilities, and corporate centers. Further, terrorists are capable of
spreading fear by sending explosives or chemical and biological agents through the mail.
3.21 War
Border tensions between India and Pakistan have taken on a new magnitude since
both countries carried out nuclear tests in May 1998. Five blocks of district Gurdaspur:
Kalanaur, Dera Baba Nanak, Dina Nagar, Dorangla, Gurdaspur are under the border area
belt. So such kind of hazard cannot be ruled out in the district Gurdaspur.
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3.22 Riots
A riot is a form of civil disorder characterized often by what is thought of as
disorganized groups lashing out in a sudden and intense rash of violence against
authority, property or people. Riots often occur in reaction to a perceived grievance or out
of dissent. Historically, riots have occurred due to poor working or living conditions,
government, oppression, conflicts between ethnic groups, food supply or religions, the
outcome of a sporting event or frustration with legal channels through which to air
grievances. Riots typically involve vandalism and the destruction of private and public
property. The specific property to be targeted varies depending on the riot and the
inclinations of those involved. Targets can include shops, cars, restaurants, state-owned
institutions, and religious buildings.
Riots arise at time of partition of 1947 very adversely affect whole the area of
Punjab. Riots of 1984 after the killing of PM Indra Gandhi also cause the loss of human
lives and infrastructure in Punjab and District Gurdaspur.
In the latest happened riot at district Gurdaspur, in order to disperse the two groups,
police allegedly opened fire in which one person died and another was injured.
3.23 Soil Pollution
Soil pollution is majorly caused due to dumping and improper disposal of
industrial and domestic waste along with semi solid waste resulting from agriculture. Out
of all this dumping of industrial waste and municipal solid wastes not only seriously
affects the productivity of the soil but also affects the purity of the ground water by
letting toxic substances leach and seep into the soil. Municipal solid waste is another
major reason for soil pollution. It consists of both commercial and domestic wastes
including sludge and sewage. It also includes refuse which mainly contain garbage
including food wastes, rubbish like papers, glasses, metallic cans, plastic etc.
Since agriculture is becoming more and more intensive large quantities of
fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides and other chemicals are used which affects not only the
soil but the ground water as well.
3.24 Drug Addiction
Drugs nexus in India is basically a cross-border phenomenon, thus making Punjab
as one the busiest drug transit in the world. India shares a 553 km-long international
border with Pakistan which then becomes the ideal way of smuggling drugs into the state.
With various vigilance teams watching every single movement at the border, imagine
how robust the network of the system is that it still manages to maintain a ‘healthy’
supply of illegal substance in Punjab.
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Basically district Gurdaspur has three levels of drugs consumption phenomena.
The so-called richer people can afford expensive drugs, on the other hand the poor can
take cheaper things like iodex, ganja etc. One more level is the availability of the illegal
synthetic drugs through chemist shops which have mushroomed all over the district. A
smaller village in district Gurdaspur which has no school still has one such chemist shop.
3.25 Water Pollution
In district Gurdaspur following are the causes of water pollution:
• Rapid increase in population
• Urbanization,
• Industrialization
• Agricultural practices
The above stated sources have heavily polluted the fresh water resources of Punjab,
both in physico-chemical and biological terms. The industrial, domestic and agricultural
wastes accumulate in the aquatic ecosystems and then enter the primary, secondary and
tertiary webs of the food chain. As wastes move along the food chain, these get
magnified. Major diseases caused from polluted water are Cholera, Typhoid, Bacterial
Dysentery, Infectious Hepatitis, Amoebic Dysentery.
Ground water Quality at various sampling stations of Gurdaspur
Sr.
Parameters
Sampling Stations
No.
Bus Stand,
Bus Stand,
Bus Stand ,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10
11.
12.
13.

PH
TSS mg/l
Cl mg/l
SO4 mg/l
T. Hard mg/l
Ca mg/l
Mg mg/l
Zn mg/l
Ni mg/l
T. Alk mg/l
Na mg/l
Fe mg/l
COD mg/l
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Gurdaspur
7.1
5
45
20
250
58.8
24.7
0.04
ND
290
26.6
0.9
5

Batala
7.3
8
40
18
248
60.4
23.3
ND
ND
310
29.5
1.0
3

Dhariwal
7.2
6
44
17
254
58.4
25.9
0.02
ND
300
28.0
1.1
6
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14.
15.
16.

BOD mg/l
T.Coli
MPN/100
F.Coli
MPN/100

ND
ND

ND
ND

ND
ND

ND

ND

ND

3.26 Air pollution
Air is one of five basic natural ingredients of life system and also an inexhaustible
natural resource. It is very essential for the survival of all the living organisms on earth.
Air is a mixture of different gases; nitrogen, carbon and oxygen are the major
components. Besides, the above mentioned gases, small quantities of hydrogen, ozone,
Nobel gases, oxides of nitrogen & sulfur, carbon monoxide, other organic and inorganic
gases, aerosols and particulates which are emitted by various sources are dispersed in the
atmosphere through diffusion.
The normal composition of total volume of clean air present in atmosphere is as
follows:
Nitrogen
78.084%
Oxygen
20.946%
Argon
0.934%
Carbon dioxide
0.0314%
Methane
0.0002%
Hydrogen
0.00005%
Other gases
traces
Atmosphere is a dynamic system that continuously receives a wide range of solids,
liquids and gasses from both natural and anthropogenic sources. Further, introduction of
chemicals, particulate matter, or biological materials harmful to human beings or other
living organisms or which damage the natural environment cause pollution.
The main cause of air pollution is the use of fossil fuels (coal, oil and natural gas)
in transport, power generation, industry and domestic sectors. In addition the burning of
biomass such as firewood, agricultural and animal waste also contributes to pollution
levels.
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SPM, SO2 and NOX levels in the various Areas of District Gurdaspur in the year
2012(Units: µg/m3)
Commercial Area,
Residential Area,
Industrial Area,
Timing
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
SPM
Standa
rds
10 AM
- 6 PM
10 AM
- 6 PM

SO2

NOX

SPM

SO2

NOX

SPM

SO2

NOX

(500
(120
(120
(200
(80
(80
(500
(120
(120
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
µg/m ) µg/m ) µg/m ) µg/m ) µg/m ) µg/m ) µg/m ) µg/m ) µg/m3)
760
20
38
488
15
24
512
24
38
---
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33
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30

17
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1. Institutional Mechanism
The disaster management will be more effective and sustainable if it is
institutionalized. For this purpose Government of India has already passed Disaster
Management Act on 23rd December, 2005, where it is clearly outlined that a District
Disaster Management Authority, Which is apex body, to be formed at the district level.
The District Disaster Management Authority (DDMA) will act as the district planning;
coordinating and monitoring body in accordance with the guidelines laid down by the
State Authority.
As per Section 25 of the DM Act 05, A DDMA for every district in the State of
Punjab has also been constituted, consisting of the following members:
4.1 National Level Mechanism
The administration of natural disaster management is the responsibility of the
Ministry of Home Affairs, where as certain disasters such as chemical and biological
disasters as well as aviation disasters are dealt by the concerned Ministries. The elaborate
structural framework in national level is given broadly for understanding.
4.1.1 National Crisis Management Committee
Cabinet Secretary, who is the highest executive officer, heads the National Crisis
Management Committee (NCMC). Secretaries of all concerned Ministries/ Departments
as well as Organizations are members of the Committee. The NCMC gives direction to
the Crisis Management Group as deemed necessary. The NCMC gives directions to any
Ministries/Departments/ Organizations for specific action needed for meeting the Crisis
situation.
4.1.2 National Crisis Management Group
The Central Relief Commissioner in the Ministry of home Affairs is the Chairman
of the Crisis management Group, which consist of nodal officers from concerned
Ministries. The CMGs function includes reviewing every year contingency plans
formulated by various Ministries/Departments/ Organizations in their respective sectors.
The other functions include:
• To review measures required dealing with natural disaster.
• Coordinate activities of Central Ministries and state Governments in relation to
disaster preparedness and relief
• To obtain information from the nodal officers on measures relating to the above.
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4.1.3 National Disaster Management Authority
For better coordination of disaster management in national level, National Disaster
Management Authority (NDMA) is being constituted. This is a multi disciplinary body
with nodal officers from all concerned departments/ministries/ organizations.
Apart from these developments, the government of India has its national
Contingency Action Plan prepared by the nodal ministry of disaster management. Also a
National Emergency Operation Centre (NEOC) has been started functioning in the
Ministry of Home Affairs with all sophisticated equipments and most modern
technologies for disaster management.
4.2 State Level Mechanism
Similar to the mechanism in national level, disaster management has been
institutionalized in state level also. In the state of Punjab, Chief Minister is the chairman
of Disaster Management Authority and the concerned ministers are members.
4.2.1 State Disaster Management Authority
The Punjab Disaster Management Authority under the chairperson of the
Honourable Chief Minister was constituted on 22nd/24th February, 2006 with the
following persons as member of the SDMA:
Sr. No.
Designation
SDMA
1.

Honourable Chief Minister

Chairperson

2.

Honourable Revenue Minister

Vice-Chairperson

3.

Principal Secretary (Home)

Member

4.

Principal Secretary (Finance)

Member

5.

Principal Secretary (Local
Government)

Member

6.

Financial Commissioner (Revenue)

Member

7.

P.S.C.M

Member

8.

Chief Town Planner, Punjab

Member

9.

G.O.C. in Chief, Western Command
or any other Army Officer not below
the rank of Major General

Member
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As stated in the Disaster Management Act 2005, the State DM Authority has the
following roles and responsibilities:
• Lay down the State disaster management policy
• Approve the State Plan in accordance with the guidelines laid down by the
National Authority.
• Lay down guidelines to be followed by the departments of the State
• Government for the purpose of coordination and integration measures for
prevention of disasters and mitigation in their development plans and projects and
provide necessary technical assistance therefore;
• Coordinate the implementation of State Plan at State and District level
• Recommend provision of funds for mitigation and preparedness measures
• Review the development plans of different departments of the State and ensure
that prevention and mitigation measures like earthquake resistance structures are
built at least for life line structures.
• Review the measures being taken for mitigation, capacity building and
preparedness by the departments of the State Government and issue such
guidelines as may be necessary
4.2.2 State Crisis Management Group
The State Crisis Management Group’s function includes reviewing every year
contingency plans formulated by various Ministries/Departments/ Organizations in their
respective sectors. The other functions include:
• To review measures required dealing with natural disaster.
• Coordinate activities of state Governments and districts in relation to disaster
preparedness and relief
• To obtain information from the nodal officers on measures relating to the above.
4.2.3 State Executive Committee (SEC)
State Executive Committee under the chairperson of Chief Secretary was
constituted by the Government of Punjab on 22nd/24th February, 2006 with the
following persons as member of the committee:
Sr. No.

Designation

DDMA

1.

Chief Secretary

Chairman

2.

Financial Commissioner (Revenue)

Member
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3.

Principal Secretary (Home)

Member

4.

Principal Secretary (Finance)

Member

5.

Principal Secretary (Local
Government)

Member

As per the Disaster Management Act 2005, the State Executive Committee has
following functions:
• Coordinate and monitor the implementation of the National Policy, the National
Plan and State plan.
• Examine the vulnerability of different parts of the State to different forms of
disasters and specify measures to be taken for their prevention or mitigation.
• Preparation of State disaster management plans.
• Monitor the implementation of State Disaster Management Plan (SDMP) and
Crisis Management Plan (CMP) prepared by the line departments of the State
Government and District Authorities.
• Monitor the implementation of the guidelines laid down by the State Authority for
integrating the measures for prevention of disasters and mitigation by the
departments in their development plans and projects.
• Evaluate preparedness at all government or non-governmental levels to responds
to any threatening disaster situation or disaster and give directions, where
necessary, for enhancing such preparedness.
• Coordinate response in the event of any threatening disaster situation or disaster.
• Give directions to line Departments of the government of the state or any other
authority or body in the State regarding actions to be taken in response to any
threatening disaster situation.
• Promote general education, awareness and community training and to conduct
regular Mock drills to test the plan in regard to the forms of disasters to which
different parts of the State are vulnerable and the measures that may be taken by
such community to prevent the disaster, mitigate and respond to such disaster.
• Advise, assist and coordinate the activities of the Departments of the Government
of the State, District Authorities statutory bodies and other governmental and nongovernmental organizations engaged in disaster management.
• Provide necessary technical assistance or give advice to District Authorities an
local authorities for carrying out their functions effectively
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• Advise the State Government regarding all financial matters in relation to disaster
management.
4.2.4 State Working Groups
A couple of working groups are constituted in state level in line with the national
set up. These working groups are given with particular responsibilities and they are the
core group of such factions. Besides, there is an Emergency operation Centre at the state
level to coordinate and perform disaster management activities in a disaster situation as
well as in the preparatory stage.
4.3 District Level Mechanism
Similar to the mechanism in national and state level, disaster management has been
institutionalized in district level also. In district Gurdaspur, Deputy Commissioner is the
chairman of District Disaster Management Authority.
4.3.1 District Disaster Management Authority (DDMA)
Sr. No.

Designation

DDMA

1.

Deputy Commissioner

Chairperson

2.

Chairperson Zilaparishad

Co-Chairperson

3.

Additional Deputy Commissioner
(General)

Chief Executive Officer

4.

Chief Medical Officer

Member

5.

Senior Superintendent of Police

Member

6.

Superintending engineer (PWD)

Member

7.

Members of State Legislature
(MLA’s/MP) from the District
Gurdaspur

Member

8.

District Food Supplies and Controller

Member
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At District level, the district disaster management committee should constitute
under the chairmanship and co-chairpersonship of Deputy Commissioner and
Chairperson Zilla Parishad respectively.

The District Disaster Management Authority shall act as the district planning;
coordinating and implementing body for disaster management and take all measures for
the purposes of disaster management in the district in accordance with the guidelines laid
down by the National Authority and the State Authority.
The District Disaster Management Authority should:
• Prepare a disaster management plan including district response plan for the
district;
• Ensure that the areas in the district vulnerable to disasters are identified and
measures for the prevention of disasters and the mitigation of its effects are
undertaken by the departments of the Government at the district level as well as by
the local authorities;
• Ensure that the guidelines for prevention of disasters, mitigation of its effects,
preparedness and response measures as laid down by the National Authority and
the State Authority are followed by all departments of the Government at the
district level and the local authorities in the district;
• Give directions to different authorities at the district level and local authorities to
take such other measures for the prevention or mitigation of disasters as may be
necessary;
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• Lay down guidelines for prevention of disaster management plans by the
department of the Government at the districts level and local authorities in the
district;
• Monitor the implementation of disaster management plans prepared by the
Departments of the Government at the district level;
• Review the state of capabilities for responding to any disaster or threatening
disaster situation in the district and give directions to the relevant departments or
authorities at the district level for their up gradation as may be necessary;
• Review the preparedness measures and give directions to the concerned
departments at the district level or other concerned authorities where necessary for
bringing the preparedness measures to the levels required for responding
effectively to any disaster or threatening disaster situation;
• Organize and coordinate specialized training programs for different levels of
officers, employees and voluntary rescue workers in the district;
• Facilitate community training and awareness programs for prevention of disaster
or mitigation with the support of local authorities, governmental and
nongovernmental organizations;
• Set up, maintain, review and upgrade the mechanism for early warnings and
dissemination of proper information to public;
• Prepare, review and update district level response plan and guidelines;
• Coordinate response to any threatening disaster situation or disaster;
• Ensure that the Departments of the Government at the district level and the local
authorities prepare their response plans in accordance with the district response
plan;
• Lay down guidelines for, or give direction to, the concerned Department of the
Government at the district level or any other authorities within the local limits of
the district to take measures to respond effectively to any threatening disaster
situation or disaster;
• Advise, assist and coordinate the activities of the Departments of the Government
at the district level, statutory bodies and other governmental and nongovernmental
organizations in the district engaged in the disaster management;
• Coordinate with, and give guidelines to, local authorities in the district to ensure
that measures for the prevention or mitigation of threatening disaster situation or
disaster in the district are carried out promptly and effectively;
• Provide necessary technical assistance or give advice to the local authorities in the
district for carrying out their functions;
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• Review development plans prepared by the Departments of the Government at the
district level, statutory authorities or local authorities with a view to make
necessary provisions therein for prevention of disaster or mitigation;
• Examine the construction in any area in the district and, if it is of the opinion that
the standards for the prevention of disaster or mitigation laid down for such
construction is not being or has not been followed, may direct the concerned
authority to take such action as may be necessary to secure compliance of such
standards;
• Identify buildings and places which could, in the event of any threatening disaster
situation or disaster, be used as relief centers or camps and make arrangements for
water supply and sanitation in such buildings or places;
• Establish stockpiles of relief and rescue materials or ensure preparedness to make
such materials available at a short notice;
• Provide information to the State Authority relating to different aspects of disaster
management;
• Encourage the involvement of non-governmental organizations and voluntary
social-welfare institutions working at the grassroots level in the district for disaster
management;
• Ensure communication systems are in order, and disaster management drills are
carried out periodically.
4.3.2 Block Disaster Management Committee
At Block Level, every Block in the district should have a Block Disaster
Management Committee headed by Panchayat Samiti Chairperson. As said above all line
departments at block level are its members.
4.3.3 Village Level Disaster Management Committee (VDMC)
At the Village Level, Panchayats are the decision making bodies of all
development activities. Therefore, every Panchayat should have a Village Level Disaster
Management Committee (VDMC) headed by the Sarpanch which is responsible for
carried out activities from Planning to Execution in Disaster Management. There should
be a village disaster management plan. The plan encompasses prevention, mitigation and
preparedness measures. The VDMC chaired by Sarpanch includes, ward members,
gramsevak, local authorities, Government functionaries including doctors/paramedics of
primary health centers located in the village, primary school teachers etc. of 10 – 12
persons. Also a search and rescue team as well as first aid team have been set up and
trained at every village. The Disaster Management Teams at the village level will consist
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of members of youth organizations like Nehru Yuva Kendra and other non- governmental
organizations as well as able bodied volunteers from the village. The teams are provided
basic training in evacuation, search and rescue, first aid trauma counseling etc.
At ward level the village where ward members are members of VDMC they
should get involved in taking all sort of major decisions related to disaster Management,
whether it is the Disaster Management Preparedness Plan preparation to respond during
the disaster. They are important identities in the village representing the community. The
Disaster Management Committee will review the disaster management plan at least once
in a year. It would also generate awareness among the people in the village about dos’
and don’ts for specific hazards depending on the vulnerability of the village.
4.3.4 District Disaster Management Committee (DDMC)
Disaster may be caused by various types of calamities and each calamity creates
its own problems. To handle and solve all such problems, a well knit organization and
trained man-power is required and team of high level officials required for managing the
disaster. To minimize the effects of disaster, proper planning and co-ordination at the
level of the Deputy Commissioner is must. Therefore, District Disaster Management
Committee (DDMC) under the chairmanship of Deputy Commissioner should be formed.
The Committee should meet once in a year under the chairmanship of the Deputy
Commissioner to review the overall mitigation and preparedness activities in the district
and it consists of the following functionaries:
S. No.
1
2
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Designation
Deputy Commissioner
Chairperson Zilaparishad
Additional Deputy Commissioner (General)
Addl. Deputy Commissioner (Development)
District Revenue Officer-cum-Flood Control
Officer
D.D.P.O.
Executive Magistrate
Senior Superintendent of Police
District Transport Officer
Civil Surgeon
District Medical Officer (DMO)
Chief Fire Officer
District Public Relation Officer
District Information Officer
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Chairperson
Co-Chairperson
Chief Executive Officer
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
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15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Chief Town Planner
XEN, PWD
Sub Divisional Magistrate, Gurdaspur
Sub Divisional Magistrate, Batala
Sub Divisional Magistrate, Dera Baba Nanak
District Education Officer (Secondary)
District Education Officer (Primary)
District Commandant, Punjab Home Guards &
Civil Defense
Secy. of Red Cross, District Red Cross Society
Commandant of NCC
XEN, Public Health
Regional Coordinator, Nehru Yuva Kendra
(NYK)
General Manager of Telecommunication
Superintending Engineer, Punjab State Power
Corp. Limited
Deputy Director, District Food & Civil
Supplies
XEN, Mandi Board
District Program officer,ICDS
Chief Warden, Punjab Home Guards & Civil
Defense
All EO’s of Municipal Councils
DIG,BSF
District Response Centre Professional(GIS
Professional), DDRC
Disaster Management Coordinator, DDRC
Any other member to be decided by the
Deputy Commissioner
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Member
Member
Member
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Member
Member
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Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
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4.3.5 Coordination structure at district level

Deputy Commissioner

Emergency Operation Centre

Site Operation Centre

CEO

Relief Camps

Police

Feeding Camps

Health

Cattle Camps

PWD
Food &
Supply
Other Line
Departments

4.3.6 District Crisis Management Group (DCMG)
An effective disaster management strategy must be supported by a quick decision
making process which will include the issues related to warning, conduct evacuation and
rescue & relief operations in the event of a disaster. This requires a core team of senior
decision-makers having administrative control over the key resource organizations.
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Therefore, it is utmost need to constitute a DCMG (District Crisis Management Group)
with District Deputy Commissioner as its leader.
In normal condition the District Crisis Management Group (CMG) is expected to
meet biannually to assess the situation where as in case of disasters it has to meet
frequently with the following functions:
• To take stoke of the situation
• Assist the Deputy Commissioner cum Incident Commander to take appropriate
decision in managing the disaster
• Deciding the way of immediate operation in disaster relief and rehabilitation works
• Any other as per the need of the time.
4.3.6 District Emergency Operation Centre
District Gurdaspur shall have an exclusive Emergency Operation Centre (EOC) at
District Head Quarter other than the revenue control room. This shall be round the clock
set up with sufficient manpower and most modern equipments. Considering the unique
responsibility of the district Emergency Operation Centre, the equipments provided to it
shall not be taken to any purpose other than disaster management. This centre is intended
to coordinate all disaster related activities in the district starting from preparedness to
rehabilitation and reconstruction.
4.3.6.1 Role of Emergency Operation Centre in Normal Time
The Deputy Commissioner of District Gurdaspur is an Administrative Officer as
Officer-in-charge of EOC. He will be responsible for the effective functioning of the
EOC. Responsibilities of the EOC in-charge in normal time include:
• Ensure that all equipments in the EOC are in working condition;
• Collection data on routine basis from line departments for disaster management
• Develop status reports of preparedness and mitigation activities in the district;
• Ensure appropriate implementation of District Disaster Management Plan
• Maintenance of data bank with regular updating
• Activate the trigger mechanism on receipt of disaster warning/occurrence of
disaster
4.3.6.2 Role of Emergency Operation Centre during Disaster
On the basis of the message received from the forecasting agencies, warning has to
be issued for the general public and the departments, which play a vital role during
emergencies. Issuing correct and timely warning would be one of the prime
responsibilities of EOC. For effective dissemination of warning EOC should have a wellDDMP, Gurdaspur
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planned line of communication. The DC shall be the competent authority to disseminate a
disaster warning. The warning on occurrence of a disaster will also be communicated to:
• All Emergency Support Functions
• Members of DDMA
• Hospitals in the disaster area
• Office of Divisional Commissioner
• State Relief Commissioner
• Emergency Operation Centre in the neighboring districts
• National/State Emergency Operation Centre
• People’s representatives from the district
Apart from this the District Emergency Operation Centre must arrange desks for the
Emergency Support Function in its complex for better coordination and help.
Simultaneously the onsite EOCs are to be set up with the help of the district EOC.
Constant communication between the State EOC, District EOC and Onsite EOC is
mandatory for updates on the disaster, which happened.
4.3.6.3 Role and responsibilities of EOC Incumbents
The incumbents will be posted at district head quarters to work in consultation
with Department of Relief, Rehabilitation and Disaster Management and under the direct
supervision of Deputy Commissioner and perform the following duties:
4.3.6.4 District Response Centre Professionals/GIS Professionals:
• The incumbent will facilitate and co-ordinate DDMA in creation of database of
various disasters at least for the last 10 years.
• The incumbent will carry out the Hazard, Risk and vulnerability Analysis (HRVA)
of the district by using the highly advanced GIS software.
• The incumbent will prepare the base map of the district for various disasters by
collating the data from various sources.
• The incumbent will assist the DDMA in developing a resource inventory of the
district.
• The incumbent will assist the DDMA in preparing the Analysis report of Loss/
Damage/ Compensation and Assessment of any natural calamity.
• The incumbent will assist the deputy Commissioner in performing all activities
related to disaster management.
• The incumbent will report regularly to the Deputy Commissioner /State
Government on the programme activities.
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4.3.6.5 Disaster Management Coordinator:
• The incumbent will facilitate and co-ordinate DDMA in development of awareness
campaign strategy for DRR and its implementation in the district.
• The incumbent will provide technical support in preparation and updating of
District Disaster Management Plan to ensure that the issues of DRR have been
addressed.
• The incumbent will assist the District Administration in established /Functioning
of District Emergency Operation Centre.
• The incumbent will support the DDMA in follow up with various line departments
to ensure that DRR issues have been addressed in their developments plans.
• The incumbent will support the training and capacity building programme of
government officials/ PRIs/NGOs/CBOs/Youth Clubs/SHGs/Teachers and other
concerned on various aspects of DRR.
• The incumbent will assist the deputy Commissioner in performing all activities
related to disaster management.
• The incumbent will report regularly to the Deputy Commissioner /State
Government on the programme activities.
4.4 Incident Command System
The Deputy Commissioner of District Gurdaspur is the Incidental Commander to
activate the command system and to control and coordinate the resources required at the
site of disaster. The ICS is a model tool to command, coordinate and use of resources at
the site of the incident. It is based on the management and direction tools that experts and
managers are already aware to. It is very flexible, cost effective and efficient management
system.
In Incident Command System under the Deputy Commissioner Gurdaspur, there
shall be an operation section with a chief and associates, planning section with a leader
and associates, logistic section with a leader and section chief and finance section with a
leader and associates. All team leaders will be in the rank of ADM/Line Department
Heads in the district who are senior level officer.
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The Incident Command System is shown below:-

Incident Commander

Information Officer

Liaison Officer
Safety Officer

Operations
Section
Chief

Planning
Section
Chief

Logistic
Section
Chief

Finance/
Admin
Section Chief

4.4.1 Major Functions of Incident Commander
The general functions of the Incident Commander are as follows:
• To create and integrate communication flow during emergency period
• To manage incident scene, and report through integrated and coordinated command
plan
• To facilitate procedures and protocols according to ESF Departments within
District as well as State and Central Government.
• To put the communication system in place to receive, record, acknowledge
incoming and outgoing information of any form during the disaster
• To mange resources as per their availability such as– distribution of relief material
with ESF agencies required during emergency etc
• Monitoring functional areas during and post disaster phase
Besides these general functions, the Incident Commander has to perform certain
specific functions. They are:
• Size up the situation
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Determine if human life is at immediate risk
Establish immediate objectives
Determine if there are enough and right kind of resources on site and/or ordered
Develop immediate action plan
Establish an initial organization
Review and modify objectives and adjust the action plan as necessary

4.4.2 Major Functions of Information Officer:
The information officer is responsible for developing and releasing information
after getting the approval from Responsible Officer (Deputy Commissioner) about the
incident to the news media, to incident personnel, and to other appropriate agencies and
organizations.
Reasons for the IC to designate an Information Officer:
• An obvious high visibility or sensitive incident media demands for information
may obstruct IC effectiveness.
• Media capabilities to acquire their own information are increasing.
• Reduces the risk of multiple sources releasing information.
• Need to alert, warn or instruct the public
The Information Officer should consider the following when determining a location to
work at the incident.
• Be separate from the Command Post, but close enough to have access to
information.
• An area for media relations and press/media briefings must be established.
• Information displays and press handouts may be required.
• Tours and photo opportunities may have to be arranged.
4.4.3 Liaison Officer
Incidents that are multi-jurisdictional, or have several Agencies involved, may
require the establishment of the Liaison Officer position on the Command Staff.
The Liaison Officer is the contact for Agency Representatives assigned to the
incident by assisting or co-operating agencies. These are personnel other than those on
direct tactical assignments or those involved in the Unified Command.
Reasons for the IC to designate a Liaison Officer
• When several agencies send, or plan to send, agency representatives to an incident
in support of their resources.
• When the IC can no longer provide the time for individual co-ordination with each
agency representative.
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• When it appears that two or more jurisdictions may become involved in the
incident and the incident will require on-site liaison.
4.4.4 Safety Officer
The Safety Officer’s function on the Command Staff is to develop and recommend
measures for assuring personnel safety, and to assess and/or anticipate hazardous and
unsafe situations.
Only one Safety Officer will be assigned for each incident. The Safety Officer
may have assistants as necessary, and the assistants may also represent assisting agencies
or jurisdictions. Safety assistants may have specific responsibilities such as air
operations, hazardous materials, etc. The Safety Officer will correct unsafe situations by
working through the chain of command. However, the Safety Officer may exercise
emergency authority to directly stop unsafe acts if personnel are in imminent lifethreatening danger.
4.4.5 Major Functions of Operation Section Chief
• Responsible for management of all operations directly applicable to primary
mission
• Activates and supervises organization elements in accordance with the Incident
Action Plan and directs its execution
• Determine need and request additional resources
• Review suggested list of resources to be rebased and initiate recommendation for
release of resources
• Report Information about special activities, events or occurrences to Incident
Commander
• Maintain Unit / Activity details
4.4.6 Major Functions of Planning Section Chief
• Collection, evaluation, dissemination and use of information about the
development of incident and status of resources. Information is needed to
Understand the current situation
Supervise preparation of Immediate Action Plan (IAP)
• Provide input to IC and Operation Chief in preparation of IAP
• Reassign of service personnel already on site to other positions as appropriate
• Determine need for any specialized resources in support of the incident
4.4.7 Major Functions of Logistic Section Chief
The logistic section chief is responsible for providing facilities, services and
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Establish information requirements and reporting schedules for Planning Section
4.4.8 Major Functions of Finance / Administration Section Chief
The Finance section is basically of the administration and managing finance. The
major roles of this section includes managing
• Incident Command Post
• Staging Areas
• Base
• Camps
The Finance /Administration Section Chief has to be given the incident facilities as
a) Staging Areas: Staging area is the temporary location where personnel and
equipment are kept while waiting assignment
• Shall be located within 5 min travel time to the area of incident.
• To be set up to meet specific functional needs
• Shall include temporary feeling and sanitation facilities
b) Advantage of using staging areas:
• Provide locations for immediately available resources to await assignment
• Provide for greater accountability by having available personnel and resources
in one safe location
4.5 Communication Mechanism
On the basis of reports from the possible disaster site, or on the warning from the
agencies competent to issue such a warning, or on the receipt of warning or alert from
Emergency Operations Centre, the Deputy Commissioner will exercise the powers and
responsibilities of the District Disaster Manager.
The list of the agencies competent for issuing warning or alert is given below:
Disaster
Earthquakes
Floods
Epidemics
Road accidents
Industrial and Chemical
Accidents
Fires
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Meteorology Department,
Irrigation Department
Public Health Department
Police
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2. Preparedness and Mitigation
In disaster management cycle, preparedness and mitigation are the two important
stages before the occurrence of disaster. It has a great importance in reduction of loss of
life and property if proper preparedness and mitigation strategies are followed.
5.1 Preparedness
This protective process embraces measures which enable governments,
communities and individuals to respond rapidly to disaster situations to cope with them
effectively. Preparedness includes the formulation of viable emergency plans, the
development of warning systems, the maintenance of inventories and the training of
personnel. It may also embrace search and rescue measures as well as evacuation plans
for areas that may be at risk from a recurring disaster.
Preparedness therefore encompasses those measures taken before a disaster event
which are aimed at minimizing the loss of life, disruption of critical services, and damage
when the disaster occurs. All preparedness planning should be supported by appropriate
legislation with clear allocation of responsibilities and budgetary provisions.
5.2 Mitigation
Mitigation embraces all measures taken to reduce both the effect of the hazard
itself and the vulnerable conditions to it in order to reduce the scale of a future disaster.
Therefore mitigation activities can be focused on the hazard itself or the elements
exposed to the threat. Examples of mitigation measures which are hazard specific include
modifying the occurrence of the hazard, e.g. avoiding the hazard by shifting people away
from the hazard and by strengthening structures to reduce damage when a hazard occurs.
In addition to these physical measures, mitigation aims at reducing the physical,
economic and social vulnerability to threats and the underlying causes for this
vulnerability. Proper preparedness and mitigation measures instantly help to respond a
disaster in time. So disaster wise preparedness and mitigation is highly required. These
are normal time activities. A prepared community is the best community to minimize the
loss and damage caused by the disasters. Mitigation focuses on various ways and means
of reducing the impacts of disasters on the communities through damage prevention. It is
hazard specific including both structural and non-structural issues.
It is also very strategic rather than the description of various methods of resistant
construction technologies.
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5.3 Preparedness and Mitigation Measures
Preparedness and mitigation measures towards various disasters certainly help to
reduce the risk as well as loss and damage of the life and properties caused by different
disasters. These measures are discussed as follows:
5.3.1 General Preparedness Measures
a) Establishment of the Control Rooms
The district administration should ensure the operation of control rooms.
b) Plan Updation
Disaster Management Plan needs to be updating at every interval. It includes the
skilled manpower, their addresses and contact numbers, necessary equipments, medicinal
stock, daily necessities, list of flood prone villages etc. All these things have to be
updated after a certain interval of time.
c) Communication System
Training is given for search and rescue teams, first aid teams as disaster
management teams at village, Tehsil and district level. These teams will provide timely
help during any type of disaster. There should be a provision of wireless sets at all Subdivision and Tehsil Offices for effective communication of heavy rainfall/flood warning,
Fire Brigades at all the Municipal Offices, Setting up of a special Highway Safety Patrol.
Widespread community awareness programs in flood prone villages so that villages are
sensitized about the flood hazard and there are no problems when there is need for
evacuation.
d) Training for Disaster Management Team Members
Each of the DMTs comprises groups of women and men volunteers and they are
assigned with a specials task The Search and Rescue Teams, First Aid Teams formed at
the three levels should be provided training from time to time so that their timely help can
be used during disaster.
e) Organization of Mock Drills
Mock drill is an integral part of the Community based disaster management plan,
as it is a preparedness drill to keep the community alert. Mock drills are organized in all
the villages of the district to activate the DMTs and modification of the DM plan. Mock
drill is organized once in six months as per the seasonality calendar of natural disaster
events that is likely to occur.
f) Community Awareness on Various Disasters
• Construction of Earthquake Resistant Structures.
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•
•
•
•
•

Retrofitting the weak structures.
House insurance.
Construction of embankments for flood control.
Rehabilitation of people in safe lands.
Development of plans for shifting people from vulnerable area to safer area.

5.3.2 Mitigation measures
There shall be two approaches in disaster mitigation and these are Non-Structural
Mitigation and Structural Mitigation.
a) Non-Structural Mitigation Measures
The non structural mitigation is basically framed in such a way that the whole
population of the district will be sensitized on disaster management and their capacity is
developed to cope up with a hazardous situation. District Gurdaspur has specific plan for
non-structural mitigation measures which is an ongoing process in various spheres of life.
Preparedness Methodology
Instead of waiting for a disaster to occur and then to manage it, this concept
envisages to make people part of the management process. The plan contains a series of
measures for preparedness in schools, colleges, hospitals, and all other vital institutions
and ultimately the community itself. In a disaster management cycle, preparedness shall
be the first step. People of a given area have to be guided to prepare their own coping
mechanism. For this the district shall plan various activities and reach out to the local
level. The DDMC shall suggest apt and proper methodology for preparedness on regular
basis.
Sensitization/Awareness Campaigns
The District administration must reach out to the local residents and general public
of the district with various level sensitization programmes. Sensitization programmes shall
be conducted for schools, hospitals, colleges, communities, policy makers and all other
specific sectors including rickshaw pullers. Awareness on multi hazards and do’s and
don’ts to solve it are most import and basic for a human being to save him/herself.
Disaster strikes everywhere everyone irrespective of land, caste, creed, color, people, and
gender. The basic information shall be given in forms of booklets reading materials,
audiovisual material etc. The broad objectives of such programmes shall be as follows:
1. To bring awareness about disasters among the inmates of all institutions and residents
of all communities in Gurdaspur.
2. To pave way for strict enforcement of building rules in construction departments and
contractors.
3. Preparation of Building Evacuation Plans and training the general public on basics of
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self-defense thereby building capacities of school authorities and saving lives in the
event of an Earthquake or Fire accidents or any other disaster.
4. To sensitize officers from the District Administration, Ministry of Education, Ministry
of Disaster Management, Police, Hospitals, Fire Services and all other parallel
agencies.
Awareness Techniques
Different methods and techniques shall be utilized to spread awareness on disaster
in the district. Some sample techniques and methods are listed below:
• Public meetings and loud speaker announcements.
• Group meetings of RWAs and other logical units.
• Wall painting in the communities.
• Distribution of reading materials to the general public.
• Distribution of posters and other Information Education and Communication (IEC)
materials to children and community people.
• Street plays, documentaries and films on the subject.
• Use of electronic media, especially cable channels.
• Quiz-painting competitions, special types of books, etc for students.
• Any other means the DDMC feels appropriate and proper.
Training and Capacity Building
A series of training programmes shall be organized for specialized groups like,
district DMTs, sub division and community level office bearers, teachers and principals,
doctors and engineers, architects and masons and builders and contractors etc. All walks
of people shall be trained. This can even be on construction of buildings and other
structures earth quake resistant.
• District Administration shall identify sensitization as one of the best tools to create
awareness programme and preparation of Community Based Disaster Management
planning
• There are organizations like Civil Defense, NYK, NCC, NSS etc, which have
thousands of volunteers from each nook and corners of the distinct. The district
must train their volunteers and the wardens of these bodies in the district, thus
people from various corners will be trained and sensitized in disaster management
and this can make a magnifying result.
• For better sustainability of disaster management, the DDMC shall think of training
Civil Defense & Home Guard, NYK, NCC and NSS volunteers at the cost of the
district administration and they shall be given certificate of training, identity cards
as disaster managers. The DDMC can take appropriate decision for paying any
honorariums for their services.
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• Training programmes shall be organized with NGOs in the district or they shall be
funded for organizing such programmes. Corporate sponsors shall be contacted to
hold such massive training programmes.
Disaster Resource Inventory
In a scenario of total damage due to disasters like earthquake or tornado, all
communication system disrupts and disaster managers become armless in fighting the
calamity. To overcome such obstacle, Government of India has developed disaster
management portals which facilitate the disaster managers and administrates to track
down resource stocks in the country or at least in the neighboring area. This Website,
called www.idrn.gov.nic.in, basically intended to gather data from the government
resources. Data are collected from local units and line departments and uploaded by the
District Administration after verification and scrutiny.
Each government department in the district shall take part in updating this portal
regularly. They shall give information on fresh procurement of equipments, manpower
and technologies to the Emergency Operation Centre, Gurdaspur in the prescribed format
at least biannually.
Enforcing Existing Codes and Laws
Lists of codes are already in place to monitor the construction practices in the
district. Bureau of India Standards, national Building codes of India and subsequent
amendments in various acts provides sufficient legal protection to the enforcing agencies
for safe construction practices. In District Gurdaspur, the major government bodies
undertaking construction and grant permission to the private player’s viz. PWD,
Department of Country and Town Planning and Irrigation and Flood Control Department
shall ensure that structural safety measures are followed well.
b) Structural Mitigation Measures
It is immensely pivotal for the planning community to respond towards disaster
management positively. The Master Plan for Gurdaspur should clearly come out with
provisions prescribed in the amended legislations related to disaster management. Urban
disaster management is intimately connected to the wholesome process of urban
development and therefore needs a sincere incorporation in the development planning
itself.
The Building codes shall be strictly enforced in the district. Only seismically
oriented engineers, contractors and masons shall be given certificates for multi story
constructions and real estates. Simultaneously retrofitting is to be promoted with the
expert advice. The possible two structural measures for disaster protection are Retrofitting
of the existing building and Earthquake Resistant new construction.
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Retrofitting
For an existing building, Retrofitting or Seismic Strengthening is the only solution
to make it disaster resistant. In district Gurdaspur, all lifeline buildings such as major
hospitals, Schools with large space for storage, district administration offices and other
vital installations shall be retrofitted in the first phase. In the second phase all other
significant buildings shall be given priority for seismic strengthening. Before carrying
retrofitting, a panel of experts shall be approached for assessing the structure and to
suggest the type of retrofitting required.
Earthquake Resistant Construction
Promotion of Earth quake Resistant construction mainly includes construction
safety, quality control and inspection. In the previous decades, there were no specific
guidelines on EQ resistant constructions and seismic strengthening. Due to the very fact,
most of the buildings till 1990s were built without any safety measures. But in the present
scenario, there are building byelaws and guidelines.
All construction except load bearing buildings up to 3 storeys shall be carried out
under the supervision of the Construction Engineer on Record or Construction
Management Agency on Record for various seismic zones. They shall be given a
certificate based on the norms on completion of the construction.
All the constructions for high-rise buildings higher than seven story’s, public
buildings, and special structures shall be carried out under quality inspection programme
prepared and implemented under the Quality Auditor on Record or Quality auditor agency
on Record in Seismic Zones IV and V. DDMC Gurdaspur shall look in to this aspect and
ensure that such prerequisites are completed and observed by the concerned agencies and
construction engineers.
Illegal constructions, Encroachments, unapproved additions, alterations etc of
residential buildings and conversion of residential building in to commercial purpose etc
shall be checked by the District Administration with strict measures. These unauthorized
activities may lead to disasters in that particular area.
Earthquake Preparedness will include
• Formulation of family and community contingency plans.
• Mock drills will be conducted for industrial units, offices, schools and hospitals, as
well as for specific urban and rural areas to create greater public awareness.
• Managements of cinema theatres, malls, auditoria, community facilities, etc., will
develop plans for ensuring public safety in the event of an earthquake.
• Emergency managers will be designated, trained and given charge of
implementing emergency response activities.
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• Mock drills will be conducted, to test the earthquake response capacity, in these
buildings periodically, and at least once in six months.
• Medical preparedness will focus on likely injuries, outbreak of diseases and other
post-earthquake public health problems including psycho-social trauma.
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6. Response Plan or Action Plan
The onset of an emergency creates the need for time sensitive actions to save life
and property, reduce hardships and suffering, and restore essential life support and
community systems, to mitigate further damage or loss and provide the foundation for
subsequent recovery. Effective response planning requires realistic identification of likely
response functions, assignment of specific tasks to individual response agencies,
identification of equipment, supplies and personnel required by the response agencies for
performing the assigned tasks. A response plan essentially outlines the strategy and
resources needed for search and rescue, evacuation, etc.
6.1 Emergency Support Functions
Emergency Support Functions (ESF) is a grouping of government and certain
private-sector capabilities into an organizational structure to provide the support,
resources, program implementation, and services that are most likely to be needed to save
lives, protect property, public health and maintain public safety, the environment, restore
essential services and critical infrastructure, and help victims and communities return to
normal, during an immediate response phase of a disaster.
Emergency Support Functions (ESF) is a mechanism that consolidates multiple
agencies that perform similar or like functions into a single, cohesive unit to allow for the
better management of emergency response functions. Emergency Support Functions
(ESF) therefore helps to carry out coordination and completion of assigned missions.
These functions represent specific response activities that are common to all disasters.
Each Emergency Support Function is comprised of one or more Primary agency (ies)
serving as the lead and several other agencies and organizations providing support.
In order to minimize damage, protect and save lives, assets i.e. primary, secondary
and tertiary assets and maintain essential services in the District Gurdaspur, it is
important for the District Administration to develop a plan and organize itself to act and
function during the time of emergency depending on the intensity and requirements
during different hazards inclusive of its probable rapidity, duration and location; in
instances like earthquake and floods that could affect the district.
It is critical to respond to an emergency situation with full fledged planning,
identifying of common tasks and functions that must be performed, allocation and coordination of the functions to the primary and supporting agencies, facilitating and
networking for the accomplishment of the functions. It is also mandatory to ensure that
the agencies assigned with various tasks have well prepared and detailed SOPs that state
as to how the critical tasks need to be carried out and be associated with larger functions.
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For Direction and Control, the District Incident Commander, is the Deputy
Commissioner, Gurdaspur who will undertake the overall direction, coordination and
control of the ESFs. He will be assisted by the District Head Quarter Team and the
agency of Law & Order, Gurdaspur who will be the Disaster Site Incident Commander.
During a disaster the need to conduct a Damage Assessment is very vital. This
enables the Incident Commander to take critical decisions. The Nodal Officer for
Damage Assessment is the District Revenue Officer. The function of the Nodal Officer
for Damage Assessment is to conduct ground surveys to determine the scope of the
damage, causalities and the status key of facilities and resources. The Primary
Departments that are involved in the undertaking of the Damage Assessment are the
Revenue Section, the Education Department, etc with the support of Non-Governmental
Organizations and volunteers.
S. No.

Emergency Support
Function

Primary Nodal
Agency

Supporting Agency

1

Communication and
Information
Dissemination

Revenue, District
Emergency Operation
Centre

Police, District Public
Relation Office, NIC,
BSNL, local level Radios
and TV Channels

2

Law and Order

Punjab Police

Civil Defence and Home
Guard

3

Search and Rescue

Home Guard

Police, Fire, Civil
Defence Local body,
District and State NGO’s

4

Evacuation

Punjab Police and
Home Guard

Civil Defence,
Department of Sports and
Youth, Nehru Yuva
Kendra,

5

Medical, First Aid and
Trauma Counseling

Department Of Health

Centralized Accident and
Trauma Services, Local
and state NGO’s Experts
from Army

6

Temporary Shelter

Punjab Urban

PWD, State and District
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Management

Development Authority level NGO’s

7

Food Supply, Collection
,Storage, Distribution of
Relief material

Department of Food
and Supply

Community, NGO’s,
Army, Air force

8

Provision of Safe
Drinking Water

Department of Water
Supply

State & District level
NGO’s and MC

9

Transportation

Department of
Transport

Northern Railways, Civil
Defence,
City
Bus,
Minibus,
and
Truck
association, Taxi and auto
associations,
private
ambulances etc.

10

Disposal of dead bodies
and carcass

Health and Animal
Husbandry

Police, Home Guard,
local body,

11

Restoration of
Communication

Department of
Telephone exchange

Private Telecom Agency

12

Restoration of Power
Supply

Punjab State Electricity District Power
Board
Corporation Ltd. District
Electricity Regulatory
Commission and Private
Generator Operators

13

Restoration of Water
supply and Sewage

Department of Water
Supply and sewer

MC, Irrigation, Punjab
water supply and
Sewerage Board

14

Equipment Support,
Construction, Retrofitting
of Road and Buildings,
Debris and Road
Clearance

PWD, MC

Military
Engineering
Services (MES), Civil
Defence,
Private
Contractors,
Punjab
Water
Supply
and
Sewerage Board
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15

Health, Sanitation and
waste Disposal

Department of Public
Health Eng.

Local bodies, NGO’s and
Health

16

Damage Assessment

Department Revenue

Local bodies, NGO’s

6.2 Action Plan for Police Department
6.2.1 Response Activation:
• The Nodal Officer from Gurdaspur Police will activate the Quick Response teams.
• The Quick Response teams will be deployed at the onsite EOCs.
• As per the information from IMTs, more officers may be sent at site.
6.2.2 Actions to be taken:
• If felt, cordoning off area to restrict movement of onlookers, vehicular and
pedestrian traffic should be done.
• Quick assessment of law and order situation in affected areas.
• Prepare updates on the law and order situation every 2-3 hours and brief the
Incident Commander.
• Arrangements for controlling situations like rioting and looting.
• QRTs will guard property and valuables in affected areas.
• Control and monitor traffic movement.
• QRTs will provide diversion of traffic on alternate routes as and when it is
necessary.
• The QRTs will also provide information about traffic flow along various corridors,
especially heavy traffic or congested roads.
• QRTS will communicate to police control rooms, details on the field activities
including deployment and reinforcement of staff and resources and communicate
nature of additional requirements.
6.2.3 Equipments to be brought:
• Search lights
• Electric Generators
• Crane-Heavy Duty, Fork Type
• Recovery Van
• Stretchers
• First Aid Kits
• Vehicles: Mini Buses, heavy trucks, light ambulance vans, mobilization trucks
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• Water tanker
• Any other
6.3 Action Plan for Civil Defense & Home Guards
6.3.1 Response Activation:
• As soon as the Nodal Officer gets information about the disaster, reach the EOC.
• The Quick Response teams will be deployed at the onsite EOC.
• As per the information received from IMT, more officers may be sent at site.
6.3.2 Actions to be taken:
• Support and coordinate with the Incident Command System of Gurdaspur for Law
and Order, Search and Rescue and Medical Response and Trauma Counseling
functions.
• Locate the damaged and collapsed structures and rescue the population buried and
trapped in rubble.
• The injured people should be taken out of damaged buildings etc with utmost care.
• Special care to women and children groups should be given as they are expected to
be more affected and helpless incase of any emergency situation.
• In case of fire, the Civil Defense team members should do fire fighting.
• First Aid should be provided along with the members of ESF on Medical
Response.
• Demonstrate Search and Rescue.
6.3.3 Equipments to be brought:
• Extension Ladders
• Sledge Hammers
• Lifting Tackles
• Stretchers
• Tarpaulins
• Any other
6.4 Action Plan for District Transport Authority
6.4.1 Response Activation:
• Team Leader will activate ESF on receiving information of the disaster from State
EOC
• Team leader will inform Nodal Officers of support agencies about the event and
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ESF activation.
6.4.2 Actions to be taken:
• Team leader communicates situation to support agencies and requests for detailed
information on the status of transportation infrastructure in the affected area(s)
6.5 Action Plan for Telecommunication Department
6.5.1 Response Activation:
• Soon after receiving information about disaster (from any source), Nodal Officer
will contact State/ District Emergency Operations Center.
• The Nodal Officer from Landline will activate the Quick Response Teams.
• As per the information from Incident Management Team, more teams may be
deployed at affected sites.
6.5.2 Actions to be taken:
• Communicate situation to support agencies (Tata, Airtel, Vodafone, Idea, NIC,
and HAM etc.) and request for detailed information on the status of equipment and
infrastructure damage in the affected areas.
• Launch assessment mission to understand better the nature of damage to telecom
services and network.
• Ensure possible arrangements for establishing reliable and appropriate network.
• Work out a plan of action for private telecom companies and convene a meeting to
discuss and finalize the modalities.
• Compile and communicate Action taken Report to District and State Authorities.
• New number and details of contact persons to be communicated to Emergency
Operations Center (District/ State).
• Mobile exchanges should be deployed as alternative mode of communication for
authorities and general public.
• Establish telephone facilities for the public and information on this should be
announced through media.
• Monitor the situation and arrange for emergency staff required to operate systems
established.
• Inform district/ state authorities on debris clearance of the work required.
• Initiate temporary rehabilitation work required.
• Launch rehabilitation work and arrange for repairs and relocation, if required.
• Make available various types of equipment/ material/ technical manpower and
services, if requested.
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6.5.3 Equipments to be brought:
• Emergency Communication Van with GSM and CDMA services.
• Other necessary equipments to restore communication network/ set-up alternative
emergency communication.
6.6 Action Plan for Private Mobile Operators
6.6.1 Response Activation:
• Soon after receiving information about the calamity (from any source), Nodal
Officer will contact Team Leader from Landline.
• The Nodal Officer will activate the Quick Response Teams.
• The Quick Response Teams will be deployed at the three incident sites.
• As per the information from Incident Management Team, more teams may be
deployed at affected sites
6.6.2 Actions to be taken:
• Communicate situation to Landline and arrange for detailed information on the
status of equipment and infrastructure damage in the affected area(s).
• Launch assessment mission to understand better the nature of damage to telecom
services and network.
• Ensure possible arrangements for establishing reliable and appropriate network.
• Work out a plan of action for restoration and convene a meeting to discuss and
finalize the modalities.
• Compile and communicate Action Taken Report to District and State Authorities.
• New numbers and details of contact persons to be communicated to Emergency
Operations Centre (District/ State).
• Mobile exchanges should be deployed as alternative mode of communication for
authorities and general public.
• Establish telephone facilities for the public and information on this should be
announced through media.
• Monitor the situation and arrange for emergency staff required to operate systems
established.
• Inform district/ state authorities on debris clearance of the work required.
• Initiate temporary rehabilitation work required.
• Launch rehabilitation work and arrange for repairs and relocation, if required.
• Make available various types of equipment/ material/ technical manpower and
services, if requested.
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6.6.3 Equipments to be brought:
• Emergency Communication Van with GSM and CDMA services.
• Other necessary equipments to restore communication network/ set-up alternative
emergency communication.
6.7 Action Plan for HAM radio operators
6.7.1 Response Activation:
• Inform other Ham clubs, individuals from other parts of Amritsar.
• HAM radio operators, through their association, call active members to set up a
HAM communication system.
• Coordination mechanisms to be shared with critical authorities.
• Setup alternative communication network till the main communication linkages
restored.
6.8 Action Plan for Municipal Councils
6.8.1 Response Activation and Actions to be taken:
• Municipal Council will bring debris of heavy structures (having beams/ columns)
and put dummies beneath the debris. This will facilitate demonstration of search
and rescue operations. Soon after search and rescue team leave the site, Municipal
Council will mobilize equipments for debris clearance.
• Municipal Council will assume main role in Equipment support, debris and road
clearance, on receiving the intimation of the disaster from State EOC.
• Municipal Council will coordinate with the supporting agency’s officers to
mobilize equipments from the ware houses.
• The respective supporting agencies will contact their respective personal to move
the equipments to central warehouse.
• The equipments like JCB, concrete cutters identified as per the need will be
transported to the site.
• On receiving intimation on the intensity of the damages of structure, the nodal
officer will make an assessment on of the damages of roads and structures
reported at the site and surrounding areas.
• The Supporting Agencies nodal officers will call for personal to immediately start
debris clearance operation to enable movement of the affected site.
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• A review of the current situation is taken up by the nodal agency to update the
support agencies to delegate their respective personnel to take precautionary
measure to plan de-routes for the transportation ESF’s to be operational.
• All supporting agencies will inspect the road/ rail network and structures within
the disaster site and surrounding.
• Municipal Council will also ensure proper corpse disposal and post mortem by
coordinating with ESF on medical response.
• Assessment of damage (locations, no. of structures damaged, severity of damage).
• The QRTs will be deployed at the affected site.
• Enlisting the types of equipment as compiled from resource inventory required for
conducting the debris clearance.
• The QRTs will report the situation and the progress in response activities to the
respective EOCs.
• Undertake construction of temporary roads to serve as access to temporary transit
and relief camps, and medical facilities for disaster victims.
• Undertake repair of all paved and unpaved road surfaces including edge metalling,
pothole patching and any failure of surface, foundations in the affected areas by
maintenance engineer’s staff and keep monitoring their conditions.
• Ensure a critical number of medical professionals to reach the site including
specialists from outside the state.
• If temporary living arrangements are being made from the affected populace, the
Municipal Corporation must ensure high standards of sanitation in settlements in
order to prevent the multiplicity of the disaster.
• It should also ensure the provision of medicine and other medical facilities
required at the disaster site and the hospital health centers catering to disaster
victims.
• In case of orthopedic care required in disasters like earthquakes the immediate
response would have to be complimented by a follow up treatment schedule for a
majority of the patients in/ near their place of residence.
• Municipal Council should ensure setting up of temporary information centers at
Municipal Council hospitals with the help of ESF on help lines and warning
dissemination.
• Municipal Council will coordinate, direct, and integrate state level response to
provide Equipments support, relief camps establishment, and sanitation health
assistances.
• Mobilize different modes of transportation e.g. trucks, etc to be put on stand-by.
• Assist timely re-establishment of the critical transportation links.
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• Establish temporary electricity supplies for relief material go downs and relief
camps.
• Compile an itemized assessment of damage, from reports made by various
receiving centers and sub-centers.
6.8.2 Equipments to be brought:
• JCB, concrete breakers, cranes, Grader, Bulldozers, Gas Cutter, Jack Hammer,
Tipper, Dumper, Aromatic Hammer for debris/ road clearance, supporting rescue
operations.
• Vehicles (Trucks).
• Earth movers, rescue equipments.
• Mobile medical vans.
• Other disaster management related equipments.
6.9 Action Plan for PWD
6.9.1 Response Activation and Actions to be taken:
• The above agencies will bring debris of heavy structures (having beams/columns)
and put dummies beneath the debris. This will facilitate demonstration of search
and rescue operations. Soon after search and rescue leave the site, will mobilize
equipments for debris clearance.
• Assume role in Equipment support, debris and road clearance, on receiving the
intimation of the disaster from State EOC/ Nodal Officer of Municipal
Corporation.
• Coordinate with the Municipal Corporation officers to mobilize equipments from
the ware houses.
• Contact respective personal to move the equipments to central warehouses.
• The equipments like JCB, concrete cutters identified as per the need will be
transported to the site.
• On receiving intimation on the intensity of the damages of structures, the nodal
officer will make an assessment on of the damages of roads and structures
reported at the site and surrounding areas.
• The nodal officer will call for personal to immediately start debris clearance
operation to enable movement to the affected site.
• A review of the current situation should be taken up by the nodal agency to update
the support agencies to delegate their respective personnel to take precautionary
measure to plan de-routes for the transportation ESF’s to be operational.
• All supporting agencies will inspect the road/rail network and structures within the
disaster site and surrounding.
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• Ensure proper corpse disposal and post mortem by coordinating with ESF on
medical response.
• Assessment of damage (locations, no. of structures damaged, severity of damage).
• The QRTs will be deployed at the affected site.
• Enlisting the types of equipment as compiled from resource inventory required for
conducting the debris clearance.
• The QRTs will report the situation and the progress in response activities to the
respective EOCs.
• Undertake construction of temporary roads to serve as access to temporary transit
and relief camps, and medical facilities for disaster victims.
• Undertake repair of all paved and unpaved road surfaces including edge metalling,
pothole patching and any failure of surface, foundations in the affected areas by
maintenance engineer’s staff and keep monitoring their conditions.
• Ensure a critical number of medical professionals to reach the site including
specialists from outside the state
• If temporary living arrangements are being made from the affected populace, the
agencies must ensure high standards of sanitation in settlements in order to prevent
the multiplicity of the disaster.
• Coordinate, direct, and integrate response equipments support, relief camps
establishment, and sanitation health assistances.
• Mobilizes different modes of transportation e.g. Trucks, etc to be put on stand-by.
• Assist timely re-establishment of the critical transportation links.
• Establish temporary electricity supplies for relief material do downs and relief
camps.
• Compile an itemized assessment of damage, from reports made by various
receiving centers and sub-centers.
6.9.2 Equipments to be brought:
• JCB, concrete breakers, cranes, Grader, Bulldozers, Gas Cutter, Jack Hammer,
Tipper, Dumper, Aromatic Hammer for debris/ road clearance, supporting rescue
operations.
• Vehicles (Trucks).
• Earth movers, rescue equipments.
• Mobile medical vans.
• Other disaster management related equipments.
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6.10 Action Plan for Health Services
6.10.1 Response Activation:
• Nodal Officer will call nodal officers of supporting agencies.
• In coordination with the transportation ESF, it will ensure a critical number of
medical professionals to reach the sites including specialists.
• If temporary living arrangements are being made from the affected populace, must
ensure high standards of sanitation in settlements in order to prevent the
multiplicity of the disaster.
• Also ensure the provision of medicine and other medical facilities required at the
disaster site and the hospital health centers catering to disaster victims
• In case of orthopedic care required, immediate response would have to be
complimented by a follow up treatment schedule for a majority of the patients’ in/
near their place of residence
• Trained professionals should be mobilized by psychosocial support
• Ensure setting up of temporary information centers at hospitals with the help of
ESF on help lines and warning dissemination
• Coordinate, direct, and integrate state level response to provide medical and
sanitation health assistances.
6.10.2 Actions to be taken:
• Readying all hospitals (including private hospitals) for managing large no. of
causalities and severely injured populations.
• Sufficient stock of required medicines, vaccines, drugs, plasters, syringes, etc.
• Provide systematic approach to patient care (Mass Causality Management).
Triage done to determine who needs to be taken to a medical facility on a
priority basis and who can be treated on-site.
First-aid provided as required.
Patient Stabilized before transport.
Patients transported to nearest available medical facility having the required
facilities.
Trauma counseling provided to the victims and their relatives at the site and in
the hospital.
In the hospital emergency department, triage carried out again to prioritize
treatment, and appropriate care provided.
Maintain patient tracking system to keep record of all patients treated.
Deploy mobile hospitals as needed.
• Arrange for additional blood supply; organize blood donation camp for additional
blood requirement.
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• Provide for sending additional medical personnel equipped with food, bedding,
and tents.
• Send vehicles and any additional medical equipment.
• QRTs will report the situation and the progress on action taken by the team to the
respective EOCs.
QRTs quickly assess type of injuries, no. of people affected, and possible
medical needs.
QRTs will ensure timely response to the needs of the affected victims.
• Establish health facility and treatment centers at disaster sites.
• The district civil surgeon with district/state control room should coordinate the
provision of medical services.
• Procedures should be clarified between
Peripheral hospitals
Private hospitals
Blood banks
General hospitals and
Health services established at transit camps, relief camps and affected villages.
• QRTs should maintain check posts and surveillance at each railway junctions, ST
depots and all entry and exit points from the affected area, especially during the
threat or existence of an epidemic.
6.10.3 Equipments to be brought:
• Mobile medical vans (Clinics) with paramedical staff as well.
• Mobile radiology units, pathology test arrangements.
• Vehicles for carrying severely injured.
• Stretchers, life saving drugs, blood etc.
• Other resources required during emergency for setting up medical camps.
6.11 Action Plan for Red Cross Society
6.11.1 Response Activation:
• Upon receipt of notification about disaster, nodal officer will activate quick
response teams.
• The quick response teams will be deployed at the three sites.
6.11.2 Actions to be taken:
• Establish camps to provide first aid and minor medical services to affected
populace.
• Mobilize stretchers
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• Organize blood donation camps and encourage people to donate blood.
• Arrange for safe collection, storage, testing and supply of blood to needy populace.
• Provide ambulance service
6.12 Action Plan for Irrigation Department
6.12.1 Response Activation:
• Team leader of ESF will activate Quick Response Team.
• QRTs will be deployed at all three sites.
6.12.2 Actions to be taken:
• QRT to report situation and progress of action to the EOC
• Coordinate will Team leader for water supply
• Provide arrangements for transportation means across river Yamuna in case bridge
network fails
6.13 Action Plan for Food and Civil Supplies
6.13.1 Response Activation:
• Team Leader will activate ESF on receiving information of the disaster from State
EOC
• Team leader will inform Nodal Officers of support agencies about the event and
ESF activation
6.13.2 Actions to be taken:
• Coordinate with ESFs related to transportation, debris and road clearance to ensure
quality supply chain management and relief materials.
• QRTs to report to site of relief camps.
• QRTs responsible for management and distribution of food and relief items to
affected victims.
• QRTs responsible for reporting progress of action taken to EOC.
• Preparing take-home food packets for families.
• Ensuring support to local administration.
6.13.3 Equipments to be brought:
• Food packets
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7. Standard Operating Procedures
Each SOP should clearly mention the roles and responsibilities during various stages
of disaster management cycle (i.e. during disaster and post disaster including response,
relief, rehabilitation, prevention and preparedness). Standard Operating Procedures for
various departments are explained below in detail.
7.1 Department of Revenue and Disaster Management
7.1.1 Normal Time Activities
• A map of disaster prone areas in the district, history of the district, geographical
conditions occupational details, settlements, rain, irrigation and industries etc.
• Safe alternative routes to utilize during disaster in the disaster prone areas.
• Key officers of all the departments, staff, vehicles and buildings.
• Details of control room arrangement.
• Details of geographical groups and assignment of Nodal Officer.
• Details of food grain storage places in the district and the Fair Price Shops.
• Details of vehicles, boats and equipments available in the district for rescue
operation.
• Setting up of communication to communicate the messages from village to village.
• Details of operating systems for District Disaster Management Committee.
• List of NGOs and self help groups and their addresses and phone numbers in the
district in the prescribed annexure
• Orientation Training to various District level officers and departments for effective
functioning of control room, co-ordinations and operations.
• Special appointments of persons in charge of control room.
• Hazard analysis, seasons, and possibilities of disasters and review of disaster
history.
• Review of disaster prone areas, risks, response plan, resource and utility of
resources and equipments.
• Strategy for disaster management
• To update the DDMP.
• To check the condition of safe shelter during his visits in the district places and if
necessary gets it repaired by co-coordinating with the local authorities, available
financial resources and voluntary organizations.
• Repairing of roads and ways leading to safe shelters by co-ordinating with various
development plans/schemes.
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• Evacuation plan as a part of DDMP.
• To undertake development projects like rural housing, scarcity of relief works,
disposal of rainwater and water conservation and water harvesting.
• To co-ordinate scheme for poverty eradication, self-employment and the schemes
of other departments.
7.1.2 On receiving the warning
• Will review the alarming situation in the meeting of DDMC.
• Assigning the work as to what to be done by which officer in case the disaster hits.
• Will review and have co-ordination task.
• Will alert and activate the functionaries’ related to early warning and
communication looking to the possibilities of disaster and will see that the
messages are intimated to the members.
• Distribution of work for operation of round the clock control room.
• Will send the vehicles with mikes and sound system for the areas of top priorities.
• Will instruct all the staff to remain present at their respective places.
• Shifting the people living in low lying areas, seashores, and economically weaker
people socially and economically backward families and houseless families to safe
places.
• Will work out the arrangements for search and rescue operation, shifting of people
and utilization of human resources as per necessity with the help of DMTs and
local community through Nodal officers.
• Will arrange for temporary shelter for the people evacuated by giving the warning
in advance.
• Will provide the vehicles to shift the people to the safer place when necessary.
• Will undertake the operation of forceful evacuation of people if they are not ready
to leave even after warning.
• Will arrange for food, drinking water, medicines at temporary shelters and relief
camps with the help of local NGOs, doctors, industrial houses, etc.
• Will make in advance preparations for relief activities through local NGOs,
industrial houses, and donors over and above normal norms of the relief.
• Will work out the financial estimates for search and rescue and immediate relief.
7.1.3 Post Disaster Activities
• Will segregate the villagers and areas victimized by the disaster and activate the
DMTs.
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• Will start relief activities including emergency relief distribution and work out the
strategy of damage assessment and provide the formats for the same and explain to
all the staff members.
• Will guide the team members about the payments of relief accident to damage as
per the rules and policies of the government before the start of duty.
• Will make arrangements for the transportation and distribution of Govt. relief
amount and materials.
• Will make due arrangements to see that there should be no haphazard distribution
of relief material so that needy people are not deprived of it.
• Will arrange for drinking water and essential things at community kitchen / relief
camps as per the necessity.
• Will work out the primary estimates of the damage.
• Will undertake the rescue operations to save the trapped people through DMTs
trained police personnel and swimmers on need base.
• Will requisite more vehicles for rescue work, shifting the people to
temporary/permanent dispensary for treatment through DMTs, NCC, Home
Guards, Local Police, and Para Military Forces etc.
• Will arrange for identification of the people, who died, maintain the dead bodies
till legal procedure is over.
7.2 Police Department
7.2.1 Normal Time Activities
The Superintendent of Police coordinates the work of disaster management as
Nodal officer. He will prepare a separate and comprehensive plan of district regarding the
department of police and also prepare details of resources as a part of DDMP. He will
consider the following in it.
• Details of contacts of all the staff members under the district.
• Maps and statistical data of district areas.
• Resources and human resources useful at the time of disaster.
• Details of police staff and retired officers/staff of the police and the control room.
• Details of functions of staff of the district control room.
• Appointment of the nodal officer in the control room.
• Traffic arrangements towards the disaster affected areas.
• Details of anti social elements.
• Security arrangements at relief camps and food storages.
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• Security for the transportation of the relief material.
• Immediate police procedures for human death.
• To assist the authorities for the evacuation of people from disaster affected areas.
• Adequate equipments for communication.
• List of swimmers.
• Wireless stations in the district and communication network.
• To update the related details of Disaster Management Plan.
7.2.2 On receiving the warning
• Will contact the district collector.
• Make advance preparation to implement the action plan for search and rescue.
• Will prepare a plan for police personnel for search and rescue.
• Will arrange to communicate the messages through all the equipments of
communication and vehicles as per the necessity.
• Will requisite vehicles after obtaining the orders for the same from the district
authorities.
7.2.3 Post Disaster Activities
• Will arrange law and order against theft in the disaster affected area.
• Will co-ordinate the search and rescue operation through NCC/NSS/NGO.
• Will arrange for security at the relief camps/relief materials storages.
• Will see the law and order is maintained at the time of distribution of relief
material.
• Will assist the authorities for evacuation of people to the safer places.
• Will make due arrangements for post mortem of dead persons, and legal procedure
for speedy disposal.
7.3 Health Department
7.3.1 Normal Time Activities
While preparing the DDMP / updating the same, the health department shall take
care to include the following particulars carefully.
• A separate plan for disaster management regarding health.
• Arrangements for exchange of information in the control room.
• Appointment of Nodal officer.
• Advance arrangements for life saving medicines, insecticides and vaccines.
• Maintenance of vehicles such as ambulance, jeep and other equipments such as
generators etc.
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•
•
•
•
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Distribution of work by forming groups of staff during emergency.
List of private practicing doctors / medical facilities.
Arrangement for survey of disaster.
Mobile dispensary units.
Information regarding proper places for on the spot medical services in various
villages during disaster.
• Dissemination of information among the people regarding the death, injury.
• Primary information of disaster related relief activities to all the staff members.
• Training to PHC / Community Health Centre staff to prevent spreading of diseases
among the people, animals, and advance planning for the same.
• Blood group wise list of blood donors with contact telephone numbers and
addresses.
• Training of DMTs regarding first aid.
• To prepare an action plan for the availability of equipments to be useful at the time
of disaster management for medical treatment.
• Co-ordination with various government agencies – schemes to meet the necessity
of equipments in emergency.
• To see that all vehicles like ambulance, jeep and equipments like generators and
equipments essential for health care are in working condition.
7.3.2 On receiving the warning
• Will ensure the availability of important medicines, life saving medicines,
insecticides and if necessary contact for additional supply.
• Round the clock control room at the district level.
• Will send the health staff for duty in their areas as per the plan of disaster
management.
• Activate the mobile health units for the post disaster situation.
• Will organize in advance to mobilize the local doctors and local voluntary agency
for emergency work.
• Will contact the blood donors for blood donation, on the basis of lists prepared.
7.3.3 Post Disaster Activities
• Provide first aid to the injured and shifting of seriously injured people to the
nearby hospital.
• Send sufficient stock of medicines to the affected areas immediately.
• Will make arrangements for the available additional health staff in the affected
areas deputed by the state authority.
• Will organize to get the insecticides to prevent spreading of diseases.
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• Will ensure the purity of drinking water by testing the sources of water.
• Will depute the mobile units for first aid.
• Distribution of chlorine tablets and other necessary medicines from house to
house.
• Will shift the seriously injured people to the hospital.
• Will immediately start the procedure for post mortem of the dead persons as per
the rules.
• Disposal of dead bodies will be done by heath department with the help of police,
Home Guard and Civil Defence and local bodies or NGO’s.
7.4 Water Supply Department
7.4.1 Normal time activities
The water supply dept. shall ensure the following to be included in the DDMP:• Setting up of control room and arrangement for the control room operator.
• Assign the responsibility as Nodal officer to the Executive Engineer or any other
officer.
• Prepare an alternative contingency plan to provide drinking water in case of failure
of regular water distribution system during disaster.
• Detailed information of available water resources throughout the district.
• Arrangement of Govt. or private tankers to provide water temporary and
immediately.
• Preventive measures for water borne diseases and chlorination of water.
• Availability of safe drinking water in the affected areas.
• Inform the staff about the disaster.
7.4.2 On receiving the warning.
• Organize the teams to check the sources of water / drinking water.
• Standby arrangements of tankers for drinking water through tankers or any other
available source.
• Will make available chlorine tablets in sufficient quantity and arrange to distribute
through DMTs.
7.4.3 Post disaster work.
• Implement the alternative contingency plan to provide drinking water in case of
failure of regular water distribution systems during disaster.
• Will start work for immediate repairing of water pipes in case of damage.
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• Will arrange to check the water tanks, overhead tanks, and pumps, reservoirs and
other water resources.
• Will contact the electricity authorities to re-establish the electric supply in case of
failure.
• Will provide chlorinated water either by activating group water supply schemes
individual schemes or through tankers.
• Will provide drinking water to the relief camps / relief kitchens, shelters etc.
through available resources.
7.5 Irrigation Department
7.5.1 Normal time activities
The irrigation department shall carefully include the following particulars while
preparing / updating the DDMP:• Contact address and phone numbers of all the staff / officers, vehicles and
swimmers of the District.
• Details of irrigation related factors in the district such as rivers, pools canals, large
and medium dams, etc.
• Control room arrangements and appointment of Nodal Officer.
• Details of damage prone areas.
• Location of water level gauge station for flood situation.
• To disseminate information /warning to the damage prone areas in case of flood
situation.
• Details of immediate action to be taken in case of leakage in large water storage
reservoirs.
• Supervision over major storage / reservoirs.
• Very clear explanation of disaster and priorities during disasters to all the staff.
• Effective working of control room at every major dam.
• Enough and ultra modern equipments for communication.
• Periodical checking of Dam /Waste veer, canal –tunnel, roads leading to Dams etc.
for maintenance during normal time.
7.5.2 On receiving the warning
• Ensure that communication equipments like telephone, mobile phone, wireless set
and siren etc. are in working conditions.
• Keep the technical and non-technical staff under control, ready and alert.
• Get status report of ponds, dam, canal and small dams through technical persons.
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• Will take decision to release the water in consultation with the competent authority
and immediately warn the people living in low lying areas in case of increasing
flow of water or overflow.
• Keep the alternative arrangements ready in case of damage to the structure of dam
/ check dam to leakage or overflow in the reservoirs.
• Make due arrangements to disseminate the information about the increasing and
decreasing water level whatever it may be to the community, media etc.
• A senior office will remain and work accordingly at large storage reservoirs.
• Will arrange to provide the dewatering pumps, generators, trucks and bulldozers,
excavator, boats for search and rescue operations wherever required.
7.5.3 Post disaster work.
• Will obtain the clear picture of the condition of all the reservoirs through teams of
technical officers.
• Ensure about no overflow or no leakage.
• If overflow or leakage is found, start immediate action to avoid adverse effect to
the reservoir as per the action plan.
• If there is no possibility and risk, keep the people and media informed about
“everything is safe”.
• If overflow or any leakage is found, he will immediately warn the people living in
the low lying areas.
• Will take due care for the transportation of drinking water if drinking water is
provided through irrigation scheme.
• Will assist the local administration to use boats, dewatering pumps, etc. search and
rescue operations.

7.6 Agriculture Department
7.6.1 Normal time activities
• All the details of his subordinate staff with addresses and phone numbers and
resources of irrigation for agriculture in all the villages.
• Details of buildings, vehicles and equipments under his control and list of
contractors with vehicles and equipments used by them.
• Maps showing details of agricultural resource laboratory, seed centre, agriculture
training school with statistical data.
• Details regarding agricultural production, extension, seed growth centres,
agriculture university campus, training centres etc.
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• Action plan regarding the repair/alternative arrangement in case of agricultural
production related facilities are disrupted.
• Will prepare the action plans to avail the technical, semi technical and
administrative employees along with vehicles from nearby district and Tehsil
offices.
• Will inspect the sub-ordinate offices, other centres and sub-centres under his
control, which are damage prone.
• Will prepare a sub-plan for timely and speedy availability of machines and
equipments to restoration of the economic activities in case of loss of properties as
well as crops.
• Will maintain the departmental equipments such as diesel generators, dumpers,
generator, cutters, tree cutters, ladders, ropes, flood lights, shovels, axes, hammers,
RCC cutters, cable wires, fire equipments, de-dusting equipments etc; which can
be used during emergency and ensure every 3 months those are in working
condition.
• Will prepare a list of public properties related to agriculture in the damage prone
areas and will in advance make arrangements to lessen the damage.
• Will take due care to see that the emergency services at hospitals, shelters, with
special reference to agriculture are not disrupted.
7.6.2 On receiving the warning
• Will immediately contact the District Control Room and will assist in the work
assigned to him as a part of his duty.
• Will ensure that the staff under the control of this department is on duty at the
headquarters.
• Will assign the work to his subordinate officers and staff the work to be done
regarding agriculture under DDMP and will send them to their sites.
• Will receive instruction from the district liaison officer and will take necessary
action.
• Will ensure the availability of resources included in the DDMP and will make due
arrangement to get those during emergency.
• Will make groups having vehicles for emergency work and will assign the areas to
them.
• Will set up a temporary Control Room for the dissemination of information for
emergency work and will appoint a nodal officer.
7.6.3 Post Disaster Activities
• Will follow the instruction of the District Liaison Officer.
• Will carry out the duty assigned to him for search and rescue work.
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• Will deploy the resources and manpower available to manage the disaster.
• Will review the matters regarding discontinuation of movement for safety
measures and will see that it is restarted very soon.
• Will send DMTs with necessary equipments in case the crop is washed away, and
if there is water logging in a very large amount.
• Will act in such a way that the human life is restored again speedily and timely in
the priority areas.
• Will contact the circle office or central control room if machines equipments,
vehicles, man power, technical personnel are required to restore the agricultural
activities.
• Will make arrangement to avail the external helps to manage to disaster.
• Will collect the details of loss of crops to send it to the district administration.
• Should have the details of village wise various crops in the district.
• Will prepare a primary survey report of crop damage in the area and will send the
same to district control room and also to the administrative head.
• Will immediately put the action plan in real action during the emergency.
7.7 Punjab State Power Corp. Limited
7.7.1 Normal time activities
While preparing a separate plan regarding PSPCL/Energy Department will prepare
the list of available resource as a part of DDMP. It will include the following:
• Details of the staff members with their contact addresses and telephone numbers.
• Maps showing the power stations, sub-stations, Diversification of Power units
(DPs), transformers and major electric lines with detail information.
• Other important details like water supply scheme depending on electricity,
drainage systems, railway stations, bus-depots, ports, strategically important
places, army, air force, navy camps, light houses, major hospitals and for that he
will check and ensure of electric supply during emergency.
• Prepare an action plan for repairs and alternative arrangement in the case of
electricity disruption as a part of DDMP.
• Inspect at every 3 months the power stations. Sub-stations etc; which are damage
prone.
• The, plan should include for timely supply of electric poles, transformers etc; at
the time of line disruption.
• To prepare an action plan for immediate procurement of the required tools and
equipments for restoration of electric supply on temporary bases.
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• To prepare a list of public properties related to PSPCL, which are in the damage
prone areas and will make advance arrangements to minimize the damage.
7.7.2 On receiving the warning
• To contact the District Control Room and assist in their work.
• To ensure that all the employees remain present on duty at the Tehsil head quarter.
• To assign work to all officers/employees related to PSPCL.
• Will ensure to make available the resources available and will establish contacts
for the same to deploy those at the time of emergency, which are included in the
DDMP.
• To consult the District Liaison Officer to discontinue the supply in case of damage
in the line or for the safety of the people and property.
• To make groups having vehicles for the emergency work and will assign the areas.
• To immediately set up a temporary control room in the office for dissemination of
information during the disaster and will appoint a Nodal officer from PSPCL for
this work.
7.7.3 Post Disaster Activities
• To follow the instructions of the district liaison officer.
• To perform the duties assigned for the search and rescue work.
• To deploy the resources and manpower required for the disaster management.
• To dispatch the task forces with necessary equipments to the place where the
electric supply is disrupted and ensures that the same is restarted at the earliest.
• Contact the circle office or the Central Control Room of PSPCL to procure the
machines and equipments, vehicles, manpower, technical personnel for restoration
of the electric supply.
• To utilize the external resources and manpower allotted to him in a planed manner
for disaster management.
• To immediately undertake the emergency repairing work as mentioned in the
action plan.
• To prepare a primary survey report regarding damage in the area and send the
same to the district control room and to the own administrative head immediately.
• To make temporary arrangement for electric supply to the places like hospitals,
shelter, jail, police stations, bus depots etc.
7.8 Public Works Department
7.8.1 Normal time activities
• Details of the staff members with their contact addresses and telephone numbers.
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• Details of buildings, vehicles and equipment as well as the names of contractors
and the vehicles & equipment used by them.
• Maps of the areas in the district with the statistical data related to available
resources.
• The position of approach roads and other road of all the villages including bridges,
railway crossing etc.
• To strictly observe the rules during the constructions regarding earthquake proof
materials.
• The PWD will inspect periodically the buildings, residences, high rise buildings
under their control.
• Damage prone road bridges and arrangement for their inspections
• Action plan for emergency repairs.
• Will appoint an officer of the rank of Assistant Engineer to coordinate during
emergency at the District Control Room.
• Will maintain the departmental equipments such as bulldozers, tractors, water
tankers, dumpers, earthmovers excavator, de-watering pumps, generators, cutters,
tree cutters, ladders, ropes, flood lights, shovels, axes, hammers, RCC cutters etc;
which can be used during emergency and will quarterly check up these to ensure
in working condition.
7.8.2 On receiving the warning
• Will immediately contact the District Control Room for assistance.
• Will ensure that all the staff members remain on duty at the headquarters.
• Will send the officers and the staff assigning them specific duties for the DDMP
• Undertake all the action for the disaster management required to be done by the
PWD after receiving instructions from district liaison officer.
7.8.3 Post Disaster Activities
• Will follow the instructions of the District Liaison Officer
• Will remain active for search and rescue activities
• Will provide all the available resources and manpower for disaster management.
• Will mobilize the service of technical personnel for the damage survey work to
help the district administration
• Will prepare a primary report of damage in the affected area within 12 hrs / 24 hrs
looking to the emerging situation
• Will make arrangements for electricity, water, and latrines in the temporary
shelters.
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• Will also inspect the approach roads leading to the temporary shelter and repair
the same if so required.
7.9 Telephone Department
7.9.1 Normal time activities
• Details of the staff members with their contact addresses and telephone numbers.
• Details of buildings, vehicles and equipments including the contractors and the
vehicles and equipments used by them.
• Maps showing the details of telephone exchanges, important telephone lines, hot
lines, microwave towers with statistical data.
• Details of telephone numbers of water supplies, Control Room, hospitals, drainage
system, railway stations, bus depots, strategically important places, Army, Air
force, Navy camps, Jail, Police Station and other sensitive places, light houses,
major industrial units, and other communication channels which can be used
during emergency.
• Action plan for repairs/alternative arrangement in case of disruption of telephone
line and microwave towers.
• Inspect the telephone exchanges/sub-exchanges in the damage prone area at every
3 months.
• To appoint an officer not below the rank of telephone inspector to co-ordinate the
district control room during emergency.
• To maintain the equipments such as diesel generators, dumpers, generator, cutters,
tree cutters, ladder &, ropes, flood lights, shovels, axes, hammers, RCC cutters,
cable wires, fire equipments, etc; which can be used during emergency and ensure
every month that these are in working condition.
• To ensure that the telephone lines at the shelters, emergency hospitals, police
stations, control room and other places of emergency services, which can be used
during disaster, are not disrupted.
• To prepare a list of public properties related to the telephone department which are
in damage prone areas and will make arrangements to lessen the damage.
7.9.2 On receiving the warning
• To contact the District Control Room and assist in the work.
• To ensure that the staff are on duty at the headquarters.
• To assign work to the subordinate officers as per the DDMP and send them to the
sites.
• To receive the instructions from the District Liaison Officer and to do the needful.
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• To ensure availability of resources included in the DDMP and establish contacts
for the same during emergency.
• To setup a temporary control room for the exchange of information for emergency
work and will appoint a nodal officer.
7.9.3 Post Disaster Activities
• To follow the instructions of District Liaison Officer.
• To perform the duties assigned for search and rescue work.
• To deploy the resources and manpower available to manage the disaster.
• To review the situation regarding disconnected telephone lines due to safety
measures and re-establish the communication network as soon as possible.
• To send the Disaster Management Teams with the necessary equipments for
restoration of the telephone lines speedily where the lines are disrupted and to
such places, which are strategically important.
• To make arrangements to obtain external help to manage the disaster.
• To prepare a primary survey report of damage and to send the same to the District
Control Room and also to the administrative head within 6 hours.
• To arrange for temporary hotline services or temporary telephone connections at
the District Control Room, hospitals, shelters, jails, police station, bus depots, etc.
• To immediately undertake the emergency repairing work.
• To make an action plan to avail immediately and timely, telephone poles,
transformer to the established the communication system.
• To prepare an action plan to avail temporarily, technical personnel from the
nearby district, staff and vehicles from the district office which are not affected in
consultation with the district authority.
7.10 Animal Husbandry
7.10.1 Normal time activities
• Addresses of members with telephone numbers.
• Details of veterinary centres, artificial insemination centres, veterinary dispensary,
veterinary colleges’ buildings, vehicles, mobile dispensaries and equipments and
also the details of vehicles and equipments used often by outsource.
• Maps showing the details of animal breeding laboratories, animal vaccination
centres, animal husbandry training school with statistical data.
• Details of essential facilities to be provided at sensitive place such as important
animal husbandry centres, veterinary college campus, training centres etc;
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• Arrangement of repairs/alternative arrangement in case the facilities related to
animal husbandry and veterinary services are disrupted.
• To make arrangements to necessary medicines, vaccines and other material, for
treatment of animals.
• To collect the details of cattle in each village of the tehsils, details of safe places
for the treatment of animal, milk dairies, other private veterinary doctors and
facilities related to it.
• To appoint an employee not below the rank of livestock inspector to coordinate
the District Control Room during emergency.
• To maintain the equipments available such as stands to keep animals, sharp
instruments, insecticides, diesel generators, dumpers, generator, cutters, tree
cutters, ladders, ropes, flood lights, shovels, axes, hammers, RCC cutters, cable
wires, fire equipments, de-dusting equipments etc; which can be used during
emergency and will also ensure that they are in working condition.
• To see that essential services related to animal husbandry and Veterinary services
are not disrupted at the time of emergencies.
• To prepare a list of public properties related to animal husbandry, which are
damage prone areas and will make advance planning to lessen the damage.
7.10.2 On receiving the Warning
• To immediately contact the District Control Room and will assist in the work.
• To ensure that the staff is on duty at the headquarters.
• To assign the work to be done to the subordinate officers and staff and send them
to their sites.
• To receive instructions from the district liaison officer and do the needful.
• To ensure the availability of resources included in the DDMP and will make
necessary arrangements to obtain those during emergency.
• To consult the Liaison Officer to prevent the probable epidemic among the cattle
and also for the safety measures.
• To make groups having vehicles for emergency work and will assign the areas to
them.
• To set up a temporary control room for the exchange of information for
emergency work and will appoint a Nodal officer.
7.10.3 Post Disaster Activities
• To follow the instruction of the District Liaison Officer.
• To carry out the duty assigned to him for search and rescue work.
• To deploy the available resources and manpower to manage the disaster.
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• To review the matters to restart the milk collection activity where it has been
closed for security measures.
• To send DMTs with necessary equipments in case of cattle death are there in the
affected areas for the disposal of carcass with a view to restoration of public life
and result oriented work. To arrange to treat the injured cattle.
• To contact the State Director of A.H. if additional equipments vehicles,
manpower, technical personnel etc; are required for restoration of the cattle related
activities.
7.11 District Transport Authority
7.11.1 Normal time activities
• Details of the staff with contact numbers, details of bus drivers, conductors,
mechanical and supervisory staff.
• Details of location of buses in all the areas of the district available round the clock.
• Details of fuel arrangements for buses for emergency work.
• Do's and Don'ts to be observed strictly during emergencies and details of priorities
should be given to the staff.
• Arrangement for additional buses for evacuation of people from the affected areas.
• Details of buildings, vehicles and equipments under his control and list of
contractors with vehicles and equipments used by them.
• Map showing depots; pick up stand, control point, garages and important routes
with equipments of communication, telephone line, megaphone, amplifiers with
statistical data.
• Details of important telephone numbers of water supply schemes, control room
hospitals, drainage system, railway stations, bus depots, strategically important
places, Army. Air force, Navy camps and other sensitive places, light houses,
major industrial units, and other communication channels which can be used
during emergency/calamity.
• Action plan regarding repairs/alternative arrangement in case of disruption of
transport services.
• Alternative routes for the transportation and road network.
• To inspect the damage prone Depots, pick up stand, control points, garages etc; at
the frequency of every three months.
• To plan out for restoration of goods transportation in case of damages observed, to
the buses & parcel van.
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• To prepare an action plan to procure temporary buses, the technical personnel
from the nearby district which are not affected.
• To maintain the equipments available such as cranes, diesel generator, earth mover
machines, dusting pumps, cutters, tree cutters, ladders, ropes, flood lights, shovels,
axes, hammers, RCC cutters, etc. which can be used during emergency and will
ensure that those are in the working conditions.
• To take due care to see that the transportation at shelters and emergency hospital is
not disrupted during calamities.
• To prepare a list of public properties related to transport department, which are in
the damage prone area and will arrange in advance to minimize the damage.
7.11.2 On receiving the warning
• To set up a temporary special control room and information centre at the main bus
station.
• To immediately contact the district control room and will assist in the work.
• To ensure that the staff at headquarter is on duty.
• To assign the work to be done by the subordinate officers and staff regarding
transportation under DDMP and to send them to their sites.
• To receive instructions from the district liaison officer and will do the needful. To
ensure for not allowing passenger buses to move out of the Depots during final
warnings of flood, earthquakes etc; to take safety measures for passengers who
cannot return back to their home.
• To ensure the availability of resources included in the DDMP and will make due
arrangements to get those during emergency.
• To consult the Liaison Officer to close the transportation in the damage prone
areas for the safety of the people and the property.
• To make groups having vehicles for emergency work and will assign the areas to
them.
• To set up a temporary control room for the dissemination of information for
emergency work and will appoint a nodal officer.
• To make available the sufficient number of buses to the state administration for
the evacuation of the people to safe places from the disaster prone areas.
• To assist the administration to send the messages of warning to the remote areas
through the drivers/conductors on transport routes.
7.11.3 Post Disaster Activities
• To follow the instructions of District Liaison Officer.
• To carry out the duty assigned for search and rescue work
• To engage the resources and manpower available to manage the disaster.
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• To review the matter regarding closing of movement of buses for safety reason
and see that those are restarted very soon.
• To send DMTs with necessary equipments if the transportation is disrupted.
• To contact the District Control Room if additional equipments, vehicles,
manpower, technical personnel, which are required to restore the transportation
related activities.
• To prepare a primary survey report on damage in the area and will send it to the
district control room and also to the administrative head within 6 hours.
• To make temporary arrangement of transportation for control rooms, hospitals,
shelters, bus depots etc.
• To immediately undertake repairs needed at the bus stations.
• To collect the details of roads, damaged and will get them repaired in coordination with competent authority and will restore the bus services.
7.12 Forest Department
7.12.1 Normal time activities
• Addresses of members with telephone numbers.
• Details of veterinary centres, artificial insemination centres, veterinary dispensary,
veterinary colleges’ buildings, vehicles, mobile dispensaries and equipments under
his control and also the details of vehicles and equipments used often by
outsource.
• Maps showing the details of area with statistical data.
• Approach roads under forest department and their condition including bridges,
causeways, railway crossing etc.
• Inspection of damage prone roads, bridges, check dams, causeways, under forest
department.
• To inspect periodically the buildings, residencies, high causeways under forest
department.
• To maintain the equipments available such as sharp instruments, insecticides,
diesel generators, dumpers, generator, cutters, tree cutters, ladders, ropes, flood
lights, shovels, axes, hammers, RCC cutters, cable wires, fire equipments, dusting
equipments etc; which can be used during emergency and will also ensure that
they are in working condition.
• To take care of public shelters, other places to be used for evacuation with primary
facilities like water.
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• To prepare a list of public properties in the damage prone forest areas and will
make advance arrangements to lessen the damage.
7.12.2 On Receiving the Warning
• To immediately contact the district control room and will assist in the work.
• To ensure that the staff at headquarter is on duty.
• To assign the work to be done by the subordinate officers and staff regarding
transportation under DDMP and to send them to their sites.
• To arrange for wireless, telephones, manpower, forest guard in advance to
disseminate information of the disaster in the damage prone areas and will play a
key role with the district administration to warn the public.
• To make in advance arrangement for fuel wood and bamboos for priority areas.
7.12.3 Post Disaster Activities
• To follow the instructions of District Liaison Officer.
• To carry out the duty assigned for search and rescue work.
• To engage the resources and manpower available to manage the disaster.
• To prepare a primary report of damage for the affected areas.
• To take actions to provide electricity, water and latrine to the temporary shelters in
the forest areas.
• To send task forces with vehicles, tree cutters, ropes, flood light, generator in case
of closure of roads due to felling of trees.
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8. Monitoring and Evaluation
The existence of a Disaster-preparedness plan plays a vital role during Disasters.
The officials then have at their hand, a complete set of instructions which they can follow
and also issue directions to their subordinates and the affected people. This has the effect
of not only speeding up the rescue and relief operations, but also boosting the morale of
affected people.
Disaster plan is also useful at pre-disaster stage, when warnings could be issued. It
also proves as a guide to officials at the critical time and precious time is saved which
might otherwise be lost in consultations with senior officers and getting formal approval
from the authorities.
Keeping all these points in mind the DDMP must be evaluated and updated by the
district administration in normal time.
8.1 Plan Evaluation
The purpose of evaluation of DDMP is to determine
• the adequacy of resources
• co-ordination between various agencies
• community participation
• partnership with NGOs
The plan will be updated when shortcomings are observed in
• Organizational structures
• Technological changes render information obsolete
• Response mechanism following reports on drills or exercises
• Assignments of state agencies
Individuals and agencies assigned specific responsibilities within this Plan will
prepare appropriate supporting plans and related standard operating procedures,
periodically review and update alerting procedures and resource listings, and maintain an
acceptable level of preparedness.
8.2 Plan Update
The DDMP is a “living document” and it is updated by the district administration
along with all line departments, district administration ensure that plan will be updated
every year taking into consideration of:
• The resource requirements
• Update of human resources
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• Technology to be used
• Co-ordination issues
An annual conference for DDMP update will be organized by the Deputy
Commissioner. All concerned departments and agencies would participate and give
recommendations on specific issues. The new plan is handy and precise. It is so designed
that it will definitely help the officials to take quick actions during the disaster.
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9. Important Contact Numbers

S. No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Contact Number of Offices to be contacted in Emergency
Office and Designation
Contact No.
Ministry of Home Affaires Joint Secretary
011-24638206
Disaster Management
Control Room (MHA)
011-23093563-66
V.C. and Sec. National Disaster
011-26701701
Management Authority
Control Room NDMA
011-26105912
Joint Sec. NDRF and NDMA
011-26701718
Control Room NDRF
0164-2246030,
011-26107953
Commandant NDRF Bathinda
0164-2246030, 2246570
Mob: 9815664813
Control Room Indian Meteorological
011-24631913
Department
Control Room Central Water Commission
011-27106523
Secretary Revenue cum Director Disaster
0172-2748469
Management
9815806429
Relief Commissioner
0172-2743854
Chief Sec. CEO SDMA
0172-270156, 2740860
State Emergency Control Room
0172-2749901
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Contact Numbers of IAS/PCS officers
Sr. No.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Name & Designation
Dr. Abhinav Trikha (IAS)
Deputy Commissioner, Gurdaspur
Dr. Baljit Singh (PCS)
Addl. Deputy Commissioner,
Gurdaspur
Sh. Sukhdev Singh,
Addl. Deputy Commissioner(Dev),
Gurdaspur
Sh. Tejinder Pal Singh(PCS)
Sub Divisional Magistrate,
Gurdaspur
Sh. Tejinder Pal Singh(PCS)
Sub Divisional Magistrate,
Dera Baba Nanak
Sh. Rahul Chaba (PCS)
Sub Divisional Magistrate,
Batala
Sh. Jagwinderjit Singh Grewal (PCS)
District Transport Officer,
Gurdaspur
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Phone Number
01874-247500
01874-224270
01847-224501(F)
01874-245407
01874-245153
01874-241566
01874-222016
01874-223354
01874-247963
01874-245175
01874-244175

Mobile Number
94631-25029

98555-97951

94782-44474

97797-30055

01871-247420
97797-30055
01871-245158
01871-247978
01871-240036
98720-33903
01871-240563
01871-225860 (F)
01874-220903
98725-96406
01874-245158
94655-83336
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Contact Numbers of Employees of DC Office, Gurdaspur
Sr. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Name & Designation
Sh. Hira Lal Dogra, Supdt. (General)
Sh. Sukhdev Singh Reader to D.C.
Sh. Romesh Soni, P.A. to D.C.
Sh. Kewal Krishan E.A.
Sh. Raghbir Singh, M.A.
Sh. Dharamvir, Reader to A.D.C.(G)
Sh. Lal Chand, Reader to S.D.M.
Sh. Narinder Singh, Suwidha Incharge
Sh. Surinder Kumar, D.N.
Sh. Rakesh Pathak ,D.A
Sh. Tarsem Lal, D.R.A. (M)
Sh. Baldev Singh, D.R.A. (T)
Sh. Parsanta Devi, RIA
Sh. Kulwant Kaur, R.R.A.
Sh. Darshana Devi, G.P.F.A.
Sh. Kuljit Singh, L.F.A.
Sh. Yash Paul , S.K.
Sh. Sat Pal, H.R.C
Sh. Gurjinder Singh, Ahlmad
Sh. Sarabjit Singh, Steno to A.D.C.(G)
Sh. Raj Kumar,FRC
Sh. Balkar Singh, Reader to D.R.O
Sh. Raman Malhotra, D.S.M.
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Mobile Number
98723-48300
98159-79301
98158-07879
94171-98320
80549-10090
99142-14196
98725-93361
94171-93556
98550-05072
98154-67218
98766-87851
97815-28988
98554-94976
98558-78730
97808-73825
78372-17554
94646-05290
98883-23842
98550-76732
98159-42802
94630-63198
99141-76407
98761-20224
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Sr. No.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Contact Numbers of Revenue Officers
Name & Designation
Phone Number
Sh. Rakesh Pal Minhas,
01874 247964
District Revenue Officer
(Addl. Charge),
Gurdaspur
Sh. Rakesh Pal Minhas,
01874-242644
Tehsildar,
Gurdaspur
Sh. Jasanjit Singh,
01871-241069
Tehsildar,
Batala
Sh.____________
Tehsildar,
Dera Baba Nanak
Sh. Harvinder Singh Gill,
Naib Tehsildar,
Batala.
Sh. J.P. Salwan,
Naib Tehsildar,
Gurdaspur
Sh. J.P. Salwan,
Naib Tehsildar (Addl. Charge),
Kahnuwan.
Sh. Gurwaryam Singh,
Naib Tehsildar (Addl. Charge),
N.M. Singh
Sh. Lakhwinder Pal Singh Gill,
Naib Tehsildar,
Dinanagar
Sh. Gurwaryam Singh,
Naib Tehsildar,
Dhariwal
Sh. Surinder Pal Singh Pannu,
Naib Tehsildar (Addl. Charge),
Kalanaur
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Mobile Number
98145-85278

98145-85278

98880-48333

01871-247054

98149-92006

01871-241069

81465-18090
98559-39665

01874-242644
01874-244190

98782-73358

01872-223543

98782-73358

98728-09697
--98142-36906
--98728-09697
--84272-49485
---
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12.

13.

14.

15

Sh. Ajit Singh Gill,
Naib Tehsildar,
Qadian
Sh. Siri Ram Anand,
Naib Tehsildar,
Shri Hargobindpur.
Sh. Harvinder Singh Gill,
Naib Tehsildar, (Addl. Charge)
Fatehgarh Churian.
Sh. Surinder Pal Singh Pannu,
Naib Tehsildar,
Dera Baba Nanak
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01871 -240618

98157-85370

98550-21198
---

--01871-247054

81465-18090
98559-39665
99158-26018
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Contact Numbers of Nodal Officers
Sr. No.

Office Name

Nodal Officer Name

Designation

Contact Number

Sh. Nirmal Singh

SDO

98785-91895

2.

Punjab Water Supply
& Sewerage Board,
Gurdaspur
BSNL, Gurdaspur

Sh. R.K. Bhagat

SDO(Phone)

94177-06007

3.

SSP Office, Gurdaspur

Sh. Jaspal Singh,PPS

SP(HQ)

01874-245396

4.

Punjab Home Guard,
Gurdaspur
Food & Civil Supply,
Gurdaspur

Sh. Nirbhail Singh

Company
Commander

98156-82637

1.

5.

Sh. Baldev Raj,
Gurdaspur
Sh. Raman Kumar,
Gurdaspur
Sh. Basant Singh,
Dhariwal
Sh. Amritpal, Dinanagar
Sh. Harinder Cheema,
Dinanagar
Sh. Salwinder Singh,
Dera Baba Nanak
Sh. Naresh Puri,
Fatehghar Churian
Sh. Gulshan Kumar,
Fatehghar Churian
Sh. Kawalnain Singh,
Batala
Sh. Magwinder Singh,
Batala
Sh. Harminder Singh,
Shri Hargobindpur
Sh. Sukhdev Singh,
Qadian
Sh. Prabh Dyal ,
Kahnuwan
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89688-18374
97814-05242
99150-39999
9646002407
97810-17512
98143-23698
94176-71392
98145-30549
96460-21848
94176-25598
98885-16356
98881-52085
89686-08284
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Sh. Jaswinder Singh,
Kahunwan
Sh. Vishal Nanda,
Dorangla
Sh. Kuldeep Bedi,
Kalanaur
6.
7.
8.

Drainage Division,
Gurdaspur
SSP Office, Batala
Agriculture Dept.,
Gurdaspur

10.

Civil Surgeon,
Gurdaspur
P.W.D., Gurdaspur

97805-55430

Sh. Mohan Lal, PPS

SP(HQ)

98140-61235

Sh.________________

Agriculture
Officer(Seed)
Agriculture
Development
Officer
DMC

94630-71919

Dr. Rana Verma
Sh. Harjot Singh

Sh. Mohan Singh

Municipal Council,
Gurdaspur
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98152-31128

SDO

Sh. Naresh Kumar

11.

96460-57790

Sh. Jaipal Singh Binder

Sh. Hans Raj

9.

98725-40305

Sh. Amarjit Singh

94782-04304

97170-32688

Sub Division 80545-00008
Engineer,
Area- MC
Shri
Hargobindpur
Sub Division 96460-63320
Engineer,
Area- MC
Kahunwan
Sub Division
Engineer,
Area- MC
Qadian &
Batala
Fire Officer

97803-61700

98882-12020,
01874-244659,
018742-44983,
01874-502682
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12.

District Education
Officer(E), Gurdaspur

Sh. Mohinder Pal
Sh. Vijay Kumar
Sh. Lakhwinder Singh
Sh. Gurmeet Singh

B.P.E.O.,
Gurdaspur
B.P.E.O.,
Gurdaspur
B.P.E.O.,
Batala
B.P.E.O.,
DBN

98550-35726
98880-79556
98557-18345
94174-27735

Contact numbers of District Procurement Agencies
Sr. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Officer
D.F.&S.C.
D.M. Punjab Agro
D.M. Markfed
D.M. PUNSUP
D.M. Ware House Corp.
D.M. FCI
District Mandi Officer

Tel. Office Tel. Residence
247193
245387
220012
242353
223656
222540
240961
241050
241034
246005
242708
247109
223923

Contact Numbers of Education Department
S.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Officer
D.E.O.(S)
D.E.O.(P)
Principal, Hotel Management
Principal Beant Engg. College
Vice Principal, Beant Engg College
Principal, Govt College,Gurdaspur
Principal, PMLSD College,
Gurdaspur
Director, PAU Reg. Centre,
Gurdaspur
Principal DIET Normal School
Coordinator,GNDU Camp,Law
College
Principal Tugalwal College
Principal, ITI (Boys)
Principal,ITI(Girls)
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Tel. Office
241634
242033
222501
221463
221793
241057
242953

Tel. Residence
230523
222502
222370

500054
243154,243158
242678

231277
242691

01872-252426
231147,222206
221991
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Contact Numbers of SEs/XENs of District Gurdaspur
Sr. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Officer
S.E. PSEB Gurdaspur
XEN PWD B&R Link Roads
XEN National Highways Pathankot
XEN Panchayati Raj
SE Public Health RWS
XEN PWD B&R Gurdaspur
XEN PSEB Gurdaspur
XEN Drainage Gurdaspur
XEN UBDC Gurdaspur Div. Gurdaspur
XEN UBDC Madhopur Div. Gurdaspur
XEN Sewerage Board
XEN Mandi Board
SDO Pollution Control Board Batala
SDO Public Health Gurdaspur
SDO PWD B&R Gurdaspur
SDO PWD Rest House

Tel. Office
245464
241214
2220939
246352
245217
247212
230012
222723
220840
220498
220842
246591
227402
247921
221149
241214

Tel. Residence
230473
230008
2221248
220847
230224
245389
230345
220573
220875
220498
230950

Contact Numbers of DDPO/BDPOs of District Gurdaspur
Sr. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

DDMP, Gurdaspur

Officer
D.D.&P.O. Gurdaspur
BDPO Gurdaspur
BDPO Dina Nagar
BDPO Kalanaur
BDPO Dhariwal
BDPO Kahnuwan
BDPO Batala
BDPO Fatehgarh Churian
BDPO Dera Baba Nanak
BDPO Qadian
BDPO Sri Hargobindpur
BDPO Dorangla

Tel. Office
245386
309601
01875-220155
280327
275174
01872-258237
241681
255521
247228
01872-221129
01872-255440
230928
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Contact Numbers of Police Officers
S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Officer
SSP,
Gurdaspur
SP (HQ),
Gurdaspur
SP(D),
Gurdaspur
SSP,
Batala
SP(HQ),
Batala
SP(D),
Batala

DDMP, Gurdaspur

Tel. Office
01874-241173
01874-245504
01874-241173

Tel. Residence
01874-220207
01874-220351
01874-230225

01874-245396

01874-241615

01871-242145

01871-242178

01871-224617

---

01871-224617

01871-240177
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Contact Numbers of other department Officers
Sr. No.

Name & Designation
Sh. V.K. Soni,
District Informatics Officer,
Gurdaspur
Sh. Balwinder Singh,
District Welfare Officer,
Gurdaspur.
Sh. Jaswinder Singh,
Divisional Town Planner,
Gurdaspur.
Sh. Surinder Singh Bhagowalia
D.P.R.O.,
Gurdaspur
Sh. Sutantar Kumar Aarie,
Chief Agriculture Officer,
Gurdaspur
Sh. P.K. Gupta,
Chief Engineer,
Ranjit Sagar Dam.

Phone Number
01874-245370
01874-224112

7.

8.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

9.

10.

Mobile Number
94176-80918

01874-220896
01874-245220

98156-66455
98152-21042

01874-222937
01874-2223299,
01874-2245899
01874-244608
01874-222077
01874-222066
01874-220827
01874-220824

92166-10030

01870-263244
01870-263262 (F)
01870-263269 (R)

98888-95449

Dr. Arvind,
Deputy Director,
Animal Husbandry,
Gurdaspur

01874 -241160
01874-220917

98144-53940

Sh. Sukhvir Singh
GM Punjab Roadways,
Batala
Sh. Amarjit Singh Purewal,.
Youth Coordinator,
N.Y. K, Gurdaspur
Sh. Balwinder Singh,
Asstt. Secretary,
Red Cross Society,

01871-241101
01871-241070

---

01874-247923

94173-87090

01871-241257
01871-221770

94639-71913

DDMP, Gurdaspur

97800-36116

94171-54531
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11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

Gurdaspur
Sh. Shammi Kumar,
Supdt. Jail,
Gurdaspur
Sh. Inderjit Singh,
D.E.O.(S),
Gurdaspur.
Sh. Shinder Singh,
D.E.O.(P),
Gurdaspur
Sh. Lal Chand Bains,
XEN Water Supply &
Sanitation, Gurdaspur
Sh. Vijay Kumar,
XEN Water Supply and
Sanitation, Batala
Sh. P.S. Tiwana,
XEN PWD(B&R),
Gurdaspur.
Sh. Sohan Lal,
XEN Drainage,
Gurdaspur
Sh. Rachpal Singh,
XEN UBDC,
Gurdaspur Division., Gurdaspur
Sh. B.S. Kataria,
XEN UBDC,
Madhopur Division,
Gurdaspur
Sh. Gurmeet Singh, .
XEN Sewerage Board,
Gurdaspur
Sh. Balkaran Singh,
XEN Mandi Board,
Gurdaspur
Sh. Balraj Singh,
DDPO,

DDMP, Gurdaspur

01874-245316
01874-245316(Fax)

98154-91100

01874 -241634
01874 -245196
01874 -245757
01874-242033
01874 -240575(Fax)

94174-28787

98550-57273

01874-241049

98765-34143

01871-220207

98762-44117

01874-247212
01874-245389 (R)

96468-00006
99888-12159

01874-222723
01874-220573

98144-24624
78370-62900

01874-220840
01874-220875

97794-60159

01874-220498
01874-220498

98143-27603

01874-220842
01874-245391

96467-40045

01874-501132
01874-501409

98145-19654

01874-245386

98145-45233
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23.

24.

25.

26.

27.
28.
29.

30.

Gurdaspur
Dr. Chananjit Singh,
Civil Surgeon,
Gurdaspur.
Dr. Jagan Nath,
SMO,
Gurdaspur
Sh. Singhla,
DGM BSNL,
Pathankot
Sh. Rajinder Kumar,
SDO Telephones, BSNL,
Gurdaspur
SDO (Rural),BSNL,
Gurdaspur
Sh. Gurdeep Singh,
SDO, BSNL,Gurdaspur.
Sh. Amarjit Singh,
Chief Fire Officer,
Fire Station,
Gurdaspur
Chief Fire Officer,
Fire Station,
Batala

DDMP, Gurdaspur

01874-240990
01874-240991
01874-240921(F)
01874-221020(R)
01874-243300

98141-30387

0186-2233411 (F)
0186-2230311

94172-00172

01874-224600
01874-224515

94177-06007

01874-222450

---

01874-222233
01874-220000
01874-244659
01874-502682
101

--98882-12020

01871-240101

---

98150-70176
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ANNEXURE A
Available Flood Rescue Equipment at Sub-Division Level
sfj;hb r[odk;g[o
bVh BzL
1
2
3
4
5
6

fe;w ;wkB
THphHn?w
fJziD
Ffe;shnK
uZg{
uZg{ bke
bkJhc i?eN
oZ;/

frDsh
4

jVQ ;[oZfyns No/Av ewoukohnK d/ Bkw
;qh ;[bZyD f;zx, ekB{zr'

5
20
10
57
100 wh

98143^96897

;qh I;pho f;zx gNtkoh 98154^03888
;qh jodhg f;zx gNtkoh 98783^10216
;qh oSgkb f;zx gNtkoh 98886^13224
;qh p{nk f;zx ekB{zr'
98159^85135
;qh :;a gkb BkfJp sfj;hbdko ekjB{ztkB
93579^30754
;qh ;sh;a e[wko, ekB{zr'
98157^34157

sfj;hb pNkbk
bVh BzL
1

frDsh
1

2
3
4
5

fe;w ;wkB
THphHn?w
fJziD
Ffe;shnK
uZg{
bkfJc i?eNK
fFeb/

6
7
8

jE'V/
N??AN
pK;

3
2
10

1
8
35
72

jVQ ;[oZfyns No/Av ewoukohnK d/ Bkw

;qh pbd/tf;zx gNtkoh
;qh uoBgkbf;zx gNtkoh
;qh I;gkbf;zxgNtkoh

94634^67297
98760^61402
94175^45355

sfj;hb v/ok pkpk BkBe
bVh BzL
1
2
3
4
5
6

fe;w ;wkB
THphHn?w fJziD
Ffe;shnK
uZg{
bkfJc i?eNK
ez[v/
N?AN ;w/s ;?;oh

DDMP, Gurdaspur

frDsh
2
3
8
20
8
2

jVQ ;[oZfyns No/
No/Av eoweukohnK dh ;{uh
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ANNEXURE B
Proposed Flood Evacuation Centers
sfj;hb r[odk;g[o
bVh BzL fJt?e[J/;aB ;?ANo
dk Bk ns/ gsk

jVK s'' gqGkfts
fgzvK dk BKT{
BKT{

fJt?e{J/;aB ;?No s/A
gqkgs ;j{bsK

nfXekoh $ fJzukoi dk Bk
ns/ nj[dk $ c'B Bzpo

1

; a; a; a;e{b,
ebkB'o

ebkB'o BkoE d/ v/o/,
;oi/ uZe,nbktbg[o,
w'wBg[o,who eukBk,
o{Vk,b'gk,ekiwg[o

fpibh ns/ gkDh
T[gbpX j

e[bpho f;zx gNtkoh jbek
ebkB"o BkoE,98147^21300
fFgqsgkb f;zx gNtkoh jbek
ebkB'o ;kT{E,94783^62995

2

vh J/ th jkJh
;e{b,ebkB'o

nrtkB,o';k,
Xhd'tkb, pohbkebK
pbhw,Bkjog[o,yZdo

fpibh ns/ gkDh
T[gbpX j?

3

ykb;k jkJh
;e{b,ebkB'o

;j{o,p'jV tvkbk,uzd{
Tvkbk,o[fvnkDk,
pohbk y[od

fpibh ns/ gkDh
T[gbpX j?

4

;oekoh fwvb
;e{b,(bVehnk)
ebkB'o

d';sg[o,ihT[
ibkJh,;kb/ uZe,S'jD,
npkdh ;j{o y[od

fpibh ns/ gkDh
T[gbpX j?

5

;oekoh fwvb
;e{b ns/
n?bhw?Noh ;e{b
BVQktkbh

fpibh ns/ gkDh
T[gbpX j?

6

mkeo d[nkok,
gzv'oh wjzsk
skbpg[o

v/johtkb feoB,
U'Vk,S'v,e[eo,
wkb'w{nk,BVktkbh d/
v/o/ ,fueVh,
ewkbg[o iZNk
u/uhnk S'Vhnk,
y/Vk,db/bg[o,
gZy'tkb e[bhnk ,
gZy'tkb e'm/, bzx/

r[od/t f;zx gNtkoh jbek
pKr'tkBh,98761^92162
so/;w f;zx gNtkoh jbek
d';sg[o ,96535^10177
sfizdo f;zx gNtkoh jbek
;j{o ,94171^96597
oSgkb f;zx gNtkoh jbek
uzd{ tvkbk ,94645^75801
e[bftzdo f;zx gNtkoh jbek
fGykohtkb, 94644^25558
r[opy; f;zx gNtkoh jbek
v/johtkb feoB,
98143^63269
bypho f;zx jbek BVKtkbh
94712^88744
gqskg f;zx gNtkoh jbek
Gzvkb,98762^12711

7

;oekoh jkJh
;e{b fpnkBg[o

DDMP, Gurdaspur

whog[o , owtkb
fpnkBg[o, f;Xg[o
jphpg[o

fpibh ns/ gkDh
T[gbpX j?

fpibh ns/ gkDh
T[gbpX j?

fBowb f;zx ekBz{r' skfbpg[o
94643^77140
oki e[wko gNtkoh jbek
u/uhnk S'Vhnk,
97794^59531
r'gkb feq;B ekBz{r'
dhBkBro,98530^72091
fti/ e[wko gNtkoh jbek
izvh,97816^90996
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8

; a; a; a;ae{b
Mpeok

9

; a;h a; a;ae{b
rkjbVh

Gfonkb ,s{o,u/p/
wzwh uZe ozrk,wMtkb,
mZmh,cohdg[o,T[rok,
ekjBk,;qhokwg[o
e[eo,fuZNh,we'Vk
mkeog[o,dp[oih
;bku,fwoikg[o ,
uZeVh ,n?wk ,
;zdbg[o ,j;Bg[o
tihog[o iZNk

fpibh ns/ gkDh
T[gbpX j

Ifzszdo f;zx gNtkoh jbek
s{o,85558^20613
e/;t gkb gNtkoh jbek
pkjwDh,97809^37039

fpibh ns/ gkDh
T[gbpX j?

bypho f;zx gNtkoh jbek
;[bskBh,94176^79101
wfjzdogkb gNtkoh jbek
I'ro,94175^39061

sfj;hb v/ok pkpk BkBe
bVh
BzL

fJt?e[J/;aB ;?ANo
dk Bk ns/ gsk

jVK s'' gqGkfts
fgzvK dk BKT{

fJt?e{J/;aB ;?No s'A
gqkgs ;j{bsK

1

;H;H; ;H,
e'Nbh ;{os wZbh

fpibh ns/ gkDh
T[gbpX j?

phHvhHghHTH,
v/ok pkpk BkBe,
98147^14444

2

;H;H; ;H,
sbtzvh okwk

fpibh ns/ gkDh
T[gbpX j?

ekoi ;kXe nc;o
fwT{;gb ew/Nh,
v/ok pkpk BkBe
96462^50005

3

;H;H; ;H,
;kjg[oikiB

Xko'tkbh,sko'tkbh,fF;eko,
jt/bhebK,e'Nbh ;{os wZbh
nobhGzB,fYbtK,
ytkiktodr,ihtBBzrb,
ojhwkpkd,w?ok,
oD;hek
gZpkokbh,e'N w'bth,
;wkg[ok, Xowkpkd
yzBk uwkok, f;zxgok
bb{tkb,wB;{o,
o;{bg[o, sbtzvhfjzd{nkl
gzBtK,r[ouZe,vkbk
Xowe'N ozXktlosV^SZsV
;oce'N,;wokJ/,
sogZbk,b[jkoktkbh
wkb/tkb,ezfvnkbk
e'NbhthoK,jodotko,
sbtzvhokw,e'Nw'bth
;kjg[o ikiB,gZvk,
y'd/p/N wfjsk,wzrhnK
B{og[o,oZsk,npdkb,
g[okDktkjbk rz[BhnK,
r'bkY'bk, xDhe/ p/N,
;fjikdk

fpibh ns/ gkDh
T[gbpX j?

;hHvhHghHTH,
v/ok pkpk BkBe,
98553^51053

DDMP, Gurdaspur

nfXekoh $ fJzukoi dk Bk
ns/ nj[dk $ c'B Bzpo
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4

;H;H; ;H,
v/ok pkpk BkBe

yZy'e/,v/ok pkpk BkBe,
uzd{Bzrb,e'Nbh,jo{tkb,
nrtkB,;kXktkbh,t?o'e/,
gZbkBzrb,yK;ktkbh,m/moe/,
I"VhnK ebk,gZy'e/,pZb,
w[b'tkbh,;kjg[o,ekdhnk
r[ioK,G[rskBk p'jVtkbk,
G[rskBk s[bhnk, w/sbk
ekjbKtkbhwkB, wSkbk
;wokJ/,wkjb,e'mk,Bzrb,
u"Vk,sbtzvh r[okfJnk,
sgkbk,;eoh,pfjb'bg[o,
jt/bh y[od,x[zwD,okwg[o,
y[;jkbg[o,uKektkbh

fpibh ns/ gkDh
T[gbpX j?

;jkfJe G{wh oZfynk
nc;o, v/ok pkpk BkBe,
98147-48123

5

;H;H; ;H,
d/jV cZs{g[o

d/jV cZs{g[o, dp[oih,
nkbhBzrb,rtkok,BZphBro
nZmtkb

fpibh ns/ gkDh
T[gbpX j?

y/shpkVh nc;o,
v/ok pkpk BkBe
98810^60010,
98550^20864

6

;?v dkDk wzvh,
v/ok pkpk BkBe

fpibh ns/ gkDh
T[gbpX j?

y/shpkVh nc;o,
v/ok pkpk BkBe
98810^60010,
98550^20864

sfj;hb pNkbk
bVh
BzL

fJt?e[J/;aB ;?ANo
dk Bk ns/ gsk

jVK s'' gqGkfts
fgzvK dk BKT{

fJt?e{J/;aB ;?No s'A
gqkgs ;j{bsK

nfXekoh $ fJzukoi dk Bk
ns/ nj[dk $ c'B Bzpo

1

;oekoh jkJh
;e{b,
wkVh p[uhnk

wkVh p[uhnk,y'iehg[o,
sbtkVk,okwg[o,ekrVk

fpibh ns/ gkDh T[gbpX
j?

;qh ;qhokw n?BHNhH,
;qh jor'fpzdg[o,
98550-21198

2

; a; a; a;e{b,
;qh jor'fpzdg[o

pZbVtkb,y'y'tkb,
pkxk,;wokJ/,eg{ok

fpibh ns/ gkDh T[gbpX
j?

3

;oekoh jkJh
;e{b,
ehVh ncrkBk

ehVh ncrkBk,
wkVh gzBtk,n'by G/N

fpibh ns/ gkDh T[gbpX
j?

;qh ;qhokw n?BHNhH,
;qh jor'fpzdg[o,
98550-21198
;qh fJzdoihs f;zx n?BHNh,
ekdhnK,
98148^50049

4

;oekoh jkJh
;e{b,
pjkdog[o oi'nk

pjkdog[o oi'nk,
ytkik p/?;,ikjdg[o,
wj/; v'ro,G'b

fpibh ns/ gkDh T[gbpX
j?

DDMP, Gurdaspur

;qh fJzdoihs f;zx n?BHNh,
ekdhnK,
98148^50049
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ANNEXURE C
Home Guard’s Rescue Team
bVh BzL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

o?Ae
rkov
rkov
rkov
rkov
rkov
rkov
rkov
rkov
rkov
rkov
rkov
rkov
rkov
rkov
rkov
rkov
rkov
rkov
ghH;hH
rkov
rkov
rkov
rkov

rkovi dk Bkw
w[yfsnko f;zx
r[ofdnkb f;zx
e[bdhg oki
;?w{nb
;sgkb f;zx
dbpho uzd
:{;c w;hj
;sgkb w;hj
pbeko f;zx
;;h e[wko
oki/; e[wko
eoB?b f;zx
wj/; uzd
;[yd/t oki
nwohe f;zx
p{Nk okw
wfjzdo gkb
so;/w uzd
B/jub f;zx
frnkB f;zx
skok f;zx
bZyk f;zx
I;ftzdo f;zx

DDMP, Gurdaspur

sfj;hb
r[odk;g[o
r[odk;g[o
r[odk;g[o
r[odk;g[o
r[odk;g[o
r[odk;g[o
r[odk;g[o
r[odk;g[o
r[odk;g[o
r[odk;g[o
r[odk;g[o
r[odk;g[o
r[odk;g[o
r[odk;g[o
r[odk;g[o
r[odk;g[o
r[odk;g[o
r[odk;g[o
pNkbk
r[odk;g[o
pNkbk
pNkbk
pNkbk

g';fNzr ;EkB
f;NhEkBkr[odk;g[o
f;Nh EkBkr[odk;g[o
f;NhEkBkr[odk;g[o
f;NhEkBkr[odk;g[o
f;NhEkBkr[odk;g[o
f;NhEkBkr[odk;g[o
f;NhEkBkr[odk;g[o
f;NhEkBkr[odk;g[o
f;NhEkBkr[odk;g[o
f;NhEkBkr[odk;g[o
f;NhEkBkr[odk;g[o
EkBkG?Dh whnK yK
n?cH;hHnkJh pNkbk
n?cH;hHnkJhHdhBkBro
EkBk pfjokwg[o
ihHnkoHghH r[odk;g[o
EkBk g[okDk ;akbk
EkBk ;do r[odk;g[o
EkBk f;Nh pNkbk
No/fce pNkbk
No/fce pNkbk
;do pNkbk
n?cH;hHnkJh pNkbk

w'pkfJb Bzpo
78377^73133
98559^53494
97800^25713
84272^68804
98767^19654
92179^97294
98760^99270
89685^10359
98767^64657
98143^79532
98885^24027
98723^35525
98781^92885
94655^87269
84373^06180
99158^38678
97801^64846
92175^29246
99157^45712
98158^20282
98787^64784
94653^62396
94655^88565
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ANNEXURE D
List of NGO’s of District Gurdaspur
S.No. Name of NGO
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

Address

Phone/Mobile

ABP
Mr. Suresh
Yatri Welfare
Kumar Goel
Association
All Indian
Sh. Buta Ram
Salai Kadai
Kender Society

A-5, BECO
Complex,
GT Road, Batala
House No 322/11,
Prem Nagar
Gurdaspur143521

01871-240341,
01871-220341,
94170-71341
98142-99728

Baba Banda
Singh Bahadur
Educational
Trust
Batala Ganesh
Lion club

Sh. Amarjit
Singh Chahal

Improvement
Trust Colony,
Sch. No-1,batala
road, Gurdaspur
GT. Road Batala

01874-680444,
96460-00069

Batala Smile
Lions Club
Capt. Gurdeep
Singh
C/o Memorial
Educational
Health and
Social Welfare
Society
Guru Teg
Bahadur
charitable
Health and
Education
Awareness
Society
Isha
Handicrafts
Welfare
Society

SDM Sahib
Ms. Rupinder
Kaur,
Mr. Pavitar,
Project
Manager

DDMP, Gurdaspur

Coordinator

Sh. Jaideep
Aggarwal

Sh. Jatinder
Singh Athwal

Sh. Ayudhya
Parkash

Area of
Expertise
Urban
Development
Alleviation
To open Centers
and self
employment and
also Promotion
empowerment
Education

01871-271000,
98151-54974

Helping the poor

Batala

01871-240579

Helping the poor

S.Sarpanch
Harbhan Singh
Building Near
Sangeet Palace,
Bhular,
Road Batala
(First Floor)
Opp. Amrit
Palace, Dashmesh
Market, Dhariwal

99150-03081,
0183-6535285,
94632-30212

HIV - FSW

01874-276564,
01874-276574,
98145-91822,
99880-09135

Art and Culture

632/13,
Behrampur
Road Near Mehak
Hospital
Gurdaspur

9855443187,
01874-243264,
01874-510076,
98888-43187

Promotion of
Handicrafts, of
women, Girl
Senior Citizen
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9.

J. K. Society
for Promotion
of Youth and
Masses

Mr. Rahul
Sharma,
Project
Manager

10.

Julka Hospital
Charitable
Trust

Dr. Vinay
Julka,
Chairman

11.

Lions Club
Batala

12.

13.

14.

94173-71987,
01871-220736

HIV - IDU

93162-73755,
01872-224275

Organized
various DID RCH
project

Railway Rd.
Batala

98147-98408,
01871-242338

Helping the poor

Sirhind Road,
Hanuman Chowk
Qadian
Sh. Harinder Lehal, Dhariwal,
Singh Sindhu, Distt.- Gurdaspur
President

98153-25400,
01872-220340,
01872-252481
98728-84546,
01874-219891

Sh.Balwinder
Singh Shah,
President
Sh.
Amandeep
Singh,
President

Bank Colony
Batala

98153-55855,
01871-241144

Cutting and
Tailoring Project,
Paramedica
Working for the
organizing
various
empowerment
Helping the poor

Vill. Mansoor,
PO Shehzada
Kalan,
Tehsil-Dera Baba
Nank

99145-72816,
01871-282416,
01871-216116

VPO-RAI Chak,
Tehsil Dera Baba
Nanak, Gurdaspur
Shori Shah Mandi
Road, New Bus
Stand, Dhariwal,

93564-79454,
98720-49228

Sh. Hari
Krishan
Trehan,
President
Param Vaibhav Mrs. Promilla
Kamal

Paras Sports
and
Educational
Society
Rotary Club
Batala

15.

Sarhadi
Welfare and
Development
Society

16.

Shere Punjab
Rural Welfare
Society
Zenith Techno
Soft Computer
Educational
Society

17.

H. No. 246, Ward
No. 7, New
Gandhi Nagar,
Refugee camp,
Batala
Julka Nagar,
Batala Road,
Qudian

DDMP, Gurdaspur

Sh. Sunandan
Sharma, Key
Personal

98554-06076,
01874-500516

Organizes AIDS
awareness camps,
Blood donation in
sewing and
machines.

Computer
training hardware
to students
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ANNEXURE E
List of Civil Defence Wardens
Sr. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Address
Designation Wardens Name of Warden
Post No.
Chief
1 to 6
Sh Ball Kishan
Purani Kanak
Warden
Mittal
Mandi, Gurdaspur
Dy. Chief
1 to 6
Sh Balraj Mohan
Civil Line,
Warden
Advocate
Gurdaspur
Post Warden
1
Sh Surinder Kumar
333 Sangalpur
Road, Gurdaspur
2
Smt Achla Sharma
Anand Model
Post Warden
H/S, Gurdaspur
Post Warden
3
Smt Harjit Kaur
Sant Nagar,
Trimon Road,
Gurdaspur
Post Warden
4
Smt Rajwinder
610, Ward No.
Kaur
13, Gurdaspur
Post Warden
5
Sh Parshotam Lal
Onkar Nagar,
Sharma
Gurdaspur
Post Warden
6
Sh Jatinder Pardesi Hanuman Chowk,
Gurdaspur
Post Warden
7
Sh. Raman Behl
Library Road,
Gurdaspur
Post Warden
8
Sh Jagdish Raj
Jotshiwali Gali,
Arora
Nangal Kotli,
Gurdaspur

DDMP, Gurdaspur

Contact
Number
9814120387
9855440364
9888672380
01874243070
9646010404
01874241497
9888065254
9814296306
9814151043
9988484177
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ANNEXURE F
Resource Inventory
S. No.
1
2.

3
4
5

Name of the
Department
Indian Red Cross
Society
District Town
Planner

Skilled Human
Resource
First Aid- 25 persons
Engineers -2, Town
Planner- 2, Office
personnel- 8
Driver -3

Agriculture
Department
Punjab Home Guard 33 in Disaster
Management
Police Department Police Staff- 832
Gurdaspur

6

Police Department
Batala

7

Public Works
(B&R)

8

Department of
Health CHC Qadian

DDMP, Gurdaspur

Police staff -941

Driver -1

Driver 1, Medical
Officer -4, Doctor -5,
ANM-3, Staff-4, Nurse13, Pharmacist 3,

Resource Inventory
Stretcher – 3, Blanket 286,
wheel chair-11, Crutches -28
Measuring Tape- 2 50mtrs
each
Lab Facility at Pathankot,
Batala , Gurdaspur

Tata Bus 50 seater-1, Mini
Bus 32 Seats-2, Canter 20
seats- 3, Vajra 20 seats- 1,
Recovery Van 2 Seat-1,
Provisioning Van 30 seats-1,
Jeep 10 seats -3
Fire Ext. 4kg-2, Sand Bucket
7ltr-4, Walkie Talkie 2wt166, Mini Bus 32 seats-1,
Canter 20 seats-1, Bolero 10
seats-3, Recovery van 2 seats1, Gypsy 6 seats-2, Gama
Tracks 10 seats-3,Tatra sets
holding -244, Tetra Sets
distributaries -195
PWD Rest House-1 Capacity
6 Rooms with AC, Open
Space- 4 Kanal, Ambassador
Cars -2, Indigo Car-1,
Fire Ext. 5kg -5, sand
bucket10kg -5, first Aid kits
Available, Ambulance -2, 30
beds, 4 Labour room, lab
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Radiographer 1 lab
Technician 2, class 4 –
4, S.S- 1

9

Department of
Health CHC Bham

10

Department of
Health PHC
Dhianpur

11

Department of
Health PHC Bhullar

12

Department of

DDMP, Gurdaspur

facility Available Pathology
lab-1 (Cap. -1) X-Ray-1
(Cap.1) ECG-1 (Cap.-1)
Operation Theatre(Miner 1
Major 1), Oxygen
Cylinder(Cap. 90-100
pounds) -5, Suction Unit-2
FRU Available
Medical Officer -6,
Fire fighting Equipments 30
Doctors -6, ANM -32,
kg-8, Sand Buckets 10kg -8,
Asha -154, StaffFirst Aid Kits -30,
10,Nurse-10, others -20, Ambulance -1, 30 beds,
Driver- 3,
Labour room 1, lab facility
available, FRU Available, lab
facility Available Pathology
lab, X-Ray, ECG, Operation
Theatre(Miner, Major )
Oxygen Cylinder Suction
Unit, vaccines, anti Snake
Venom, Chlorine Tablets,
Halogen Tablets
Med. Officer-2, ANM - Fire Ext. -1, Sand Bucket- 3,
26, ASHA-118, Nurse-8 First Aid Kit -1, Ambulance 1, Bed -6, Labour Room 2,
Stretcher -2 Oxygen Cylinder
-4, Suction Unit -2, Vaccine,
Anti Snake Venom, Chlorine
Tablets, FRU, Pathology Lab1, ECG-1
Skilled Person-7,Doctor- Vaccine, Chlorine Tablets,
23, MO -23, ANM -45,
First Aid Kit-1, Ambulance ASHA-168, Nurse-9,
1, Oxygen Cylinder 1, Auto
Other-4, Driver -1
Clave Machine-1, Broiler -2,
Suction Machine-1, Ayush kit
-1, Lab Facility -1, FRU,
Blood Bank,
Doctors -15, ANM-21,
Fire Ext.-7, First Aid Kit-3,
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Health CHC
Fatehgarh Churian

ASHA-121, Staff -15,
Driver-2, other74

13

Department of
Health CHC
N.M. Singh

14

Department of
Health CHC
Dera Baba Nanak

Doctors -14, MO-5,
ANM-33, ASHA 141,
Nurse -34,Driver -1,
Skilled Person-7,
Others-89
MO-5, ANM-2, Nurse11 Other-8, Driver-2,
Skilled Person-7

15

Department of
Health PHC
Beharampur

MO-5, ANM-31,
Nurse-8

16

Department of
Health PHC
Dorangla

Skilled Person-70, MO4, ANM-20, ASHA-7,
Other Staff-8, Driver-1

DDMP, Gurdaspur

Ambulance -1, Beds- 20,
Labour Room 1, Lab facility,
Vaccine-6, Anti snake venom
-1, chlorine Tablets,
Stretcher-2, Incubators for
Children-1, Oxygen Cylinder
-4, X-Ray -1, ECG-1 Suction
Unit-3
Fire Ext. 4.5kg-2, Emergency
Kit-1, Labour Room 3, Beds20, Lab-8, FRU,

Fire Ext. 5kg-7, First Aid Kit4, Pvt. Hospital -6, Govt.
Hospital-1, Bed-25, Labour
Room -1, Lab Facility, FRU,
Ambulance-3,Trauma (Cap,
6)-1, Gen. Ward (Cap. -24)-4,
Operation Theatre 2(MinorMajor) Stretcher-1, Oxygen
Cylinder-3, ECG -1 , Suction
Unit-1, Vaccine, Anti Snake
Venom, Chlorine Tablets,
Bed-8, Labour Room-1, ,
First Aid Kit Available, FRU,
Stretcher-1, Oxygen
Cylinder-1 ECG-1, Suction
Unit-2, Vaccine, Jeep-1,
Van -1,
First Aid Kit-2, Ambulance-1,
Attached Hosp. 1, Bed -10,
Labour Room-1, Lab-2,
Ayush Kit -2, Operation
Theatre-1 Minor, X- Ray-1,
ECG-1, Stratcher-1, Oxygen
Cylinder-1, Suction Unit-2,
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17

18

19

20

Department of
Health PHC
Ranjit Bagh
Department of
Health Gurdaspur
City
Department of
Animal Husbandry
and Dairying
Department of Fire

DDMP, Gurdaspur

Anti Snake Venom-5
Doctors-6, ANM-18,
Jeep-1, Attached Pvt. Hosp.
ASHA-80, Staff -3
2, Govt. 1, Bed -6, Labour
Room 1, Stretcher -1, FRU,
Doctors-204, ANM-425, Ambulance 11 both Pvt. And
Asha-1652, Staff Nurse- Govt.
216,
Doctor General -127,
OPD -128, mobile veterinary
Specialist Doctor -1,
Clinic-1, Live Stock Breeding
Poultry farm man 76Centre -1, Animal Shelters-7
and other staff-128
Pvt. , Poultry Farm-38
Driver-5
Water Tender(4500 ltr,2500
liter -2), Fire Ext. 10,
Lighting Tower -1,Breathing
apparatus compressor-1, High
pressure Pump-1, Extension
Ladder -2, Fire jeep 5 seats-1
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